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Chapter One
Introduction
Religious structures in urban neighborhoods have long played an important role in
defining the character of the communities ofwhich they are a part. While outside
agencies have recognized several religious properties in urban neighborhoods as being
historically significant, many have precarious futures existences. The scarcity of
opportunities making preservation possible threatens the existence of older significant
religious structures, particularly those in impoverished neighborhoods.
Preservation is inaccessible to significant religious institutions because there are not
enough financial resources or opportunities available tor this purpose. Internal and
external factors create a deficiency in fiinds available for preservation. The internal
factors responsible for this situation are the scarce amount of money religious institutions
have to provide for their operations, and the allocation of what money they do have to
other more highly prioritized issues. The external factors affecting preservation are the
status of religious institutions as non-profit organizations and the reluctance of private
grant giving organizations and money lending institutions to allocate available fianding or
loans to religiously affiliated institutions.
Religious institutions tend to get their money for operational costs from offerings and
tithes provided by the members of their congregations. The members of inner-city
religious institutions usually come from the immediate surrounding neighborhoods.
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When the surrounding neighborhoods are poor, typically it equates to the congregation
being poor. Therefore, inner-city religious institutions with poor congregations have
limited financial resources. Often times, it is these same poor religious institutions
expending large portions of their minimal financial resources on providing social services
to support the communities to which they are a part. Opened to the community at large,
these services are generally secular in nature. These internal factors contribute to the
inability of religious institutions to afford preservation of their significant properties.
Public sources of fiinding for preservation come in the form of tax credits. Only
depreciable properties are eligible to receive tax credits for this purpose. Religious
institutions are non-profit organizations; therefore, they do not pay federal, state, or local
income taxes. This excludes them fi-om receiving tax credits for preservation related
projects.
The first amendment fi-om the United States Bill ofRights separates the interference of
the government in the fiinctions of religious institutions. This law makes most
government offered grants unavailable to religious entities, including grants intended to
aid social service outreach and community enhancement efforts. This regulation puts the
complete financial onus on religious institutions providing these type services even
though they are secular in nature.
The other two external factors obstructing religious institutions fi-om affording
preservation for their significant structures, is the reluctance of money lending and grant
2

giving institutions to entertain the appropriation of flmds to religious entities. Money
lending institutions, banks and credit unions, consider religious institutions as bad risk
investments because they do not have the ability to produce income. Most private grant
giving organizations and corporations will not directly support preservation efforts of
religiously affiliated properties because it presents issues of moral preferences.
Knowing the current factors contributing to the inaccessibility of preservation for
historically significant religious properties in impoverished neighborhoods, this thesis
intends to create a model for preservation by identifying strategies in planning and
financing that can help these institutions provide for the preservation of their significant
properties. The study focuses on the particular situation of a Philadelphia religious
institution. This institution has all of the aforementioned factors working against it in its
attempt to preserve their historically significant property.
The Nineteenth Street Baptist Church in Philadelphia is currently in the predicament of
owning a historic property requiring substantial repair and restoration for its preservation,
without the financial ability to do so. The congregation's buildings are over 125 years
old, and have sustained mounting damage and structural failure due to inappropriate
intervention and deferred maintenance. With out immediate attention, the rate at which
the buildings are deteriorating will increase. It is the congregation's desire to take the
necessary steps in stabilization and repair in order to restore their structures more closely
to their original appearance in the interest of preserving their historical significance.

This winter stabilization of the buildings started with the partial demolition of the 1882
addition to Fellowship Hall. The demolition has had marked effects on the community
services offered by the congregation. The church's kitchen was one of the spaces
removed in the demolition. The loss of the kitchen has temporarily shut dovm the food
pantry program that provides sustenance for the needy in the neighborhood. As the
project progresses, more of the church's programs offered to the community may suffer
the same consequence.
The intent of this thesis is to develop and to identiiy strategies that will balance the
Nineteenth Street Baptist Church's daily functions as a provider of community support
services and a practicing religious institution, and the congregation's financial constraints
with the desire to stabilize and restore their historically significant structures for the
purpose of preservation. The current condition of the structures of the Nineteenth Street
Baptist Church presents a twofold problem, the first is the impending loss of a significant
example of architectural design, and the second, is the loss ofa facility providing
community support services.
The chapter organization of this thesis attempts to clearly depict the case of the
Nineteenth Street Baptist Church and the plan for its preservation. Chapter Two,
Methodology, describes the sequence of research conducted to test the argument of this
thesis. Chapter Three, The History of 1249-1253 South Nineteenth Street, is a detailed
documentation of the background history and structural evolution of the property
currently owned by the Nineteenth Street Baptist Church. Chapter Four, Restoration
4

Program, illustrates various program strategies for the stabilization and restoration of the
structures that may be utilized to reduce the financial burden associated with the
preservation of the structures. Chapter Five, Financing, specifically addresses methods
and opportunities that can supplement the various strategies explored in Chapter Four.
Chapter Six, Conclusion, is the summation and analysis of the research and findings of
this thesis work.

Chapter Two
Methodology
In order to understand the research conducted for this thesis, an understanding ofhow
interest in preserving these structures originated is necessary. The Philadelphia firm of
Fumess and Hewitt designed the church buildings. Because the designs of Frank Fumess
represent a pivotal period in architecture, preservation models of structures attributed to
him are of great interest. The Reverend Charles Walker, of the Nineteenth Street Baptist
Church, contacted Robert Venturi, A.I.A, of Venturi Scott Brown and Associates, Inc.,
because he had restored the University of Pennsylvania's Fine Arts Library, and asked for
his help.
Robert Venturi enlisted the help of Dr. George E. Thomas because of his research and
interest in the architecture of Frank Fumess. Dr. Thomas believes that external financial
support can be found to aid in the restoration of these structures. Samuel Y. Harris, P.E.,
A.I.A., Esq., then became involved in the project through Dr. Thomas and because of his
interest in African American Baptist churches. The restoration of the Nineteenth Street
Baptist Church then became the focus study for this thesis, which attempts to answer the
larger question, is it possible to make preservation accessible to significant religious
properties in impoverished urban neighborhoods.
This chapter describes in detail how research was conducted in order to determine the
answer to this question, as it pertains to the Nineteenth Street Baptist Church. The
6

production of this work depended upon an array of sources. Undertaken was research on
the documentary iiistory and the physical history of the Episcopal Church of the Holy
Comforter. The materials used in the construction of the church building and Fellowship
Hall were studied in order to make determinations as to the causes of their deterioration.
The Secretary ofInterior 's Standardsfor Historic Preservation, and accompanying
publications acted as the gauges to evaluate strategies for the restoration program of the
church and Fellowship Hall.
Central to this thesis is the issue of the exterior stone of the church buildings. Serpentine
stone is largely the material used in the construction of the buildings. Serpentine was a
regionally available stone, extensively preferred in the 1870s, when the church was
constructed. The stone has proven to be susceptible to air-bom pollutants. Because of this
decay, the exterior cladding of the serpentine stone cannot be adequately restored, but the
ahemative of replacing the stone is beyond the church's budget making it necessary to
research modem products to replicate the serpentine stone's appearance.
The portion of this thesis, which concentrates on the financing of the project called for
researching case studies of restored historic urban churches. The case studies had
comparable financial and/or structural situations. Some of the congregations identified
were able to reduce restoration costs with unconventional methods. As this thesis was
being completed, the Bush administration introduced its program on Faith-Based and
Community Initiatives. The purpose in studying this initiative is to determine if it will
affect the current situation of the Nineteenth Street Baptist Church.
7

Background History and Physical History of the Nineteenth Street Baptist Church
Before any research was conducted, a brief historical background of the religious
complex at 1249-1253 South Nineteenth Street was orated by Samuel Y. Harris and Dr.
George E. Thomas, both members of the adjunct faculty to the Graduate Program in
Historic Preservation at the University of Pennsylvania. Dr. Thomas first discovered this
church in his 1973 research for The Architecture ofFrank Furness, and studied it
further.' Samuel Y. Harris is a consultant for the restoration of the Nineteenth Street
Baptist Church. They were attracted to work on these buildings because they were
designed by the architectural firm of Furness and Hewitt.
Most historic churches are complex architectural creations that can be researched in
various ways. Often the buildings themselves can be a great source of information.
Fortunately, churches as institutions typically have kept detailed recordings of events
over time. All buildings, including churches, erected in Philadelphia fi-om 1 880 and later
have public records that detail various aspects of their construction. The buildings
themselves contain the evidence of their physical fabric. When all of these sources of
information are used together, a true understanding can be had of the history ofthe
structure. The following is a list of documentation and research that was utilized for
constructing the history of the buildings of the Nineteenth Street Baptist Church:
• Minutes recorded by the vestry of St. Peters Episcopal Church
• Reference to the "T" street church in the Notebook of Frank Furness
' George E. Thomas, The Architecture ofFrank Furness, Philadelphia: Philadelphia Museum ofArt (1973).
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Secondary source attributing the design of the buildings to Fumess and Hewitt
Newspaper accounts of the cornerstone laying ofthe church
Insurance Policies with detailed surveys of the buildings
Newspaper accounts of the consecration of the church and the dedication of the
school building
An early photograph ofthe church and school building
Amendments to the original Insurance Policies
Secondary historic accounts from newsletters and books regarding alterations and
additions to the school building
Building permits recording alterations and additions to the church and sanctuary
Transfer of property deed
Building permits recording alterations and additions to the church and sanctuary
Historic Resource Survey Form
Nomination form for the designation ofthe structures to the local register
Building assessment and proposals for repair
Condition survey
Paint chip and mortar analyses
The assemblage of all of these forms of documentation allowed for an accurate analysis
of the buildings' history. These documents were transcribed and put into chronological
order to create an understanding of the original appearance of the buildings and
subsequent changes to them.

Typically, to conduct a search for documentary evidence on historic structures it is
necessary to work from present day backward. Gathering information on the Nineteenth
Street Baptist Church required this method of research, starting with its recent history and
moving back in time.
In 1993, the Nineteenth Street Baptist Church contacted Michael Stem from the
Philadelphia Historic Properties Corporation's Religious Properties Program, to assist in
their efforts in repairing the church's structures. Since the time Michael Stem worked
with the Nineteenth Street Baptist Church, the Philadelphia Historic Properties
Corporation was renamed Preservation Alliance of Greater Philadelphia, and their
Religious Properties Program extinguished. Preservation Alliance retained the
information collected for the Historic Religious Properties Program. Randall Cotton,
director of Preservation Alliance, made copies of the complete contents of the folder
concerning the Nineteenth Street Baptist Church accessible to the author. The folder
contained minutes from the vestry of St. Peter's Church; applications for the church's
local designation prepared by Jefferson Moak; a Pennsylvania Historic Resource Survey
Form prepared by Carl Doebley (HRS form); and primary research that was used in the
creation of the designation application and the Pennsylvania HRS form. Also in the folder
was a building assessment with recommendations for repairs by Michael Stern, and
numerous proposals submitted to the church for the repair of the sanctuary building and
Fellowship Hall roofs.
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The Philadelphia Historical Commission verified the listing ofthe Nineteenth Street
Baptist Church on the Philadelphia Register of Historic Places tor historical significance
in architecture and religion. The Commission also holds a limited folder of information
on the church. With the exception ofphotographs that were included in the nomination
for designation application, the content of this folder was the same as that already
received from Preservation Alliance.
The information gathered to this point was usefiil in determining the name of the mission
church preceding the Nineteenth Street Baptist Church. Additionally, information
obtained yielded general construction dates; photographs of the church from earlier dates;
various hypotheses on when certain alterations occurred to the structures; and citations of
sources for further investigation. After compiling the background history of 1249-1253
South Nineteenth Street, research into the physical history of the structures could begin.
The physical history research started with creating a chain of title for the property. A title
chain beyond the property transfer in 1 944, between St. Peter's Church and the
Nineteenth Street Baptist Church is impossible. The property's registry jacket is missing
in the City of Philadelphia's OflQce of Records. The Pennsylvania Historical Society in
Philadelphia was the next repository visited. Attempts at finding photographs and articles
that pertained to the church proved fi-uitless. Surveys found from insurance policies for
the sanctuary and Fellowship Hall from the Mutual Assurance Insurance Company
provided information on the physical appearances. (Appendix 1 :76-83) These surveys
focus primarily on the interior spaces, fi-om a month before the mission's consecration in
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1875. up until 1945. when St. Peter's Church canceled the policies. The policies provided
approximate dates of alterations to the buildings based upon reassessments of the
property's value. This information facilitated the next step in research.
Three sources available at the City of Philadelphia's Department of Licenses and
Inspections made tracing the history of additions and alterations to the structures
possible. The first source is a history card for applications filed with the Department of
Licenses and Inspections. The history card has dates recorded on it that correlate to
permit applications filed for the researched address. By establishing the permit,
application dates, the individual permits could be found. The history cards give a basic
definition of the purpose for the permit application. The second source, the permit
application, gives information that is more detailed. Some information recorded will tell
who filed the application; for what purpose; the permit number for the last permit
granted; the approximate cost of the work to be conducted; and whether the permit is
being applied for as a result of a citation issued by the Department of Licenses and
Inspections. The last source beneficial to constructing the physical history of structures is
the zoning folder held on the properties. This folder holds copies of building permit
applications and applications for Zoning Permits and/or Use Registration Permits.
Additionally, the property-zoning folder has copies of outstanding citations issued by the
Department of Licenses and Inspections. These sources made tracing the physical history
of additions and alterations to the structures between the present day, and December 1962
possible. (Appendix 2: 87-1 10)
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Building permits from earlier than 1962, are in the possession of the City of
Philadelphia's City Archives. These permit applications have been bound in volumes
according to dates. The applications in these volumes do not have the previous permit
application number on them, making it difficult to trace the complete line of permits. The
City Archives has applications filed for 1249-1253 South Nineteenth Street in 1908 and
1954. Permits for other known alterations were not retrievable. Two permits in question
would be for the 1882 substantial addition to Fellowship Hall, and the 1949 application
of stucco to the exterior of the building. Building permits for the original construction of
the buildings are not available because the City of Philadelphia does not have permits
available from earlier than 1879. (Appendix 2: 84-86)
Supplementing the information from the applications for permits and the insurance
surveys, were descriptions of the physical appearance of the church buUdings taken from
local newspapers articles on, and before the consecration ofthe original mission.
Typically, those articles recording the cornerstone lying of the mission church dealt
primarily with the exterior building materials and the projected costs of construction. One
article concerning the mission church's consecration in the Philadelphia Inquirer detailed
the finish treatments of the sanctuary space. Most of these treatments went unrecorded by
the original insurance surveyor.
To substantiate the primary documentation research, mortar analysis, and paint chip
analyses were conducted on two exterior features of the sanctuary building, a double-
door on the west fa9ade and a window on the north fa9ade. The results from mortar
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analysis provide the formula for the mortar used between the serpentine stone units, in
terms of ingredient ratios and color. (Appendix 4: 198-199) The paint chip analyses made
the original finish treatments and colors of the exterior window fi-ames and doors on the
sanctuary determinable. (Appendix 4: 196-197)
Secondary sources were used to direct primary research regarding the buildings at 1 249-
1253 South Nineteenth Street. The following were consulted. Dr. Thomas' Frank
Furness: The Complete Works and J. Thomas Scharf and Thompson Wescott's History of
Philadelphia 1609-1884. The author also reviewed Jeiferson Moak's nomination
application for the property's designation to the Philadelphia Register of Historic Places,
the initial Pennsylvania Historic Resource Survey Form completed by Carl Doebley, and
a more recent Pennsylvania Historic Resource Survey Form completed by Dr. Thomas in
1999. (Appendix 2:105-1 10)
Recommendations for the Restoration of Nineteenth Street Baptist Church
Recommendations for the restoration hinged on expectations for the final resulting
product. Was the expectation to restore the interior, as well as the exterior of the
buildings? What period, in the physical history of the structures, was intended to be
captured in the restoration? Answers to these questions are dependent upon factors such
as, the congregation's tastes, what can be achieved with the current condition ofthe
physical fabric, and what can be accomplished with the available funding intended for the
restoration.
14

In speaking with Mrs. Walker, the minister of the Nineteenth Street Baptist Church's
wife, the interior was never an area she voiced the desire to restore. Her primary interest
for the interior was repair. This decision may be pivotal in acquiring outside funding for
the restoration, however the documentation exists if this should become a desire of the
church.
As mentioned earlier, the first step in this project was meeting with Samuel Y. Harris and
Dr. Thomas. From that meeting came an understanding of the project's objectives. First,
the buildings of the Nineteenth Street Baptist Church needed stabilization, and then
restoration of the exterior to a state ofappearance that more closely resembled the
original architectural design of Fumess and Hewitt. The church's financial constraints
made it necessary to explore various strategies for the stabilization and restoration ofthe
buildings. These strategies are somewhat limited in the interest of adhering to the
Secretary ofInterior 's Standardsfor Historic Preservation.
In creating a plan for the stabilization and restoration of the Nineteenth Street Baptist
Church, an analysis of the current condition of the structures was necessary. The author
conducted an exterior condition survey in the summer of 2000. This survey encompassed
an inventory of the various exterior architectural features, as well as their condition and
that of the exterior building materials. The original intent to survey all facades was
impossible due to inaccessibility. Only the north and west facades of both the sanctuary
building and Fellowship Hall, the south fa9ade of the sanctuary, and the east fa9ade of the
sanctuary were surveyed. Surveys detailing a representative window and door were
15

completed. The building assessment addressed the conditions recorded in the surveys.
(Appendix 4: 200-207)
Consultants to the Nineteenth Street Baptist Church between 1 993 to present day,
assessed the buildings* roofs, the east fa9ade of Fellowship Hall, and the south fa9ade of
Fellowship Hall. These reports included a 1 993 building assessment by Michael Stem,
A.I.A; a roofing stabilization assessment by Marianna Thomas Architects in 1996; and an
executive summary for the roof and wall assessment of the buildings prepared by Samuel
Y. Harris, P.E., A.I.A, Esq., fi'om S. Harris and Company Philadelphia. The available
reports in combination with the condition surveys helped to create the stabilization and
restoration program. (Appendix 3:11 1-170)
The author arranged the conditions into a hierarchy, based upon the degree of
deterioration and their affect on the buildings' systems. Developing the hierarchy made it
possible to rank the conditions. This contributed to developing the phases in which work
would be done. During the brief time of this study, the priority ofconditions changed
when a structurally unstable part of the building required immediate demolition, over-
riding the need to repair the roof and its systems.
The research conducted for the recommendation of using modem replacement materials
for the serpentine stone came fi-om Preservation Tech Notes and industry information
available both on the World Wide Web and through product catalogues such as Clem
Labine's Traditional Building: The Professional Resourcefor Public Architecture. The
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cost ofreplacement materials came from individual manufactures' and dealers' estimates,
as well as unit estimates given in the most recent available edition oiMeans building
construction cost data.
Sources used in testing recommendations were the Secretary ofInterior 's Standards for
Historic Preservation and companion guidelines and recommendations for the assistance
of those preserving historic properties. In addition to the standards, other publications by
the National Parks Service regarding preservation, established precedence for some
program decisions that may cause philosophical and theoretical debate. The two decisions
highlighted in the chapter dedicated to the stabilization and restoration plan, were the use
of a modem material to replicate the physical appearance of serpentine stone on the
buildings' exteriors and to treat less visible facades ofthe building with less expensive
finish treatments.
Financial Planning for the Stabilization and Restoration Project
The final area of research for this thesis was the financial planning aspect.
Documentation of the recent financial records of the church confirmed that the
congregation runs on a "hand-to-mouth" financial operation. In the past, ifthe church
required fiands for other repairs, the financial onus fell on the congregants in the form of
traditional capital campaigns. The financial records show little revenue from offerings
and gifts, making it clear that the small congregation could not bear fiill responsibility for
the costs involved. After speaking with Mrs. Walker, the author understood that the
17

congregation has no interest in utilizing the option of loans for the stabilization and
restoration.
The next step was to identify financial aid available for preservation related projects.
Preservation related restorative projects for historic commercial buildings are eligible to
receive federal tax credits subsidizing the project's costs; however, these type credits are
not available for non-depreciable properties. The author researched grants available for
the purpose of preservation in both the public and private arena. This research began at
the largest scope, being the federal government and nationally oflFered private grant
lending institutions, and progressed into a more-narrow search for local government
opportunities and private grant giving institutions.
The author sought outside advice for the best and most appropriate means for financing
this large-scale restoration. Interviewing professionals versed in the subject of historic
religious properties was beneficial. The first interview was with Tuomi J. Forrest of
Partners for Sacred Places. Mr. Forrest is the director of information and outreach efforts,
providing the community of religious institutions with information regarding the
preservation and maintenance of historic religious properties. He helped to sculpt a
productive research tactic through the accumulated data in the Partners for Sacred Places
library. A workshop hosted by the Pennsylvania Historical and Museum Commission, in
Jim Thorpe, Pennsylvania, presented perspectives on the responsibilities and
opportunities associated with stewards of historic religious properties. Finally, the input
of Dr. Ram A. Cnaan, from the University of Pennsylvania School of Social Work, was
18

vital in understanding the potential benefits that historic religious institutions stand to
gain through the initiative to open the competition for federal grants in support of
community outreach efforts.
The information housed in the Partners for Sacred Places library allowed for the study of
ways in which other religious institutions have been able to aiford preservation efforts of
their historic properties. Many of the examples in Chapter Five came from the
organization's files on individual religious properties. In addition to these files, back
issues of Inspired, a publication of the former Historic Religious Properties Program,
made it possible to research other case studies. Some of these case studies gave insight on
unconventional methods utilized to decrease spending on preservation related projects.
The potential benefits to be gained through the opening of competition for federal
government grants to aid interfaith and community based outreach efforts was the most
difficult area of research for this study. The executive initiative is in its infancy, making a
weU-developed analysis impossible. The intention in studying this topic is to outline the
potential benefits and make general recommendations based on the information available.
The preponderance of information has been gathered from various periodicals and the
interview with Dr. Cnaan, who worked closely on related projects with the director of the
White House Office on Faith-Based and Community Initiatives, Dr. John DUulio.
19

The resulting product ofthe research performed is an attempt at identifying means and
methods for the preservation of the historically significant Nineteenth Street Baptist
Church, and other similar religious properties.
20

Chapter Three
The History of 1249-1253 South Nineteenth Street
The history of the Nineteenth Street Baptist Church begins from what would seem an
unlikely origin. Margaretta S. Lewis commissioned the building of the sanctuary and
Fellowship Hall buildings of Nineteenth Street Baptist Church for an Episcopalian
memorial mission in the late nineteenth century. The buildings' background history
contributes significantly to the understanding of the buildings themselves.
On the 29"^ day of November. Advent Sunday, of 1868. founded by St. Peter's Church
was a Memorial Mission in the space above the old hose house on Second and Pine
Streets. ' The mission was founded in memory of Margaretta Stocker Lewis' mother,
Martha R. Lewis, who died just two months before the inauguration of the mission.
Services of the mission continued in the East Philadelphia location until 1871 . At this
time, a "more needy location" was identified in the city requiring the efforts of the
mission.'
The mission moved to the Point Breeze area in the southwest part of Philadelphia on a
portion of the country estate of William Lewis.^ According to the St. Peter's Minutes, the
new "work" was no longer to be called the Memorial Mission and instead would be
known as the Memorial Chapel of St. Peter's Church. Housed in two different makeshift
' "The Churches of Philadelphia and Vicinity." The Church Standard, Number LV, June 26, 1900: 28.
^ St. Peter's Minutes, 1249-1253 South Nineteenth Street folder. City of Philadelphia Historical
Commission Collection.
^ Ibid .
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locations in the Point Breeze area, the St. Peter's mission finally consecrated a wood
framed temporary chapel on Liberty and Nineteenth Streets.
On the 7'*' of January 1872. the Epiphany, the temporary chapel was consecrated for the
Memorial Chapel of St. Peter's Church.^ The temporary chapel had a brief three-year life.
On June 1 5, 1 874, the Right Reverend William Bacon Stewart oversaw the ceremony
celebrating the initiation of construction for the permanent sanctuary to be located on
Titan and Nineteenth Streets.
Margaretta Lewis commissioned the prominent Philadelphia architectural firm of Fumess
and Hewitt to design and build a religious institutional complex that would have both a
parish building and schoolhouse. Dr.Thomas in Frank Furness: The Complete Works
explains the connection between the firm of Fumess and Hewitt and St. Peter's Episcopal
Church. The employment of Allen Evans, a draftsman and future partner of Fumess, gave
the firm the connection with the Episcopal church.^ The fiancee of Evans' was a member
ofthe wealthy Philadelphia Lewis family, and daughter to John T. Lewis, member of the
St. Peters Church vestry.** Resulting from the relationship was a high styled Victorian
Gothic landmark that dwarfed the neighboring vemacular rowhouses. A bell tower rose
high above the two and three story surrounding homes, while the vivacious polychromy
* The Churches of Philadelphia and Vicinity": 328.
^ Ibid .
* St. Peter's Minutes.
^ George E. Thomas, Jeffrey A. Cohen, and Michael J. Lewis, Frank Furness: The Complete Works, New
York: Princeton Architectural Press. 1996: 73.
' Ibid .
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of the exterior screamed for attention among the commonplace redbrick exteriors of its
abutting neighbors.
The Memorial Church of the Holy Comforter's (formerly known as St. Peter's Church
Memorial Mission and the Memorial Chapel of St. Peter's Church) consecration was on
June 15, 1875. Before the official blessing and dedication of the sanctuary and
schoolhouse, both buildings were surveyed inside and out by an agent from the Mutual
Assurance Company for the purpose of assessing the worth of the buildings and their
contents for fire insurance policies. (Appendix:)
Original Construction of the Memorial Church of the Holy Comforter
Victorian Gothic was the fashionable style of the period, used in the construction of the
sanctuary and the school building. The two structures stood proudly within the working
class neighborhood of Philadelphia rowhouses. The firm of Fumess and Hewitt and other
local Philadelphia firms favored the Victorian polychromy. Both buildings of the 1875
complex were clad in green serpentine; light buff limestone used for string courses and
trim work around the windows and doors; at the base of the sanctuary's tower and spire
corbelled brownstone; the mortar was pale pink/beige; deep earth red paint enlivened the
window sash; and multi-colored slate used for both roofs. An article in the Public Ledger
noted some details of the building plans, "the new building (sanctuary) will be of green
serpentine stone with Ohio dressings, and is estimated that it will cost $30,000. It will
have a front of 41 feet on Nineteenth and 106 on Titan Street."^ Prominent institutional
' "Laying of a Cornerstone," Public Ledger, June 20, 1 874.
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buildings, such as Thomas W. Richards' College Hall on the campus of the University of
Pennsylvania (1870-73) and the Academy of Natural History designed by James H.
Windrim. 1 867, used the same exterior materials. This article noted that the materials for
the school building were to be the same.
'^'
On April 21, 1875, a surveyor recorded the details of both the sanctuary building and the
school building. The surveyor's careftil documentation of the buildings allows for an
accurate understanding of what the structiires looked like originally.
According to the surveys, the school building was a two-story stone structure with a slate
roof and a tower with a "cupola and belfrey." Front and back entries provided access to
the school building and both of its floors. The heaters were located in the building's
cellar. Located on the southwest comer of the building was tower. The interior had
varnished woodwork. "Neat iron work" topped the roof
'
' The deepest depth of the
building recorded on the plot sketch would have made the building eighty-seven and one
half feet long. The greatest width of the building would have been thirty-three feet and
eight inches. The most up to date amenities and high quality materials outfitted the school
building.'^
The surveyor documented the interior building materials in an inventory-like fashion. The
first and second floors had yellow pine paneling from the floor up to the height of the
'"ibid,
"ibid,
'-ibid.
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windowsills, where the paneling was coped with a walnut molding. Most of the windows
had white figured glass with some stained glass. All of the floors were yellow pine. On
the first floor there were twenty white pine benches for the school set on an inclined
platform.'^
The attention to detail on the second floor was equal to that of the first floor. The upstairs
of the school building was broken down into three rooms, one of them a library. Like the
first floor space, windows lined the north and south walls of the second floor. The second
story benefited from the additional natural light let into the space from the dormer
windows. The surveyor noted refinements, such as the second floor ceiling clad with
"narrow boards laid diagonally..." with "Gothic ribs inside under the principal rafters."
Seven feet north of the school building on the same block was the sanctuary. The
surveyor recorded the sanctuary as a one story-stone building. The surveyor divided the
space into four sections. The first description is of the principal space, "the audience
part," the nave and side aisles.
'
The nave and side aisles had walls with yellow pine paneling finished with walnut
molding and yellow pine floors, in the same manner as the school building. There were
eighty-six pews with walnut details counted by the surveyor. Leather covered the folding
doors between the sanctuary and the vestibule. The surveyor described all of the windows
" Mutual Assurance Insurance Policy #8018. Historical Society of Pennsylvania.
'^Ibid.
'^ Mutual Assurance Insurance Policy #8017. Historical Society of Pennsylvania.
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on the first tier of the sanctuary building as stained glass, as well as the large units in the
chancel and over the front entrance on Nineteenth Street.""
The nave space of the sanctuary building was double pitched with eight principal rafters
and wood pointed arches spanning the width of the central aisle. The rafters and Gothic
arches' weight was carried on twelve yellow painted metal columns, six inches in
diameter. The nave ceiling was treated in the same manner as that found in the second
floor of the school building, "narrow yellow pine boarding secret nailed and laid
diagonally..."' ' The side aisles had shed roofs with Gothic ribs and the same diagonally
laid narrow yellow pine boarding for the ceiling.
The chancel was the next space described by the surveyor. A plaster gothic arch
accentuated the transition between the nave and the chancel. The arch sprang from
marble columns on each side of the chancel. The chancel was prominently raised two
steps above the nave space and glowed from the light entering through the large stained
glass unit framed by a large pointed arch opening. As the main focal point of the
sanctuary space, and as a specialized area for the worship practices to be lead, the chancel
was elaborately treated. The materials chosen for the chancel space were richer than those
that were used in the nave and side aisle areas; walnut was used less sparingly as steps
into the space and as ceiling and wall paneling. The organ pipes were in a large pointed
arch opening on the south wall of the chancel abutting the organ room.'*
'-
Ibid.
"ibid.
'*
ibid.
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Documented as a small space, the organ room was sixteen feet eight inches by thirteen
feet. There was only one door and one window in the room. The surveyor made no
mention of the organ.
On the other side of the chancel was the robing room. The robing room was fifteen feet
by nine feet nine inches. The room had only the entrance to the "audience" part of the
sanctuary and a window looking out on Titan Street. There was a closet and a marble
topped washstand with only cold water.
The final component to the sanctuary building described in the 1 875 survey was the
tower at the northwest comer of the building. The tower loomed high above all the other
structures in the neighborhood. A photograph of the church, from the Free Library of
Philadelphia's Print Department catalogue of Philadelphia Churches and the photo
attributed to Paucoast and Hand Philadelphia photographers, show this best.'^ The tower
served as a neighborhood landmark and as the church's beacon. In the survey, it was
described as a three story high stone tower.'^'' The three stories recorded do not represent
the additional height reached with the steeple spire. Other sources recorded the tower's
height as 120 feet.^' The church's bell housed within the tower, is now stored in the
basement.
''' "Memorial Church of the Holy Comforter," Philadelphia Churches, Print Department, the Free Library of
Philadelphia; "The Churches of Philadelphia and Vicinity": 328.
'" Mutual Assurance Insurance Policy # 80 1 7.
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The April 1875 survey, by Mutual Assurance Company, did not include all of the finish
details. It is possible that finishing details were not complete at this time. The
Philadelphia Inquirer recorded the finish details of the sanctuary on the day of
consecration:
The following is a brief description of the edifice:-
In the audience room of the chapel are neat stained
glass windows the one in the chancel being a beautiful
one, representing the Resurrection. A memorial tablet
to Rev. Robert Famum Chase, the first minister in charge
of the parish, is on the wall near the pulpit, and another to
Mrs. Martha R. Lewis, near the front. The lectern is eagle
shaped, and the panels of the reredos contain beautiful designs
in gold on a blue background. The gas fixtures, which were
from Baker & Arnold's are of a handsome pattern, the prevailing
color being blue, and the pendent from the ceiling of the chancel is
a corona-shaped chandelier. The floor is covered with a
handsome carpet, and on the right of the chancel is a fine organ.
Alterations and Additions
After the consecration of the Memorial Church of the Holy Comforter in June of 1875.
both buildings underwent a number of alterations and some additions as the congregation
grew and its needs changed. Of the two buildings, the original school building sustained
more significant alterations and additions than the sanctuary building.
Recorded in 1 882, by another surveyor from the Mutual Assurance Company and in the
writings of Scharf and Wescott in their multi-volume work. The History ofPhiladelphia,
1609-1884, the school building underwent substantial alterations and additions with the
^' "Laying of a Cornerstone."
^^ "Consecration of the New Memorial Church of the Holy Comforter," Philadelphia Inquirer, June 16,
1875:3.
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generous financial support of the congregation. This construction campaign added an
additional depth of sixty-two feet to the original school building.^^
The surveyor recorded a brick and stone two-story addition to the back of the school
building. According to the notes of the surveyor, during this building campaign the
school building's roof design became very complex as the original steeply pitched roof
joined with a hipped roof covering the wider of the two areas of the addition, which then
joined an "angled" roof covering the longer part that extended over the back of the lot.^^
The addition on both the first and second floor, used the same high quality materials as
earlier recorded in the original structure, pine paneling with molding and windows with
architraves. The surveyor recorded the quality of craftsmanship. "All of the building
finished in the best manner." ^ The misplacement of the volume of License and
hispection permits corresponding to the years 1881-1882. hinders a more detailed
analysis of the additions and alterations.
Neither the sanctuary nor school building sustained significant changes until 1914.
According to an application for permit for additions, alterations, repairs, etc., John I.
Carmichael applied for a permit to add on a roof between the school building and the
sanctuary building. The addition provided access between the two buildings for the
^^ Mutual Assurance Insurance Policy # 8018; J. Thomas Scharf and Thompson Wescott, History of
Philadelphia. 1609- 1884. Vol. 2, Philadelphia: L.H. Everts. 1884: 1348.
"^ Mutual Assurance Insurance Policy #8018.
^^Ibjd.
^"Ibid.
^' Permit no. 9669, City of Philadelphia Department of Licenses and Inspections, December 24, 1914.
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choir without exposure to weather.^^ The construction plans detailed in the permit are as
follows, "...front addition on 19'*' St 7' x 18 + 9* x IT stone walls already built 3" x 6"
rafters 7' span slate roof"^^ The estimated project cost was one hundred dollars.^^
There is a period of time for which there are no available permits to determine other
alterations and additions to the buildings, however it has been maintained by the current
owners of the church that application of the pistachio colored stucco on the exterior of the
structure occurred in 1949. The inaccessibility to the License and Inspection records
between 1914 and 1954 proves to be detrimental to understanding any immediate
changes that were required for the use of the structures by the Baptist congregation that
became the owners as the result of a property transfer occurring between St. Peter's
Church and the Nineteenth Street Baptist Church in 1944.
It is important to note that although the transfer of ownership was from one religious
institution to another, there are significant differences in the how the spaces were viewed
for worship. Before the buildings were transferred by sale to the Nineteenth Street Baptist
Congregation, they housed an Episcopalian mission. The purpose of a mission is to be a
branch of a larger entity, or parent institution, set up for the purpose of evangelizing or
spreading a particular type of worship in a community judged to be deficient of such
guidance. The Nineteenth Street Baptist congregation is a church unto itself without a
parent institution.
-^Ibjd.
''
Ibid.
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Property title research confirms that the Nineteenth Street Baptist Church purchased the
property and buildings that lay on 1249-1253 South Nineteenth Street on December 12,
1944.^' A detailed inventory of the purchase is unavailable because the registry jacket is
missing within the City of Philadelphia's Office of Records. This prevents the
development of a complete chain of title for the property.
The congregation that purchased the Memorial Church of the Holy Comforter in 1944,
was an African American Baptist congregation that had been previously worshipping in a
sanctuary further south on Nineteenth Street since 1904.^^ In a local Philadelphia paper, a
long time member of the congregation commented on the how the change in address
affected the congregation, "...the Baptist congregation in hs new building was the hub of
the community."^^
The next substantial alteration to the sanctuary and the school building came in 1954. The
1954 alteration began the long chain of modifications to the church's steeple. At this
time, the fi-ame and slate-clad steeple that had long stood as a neighborhood landmark
was demolished down to its masonry base.^"* The permit does not document the amount
of height removed. In 1959, the steeple required reapplication of stucco.^"^ Again in 1971
the steeple tower required repair. The steeple's condition was in violation of the standards
of the Philadelphia Building Code. The congregation was required to repair and stabilize
^"Ibid.
" City of Philadelphia Records Department, Account Number 2 1 2000. Registry Number 8519 436.
^- Ron Goldwyn, "Holy War," Philadelphia Daily News, May 30, 2000: 5.
"Ibid.
^* Permit no. 10566. City of Philadelphia Department of Licenses and Inspections, December 15, 1954.
^^ Permit no. 0495K, City of Philadelphia Department of Licenses and Inspections, June 11, 1969.
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the stone on the top of the remaining tower. ^ Finally, in 1979. it was required that the
tower be further truncated two feet, when another violation was issued by the City of
Philadelphia's Department of Licenses and Inspections.^^ At this time, removal of the bell
inside the tower was necessary.
The interior of the sanctuary and Fellowship Hall spaces received a great deal of
maintenance and improvement in 1974. The architect of record was Zimmers Associates.
No plans from this phase of construction are attainable. The application for permit listed
the work to be done as follows:
minor demolition, painting, replacement of doors, minor carpentry work, and air-
conditioning of entire Sanctuary. Interior partitions will be installed in the
Fellowship Hall area, with the addition of male and female toilets, and toilet
in area of Pastor's office. A.C. units on roof
There is no evidence within the permit to support the installation of a baptism tank;
however, its installation at this time is highly likely.
The aforementioned additions, alterations, and demolitions explain the evolution of the
buildings. The Department of Licenses and Inspections has an outstanding violation
against the church, filed on March 8, 2000.^^ The building condition cited as necessitating
intervention is the deteriorated state of stucco and underlying serpentine that if gone
unchecked pose a threat to safety.'*"
'* Permit no. 27044K, City of Philadelphia Department of Licenses and Inspections, July 7, 1971.
^^ Permit no. 09939, City of Philadelphia Department of Licenses and Inspections, September 14, 1979.
'* Permit no. 30008, City of Philadelphia Department of Licenses and Inspections, June 17, 1974.
" Violation Subject 1249-0 19"^ ST S19146, City of Philadelphia, Department of Licenses and Inspections,
March 8, 2000.
*ibid.
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The demolition of three quarters of a rear addition made in 1882 to Fellowship Hall
(formerly known as the school building) is the most recent change to the
the Nineteenth Street Baptist Church."*' The demolition resulted in the loss of a
substantial kitchen area on the first floor of Fellowship Hall, a closet, and a hallway that
led into the kitchen area. On the second floor, three office spaces were demolished and a
portion of a hallway. As a result of the demolition a new exterior wall needs to be
constructed (8" cement masonry unit).
The Nineteenth Street Baptist Church, at the time of its construction, was an example of
the height of fashion in architectural Victorian style. Its 120-foot tower, and its vivacious
color palette made it a landmark in the South Philadelphia working class neighborhood.
It has now fallen into an all too familiar state of disrepair that has become commonplace
in pockets of urban centers in America. The substantial repairs and restoration the
buildings need are now the burden of the Nineteenth Street Baptist Church. The
deteriorated condition of the structures and their functional systems have already required
demolition of a substantial addition, and still more demolition has been recommended by
the congregation's hired structural consultant; Samuel Y. Harris, from S. Harris &
Company.
"' Permit no. 010215024, City of Philadelphia Department of Licenses and Inspections, December 24, 1914
*~
Ibid . This work supervised by Samuel Y. Harris, P.E., A.I.A., Esq., of S. Harris and Company
Philadelphia.
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The Nineteenth Street Baptist Church Today
The exterior of the structure suffers from much damage and decay of its original
serpentine stone; the later applied stucco finish exacerbates the situation. The condition
of the stucco warrants safety concerns as it has lost adhesion to the subsurface and peels
off easily in large fragments. Cut back for the application of the stucco, the original
serpentine stone at its present thickness is little more than a veneer, scarcely capable of
retaining the rubble fill behind it. Although the stucco's deteriorated appearance seems
worse than the serpentine stone, it is the condition of the serpentine stone veneer that
poses the greatest danger to the structure's stability.
Predominantly, the damage and deterioration observable on the exteriors of the sanctuary
and Fellowship Hall is caused by complicated and inadequately designed alterations to
the roof; roofing material failure; poor water drainage; and downspout and gutter system
failures. These problems have aided the ability of water to damage the building. Damage
that can be attributed to the invasion of moisture are rot to wood features; progressive
paint failure; staining; biological growth; spalling and bowing of the stucco; invasive
vegetative growth on the structures; mortar loss between the joints of the limestone trim
pieces and between the serpentine stone units; and increased deterioration of the
serpentine stone.
The damage in the interior spaces of both structures is symptomatic of the volume of
penetrating moisture due to the same structural failures already discussed. The moisture
penetration significantly damaged the wood paneled ceilings in the sanctuary and second
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floor of Fellowship Hall. Water has been able to get past the roofing membrane and into
the interior of the structure. The plaster walls and ceilings suffer the same type of
damage, and in some places to the extent that they crumble with the slightest touch.
In Fellowship Hall, on the second floor, the large room is in a progressive state of decay.
Paint is peeling off the walls; as already mentioned, the ceiling paneling is significantly
damaged and has broken and fallen in some places; garbage cans are placed strategically
around the space to catch rainwater and melting snow from the roof; plastic tarps are
sealing windows; and the space has an overwhelming odor from mildew. Other rooms in
the sanctuary and Fellowship Hall exhibit the same type conditions, but none seem to be
as severe as this space.
Color was an important component to the reading of Victorian style and its details.
Modifications to the interior color scheme obscures architectural details. In the sanctuary
space, wallboard painted an intense purple replaces the original wall paneling that started
from the floor and finished under the windows with a walnut molding. The metal
columns have been changed from their original yellow to a subdue orange. The
woodwork, originally varnished, is painted white and orange. An example of the
varnished woodwork remains in the large second floor room of Fellowship Hall.
The buildings suffer much loss of their original design integrity. The article from the
Philadelphia Inquirer reporting on the consecration ceremony called the church
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"beautiful" and celebrated the fine finish details of the sanctuary interior.''^ Today it is
difficult to envision the former grandeur of these interiors. Everywhere on the interior
space of the sanctuary, as well as Fellowship Hall, is evidence ofhuman intervention
against the intrusive elements that threaten the viability of the place of worship.
Evidence, of the congregation's attempts at makeshift repairs and temporary devices to
minimize increasing damage, is seen everywhere.
*^ "Consecration of the New Memorial Church of the Holy Comforter": 3.
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Philadelphia Churches Collection, Print Department, The Free Library of Philadelphia.
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'The Churches of Philadelphia and Vicinity,"" The Church Standard, Number LV.
June 26,1900: 328.
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Image 3
'The Churches of Philadelphia and Vicinity," The Church Standard, Number LV.
.lune 26.1900: 328.
Image 4
George E. Thomas, Jeffrey A. Cohen, and Michael J. Lewis. Frank Furness: The
Complete Works, New York: Princeton Architectural Press, 1996: 186.
Photo is from 1980.
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Image 5
George E. Thomas, Jeffrey A. Cohen, and Michael J. Lewis. Frank Furness: The
Complete Works, New York: Princeton Architectural Press, 1996: 187.
Photo from 1988.
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Chapter Four
Restoration Program
This chapter discusses how strategic decision-making in the planning phase helps to
make restoration and repair programs for substantial structures more financially
accessible. The discussion includes strategies such as, the use ofmodem replacement
materials and varying finish treatments in restoration projects, and the compliance of
these strategies with the Secretary ofInterior 's Standardsfor Preservation.
In planning the restoration program, two strategies were explored to minimize the
financial expenditure of the property owner. These two strategies are particular to the
situation ofNineteenth Street Baptist Church because of its current physical condition. Its
original primary exterior material has deteriorated to the point where repair is not
possible. The availability of the original masonry product is limited, making it financially
impossible to entertain the reuse of the product. The situation requires the research and
choice of alternative materials. Prioritizing certain facades of the structure in regards to
their visibility, and devising less complex and expensive treatments for those elevations
not as visible as others is the second strategy. The discussion includes these strategies
only to avoid redundancies.
Restoration programs require substantial time and planning and should be individualized
to fit the needs of the structure as well as the people utilizing the structure. The following
are the components Michael Stem, A.I.A., states are necessary for any repair plan:
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• a description ofexisting building conditions;
• recommendationsfor repairs;
• prioritization ofrepairs; and
• cost estimatesfor recommended repairs.
'
In addition to the steps recommended by Stem, the author conducted an analysis of the
recommendations using the Secretary ofthe Interior 's Standardsfor Rehabilitation and
Guidelinesfor Rehabilitating Historic Buildings.^ The church's designation as a local
historically significant structure necessitated this step. The designation triggers a review
process of all planned exterior alterations to the church by the Philadelphia Historical
Commission, and a section 106 Review by state or federal officers if federal financial
support for the restoration program comes fi"om these agencies. The Commission and
officers evaluate the proposed alterations and decide if they are in accordance with the
standards.^
The initiation ofthe Secretary ofInterior 's Standards for Historic Preservation Related
Projects was in 1 979, later expanded, and renamed the Secretary ofthe Interior 's
Standards for Rehabilitation and Guidelines for Rehabilitating Historic Buildings. '^ The
guidelines give examples of various work involved in rehabilitating structures, and how
to facilitate that work in accordance with the standards. ' The guidelines are general
' Michael Stem, "E^eliminary Repair Plan: St. Simon the Cyrenian Church," Philadelphia-Area resource
Manualfor the Care ofOlder Religious Buildings (March 1995): 361
.
" The Condition Survey and Prioritization ofConditions Table for the Nineteenth Street Baptist Church are
items _ and _ in the appendix.
^ City of Philadelphia, Bill Number 318, /i Preservation Ordinance (December 1984).
'' The Secretary ofthe Interior 's Standardsfor Rehabilitation and Guidelinesfor Rehabilitating Historic
Buildings, Rev. 1983, National Park Service, U.S. Department of the Interior (Preservation Assistance
Division): Washington, D.C., I.
* Ibid. 8
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technical recommendations that do not address every restoration or rehabilitation issue
for all buildings.
The standards and guidelines are not a problem in and ofthemselves. Their wording
allows them flexibility enough to address most preservation projects. The problem for
many preservation projects, and their adherence to the standards, has to do with the
interpretation of the standards and the notion that it is possible to be compliant with all
ten standards in every preservation project. In the introduction of the 1983 publication by
the National Park Service's Preservation Assistance Division, The Secretary ofthe
Interior 's Standards for Rehabilitation and Guidelines for Rehabilitating Historic
Buildings (Revised 1983), it states that there is one pervasive definition of rehabilitation:
...the requirement set forth in the definition of "Rehabilitation" is
always the same for every project: those portions and features
of the property which are significant to its historic,
architectural, and cultural values must be preserved in the
process of rehabilitation. To accomplish this, all ten of the
Secretary of the Interior's "Standards for Rehabilitation"
must be met.
This statement contributes to a notion within the preservation field that has grown into a
misreading of the standards. When developed, the standards were to serve as a ruler to
measure Historic Preservation Fund grant-in-aid program projects, projects that typically
had more capital available, or had the potential to generate income in the future, as they
were commercial properties.^ In order for the projects to receive the credits, proofof plan
compliance with the standards was necessary. Now these standards are the expectation
across the board for all preservation related projects on nationally, state, and locally
^ Ibid. 5
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(Certified Local Governments) designated structures. At least in their conception the
standards had a financial incentive attached; however, for non-commercial properties the
financial incentives do not exist at the same value.
For the Nineteenth Street Baptist Church, as is the case for many other preservation
projects, there is no way for the necessitated restoration work to comply with all ten
standards. The structures require extensive repairs and some demolition. The demolition
is necessary for safety purposes, and is irreversible which is the first violation of the
standards. The current interpretation of the standards makes repairs necessary to protect
the fiiture viability of this structure, non-compliant.
The exterior of the structure is primarily green serpentine stone. The former availability
of green serpentine stone in the Mid-Atlantic region somewhat explains its use for many
local buildings. This type of serpentine stone was particularly good as a decorative stone
during the Victorian era because of its dramatic color.^ The affect ofthe stone's chemical
make-up on its durability was unknown at the time of its pervasive use. The principle
composition of serpentine stone is hydrous magnesium silicate. In an article written by
Robert M. Powers, the physical properties of serpentine stone listed were: fibrous,
porous, and highly absorptive.* Serpentine stone is not a durable exterior surface because
it deteriorates rapidly with the introduction of water, sulphuric acid, sulphurous acids and
' Robert M. Powers, "Substitute Materials: Replacing Deteriorated Serpentine Stone with Pre-Cast
Concrete," Preservation Tech Notes, Masonry, Number 1 (April I986):2.
* Ibid .
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carbon dioxide dissolved in rainwater. The conditions observed at Nineteenth Street
Baptist Church are typical findings of buildings with serpentine stone exterior features."^
This element's repair is by no means the totality of the repairs necessitated. The cosmetic
aspect of the exterior finish is not the highest prioritized condition to consider when
assessing the serpentine stone. The repair of the stone is highly prioritized because it is
currently acting as a retaining wall for the rubble infill of the structures. Without the
veneer, the buildings will collapse; gone un-repaired the buildings are in eminent danger
of collapse. The repair of the serpentine stone is not like other masonry materials.
Suffering considerable irreversible damage due to its composition, and because of
inappropriate application procedures used to adhere stucco to the masonry surface, the
serpentine stone requires significant intervention for its reinforcement.
The exterior veneer of the structures requires a replacement material. Consolidation of
the serpentine stone will not be repair enough to continue its life as an exterior surface.
The replacement material cannot be in kind, as stated as the next preference by the
Secretary ofthe Interior 's Standards. Serpentine stone is no longer readily, or
economically available in quantities enough to restore an entire building, and it would be
negligent of a professional to permit the installation of the stone knowing its deficiencies.
The alternative is to install a replacement material that will be sympathetic, without
Refer to Condition Survey in appendix.
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compromising the character of the building.
'° In addition to safeguarding the building's
character, material expense will be a factor in determining a suitable alternative.
The National Park Service published a Preservation Tech Notes addressing the specific
case of replacing serpentine stone. The irony is that the National Park Service chose to
highlight the project at Six Logan Circle in Washington, D.C., which does not strictly
comply with the Secretary ofInterior 's Standards.
'
' The project involved removing
historic material and replacing it with another material, which is irreversible. The
replacement material chosen in the model was customized pre-cast concrete. This
programmatic decision is very costly, making it an impractical option for the Nineteenth
Street Baptist Church.
The property illustrated in the Preservation Tech Notes was eligible for the full value of
the federal tax credit because it was a commercial property. Never mentioned in the
article, was whether the property owners made use of the available federal tax credit that
would have facilitated such a costly expenditure on the replacement ofthe serpentine
stone. The character of the Nineteenth Street Baptist Church would be served well by the
quality of the restoration work done on Six Logan Circle, however without benefit ofthe
fill] value ofthe federal tax credit for preservation projects, a less expense alternative
must be utilized.
'" Refer to Cost Estimate Table of Alternative Materials in the appendix.
' '"Substitute Materials: Replacing Deteriorated Serpentine Stone with Pre-Cast Concrete," Preservation
Tech Notes, Masonrv. Number 1:1.
"Ibid: 2.
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The dLfiBculty in finding a more economically viable replacement material is in part due
to the lack of research available on suitable alternative materials to historic building
materials. The National Park Service spends funds highlighting preservation projects with
substantial capital means, and very little effort towards identifying successflil
preservation projects with limited budgets. As a result, information or guidelines
regarding building materials that can serve as suitable substitutes to historic materials,
that are inaccessible due to cost, is scarce. This lack of information then becomes an
obstacle for preservation project managers who need to plan for the use of alternative
materials, while also attempting to uphold the spirit of the Secretary ofthe Interior's
Standards. In this particular circumstance, it is up to the professional to make
programmatic decisions based on their professional ethics and interpretation ofthe
standards.
In Preservation Brief 16, "The Use of Substitute Materials on Historic Building
Exteriors," general guidelines are given for choosing substitute materials, leaving much
room for interpretation:
In limited circumstances substitute materials that imitate historic materials may be
used if the appearance and properties of the historic materials can be matched
closely and no damage to the remaining historic fabric will result.'^
This statement puts the onus on the project planner to extrapolate what will be acceptable
to preservation officers reviewing the plans. The ethical quandary for the project planner
'"Sharon C. Park, AIA, "The Use of Substitute Materials on Historic Building Exteriors," Preservation
Briefs 16, Technical Preservation Services, Heritage Preservation Services Division of the National Park
Service.
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exists within the availability of materials engineered to replicate the appearance of
historic materials, and how far can one go in creating a false appearance of a material.
The project planner then too has to take into account the needs and abilities of their
client, which are often grounded in the finances ofthe project.
The second strategy for deferring cost, deals with interpreting the structures and
determining if all parts of the structures are equally significant. If they are not of equal
significance, is it then justifiable to concentrate more effort and money in replicating
those parts that are more significant, as oppose to those parts that are not character
defining? Architectural design is partially the grounds for the significance of these
structures. It would seem that this type of significance would mean that all exterior
facades would rate equally, however, this is not the case. The front, or westward
exposure, of the structures and the northward exposure of the sanctuary, fronting on Titan
Street, warrant considerable priority due to their high visibility. The others are less
visible, or almost entirely obscured by other structures.
The recommendations in the restoration program include the two facades with high
visibility be treated in a manner different than the other less visible facades. The walls
facing Titan Street and Nineteenth Street are to receive a treatment that is sensitive to
imitating the physical qualities and character of the original exterior material of
serpentine stone, such as, cast stone or glass fiber reinforced concrete panels (GFRC).
The recommendation for the less visible exposures is a conservatively priced treatment
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that may not replicate the details ofthe original stone as closely as the treatment for the
highly visible exposures, such as stucco.
This general recommendation is justifiable within the standards because the exposures
are not as significant in defining the architectural character of the structure. The original
exterior material of the southward exposure on Fellowship Hall has been determined to
be brick rather than serpentine stone. Additionally, Fellowship Hall and the sanctuary
were not always a single structure. When the two were connected, some exterior spaces
became interior spaces. This alteration has changed the level of significance of these
particular spaces and their visibility. For these spaces, the decision to use alternative
materials that are not as detailed to imitate the serpentine stone may be justifiable.
This strategy again is dependent upon various interpretations of the standards. Stated in
Preservation Brief 16, alternative materials need only to "...match the appearance and
general properties of the historic materials..." which again leaves a great deal of latitude
for interpretation. Neither the standards, nor the guidelines offer a way of quantifying the
quality of replication of a historic material. Essentially, the Secretary of Interior leaves
the decision of what is a suitable alternative material to the discretion ofthe local
commission, and the state and federal preservation oflBcers that must review the plans for
alterations and additions.
This too is problematic, because findings may vary on a case-by-case basis. During a
lecture at the University of Pennsylvania, David HoUenberg, A.I.A, of the National Park
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Service, recognized the obstacle of varying interpretations ofthe standards when review
is required of a project proposal by multiple agencies. The specific case cited to illustrate
this point was a hotel named The Congress, in Cape May, New Jersey. The project
proposal required review and approval by an officer of the New Jersey State agency, as
well as the approval from a National Park Service officer. These officers had different
interpretations of the standards, and whether the project proposal was in accordance with
them. The different interpretations of the standards resulted in contradicting decisions on
the same review.
'"*
The aforementioned example supports the theory that the standards are not easy to
comply with in some cases. The interpretation of the standards may determine
compliance. Flexibility is the intention of the standards, allowing them to be applicable to
various preservation related projects. Although not explicitly stated, it is possible that the
flexibility of these standards came from the general faith the creators had in the ethics
and professionalism of preservationists planning projects.
The question for this project and others that are comparable, is how flexible are the
standards, and can they adequately be applied to projects that have special financial
constraints? If the economics of a preservation project do not play a role in the
interpretation ofthe standards then does that not exclude some historically significant
structures from being saved? If this is the case, then perhaps, the currently existing
standards have outlived their useftxlness, making it time for the creation of new policies
'* David Hollenberg's lecture, "The Role of the SHPO," was given on September 29, 2000, at the
University of Pennsylvania as part of the Preservation through Public Policy Fall Seminar.
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that are more suited for the diversity of preservation projects today. The field of
preservation, the deeper understanding ofwhat preservation means to a community, and
the scope of preservation projects have evolved substantially in a very brief time.
Logically, the standards and guidelines require alteration and enhancement to better
address the broadening scope of preservation.
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Chapter Five
Financing
The focus ot this chapter is identifying various options to counteract the substantial
expense required in the preservation of large historically and architecturally significant
properties owned by non-profit institutions. The information compiled in this chapter
largely comes fi-om looking at how other religious property owners were successftil in
their efforts of preservation without the availability of large amounts money.
Additionally, the discussion in this chapter includes viable ftiture options that may
become available to non-profit institutions.
Planning the financing of a large-scale preservation project can be an overwhelming
undertaking, especially when an institution has little, to no capital available to invest in
the project. In the case of the Nineteenth Street Baptist Church, and other non-profit
institutions providing social services to the community at large, it is difficult to
rationalize diverting funds fi-om community outreach efforts, and rerouting those fiands
into the preservation of their historically significant structures. The congregation of
Nineteenth Street Baptist Church recognizes the contribution their structures make to the
physical history of the city of Philadelphia, and takes their role as a steward seriously. In
the bigger picture, the mission ofthe congregation to serve the community is higher a
priority. Considering the congregation's mission creates the necessity to identify a
financing strategy that can contribute to the congregation's mission ofcommunity
support.
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Options Currently Available for Financing Restoration Projects
For many religious institutions, the logical first method of generating the necessary fimds
for a large-scale restoration is to organize a capital campaign conducted within the
congregation. The expectation of internal capital campaigns tor the preservation of the
Nineteenth Street Baptist is that they will not yield enough money for the entire project.
The congregation, not unlike many urban religious institutions, does not have a large
membership due to a population shift out of the city. Mrs. Walker estimated that the
congregation consisted ofone hundred-fifty members, sixty percent ofwhich are Irom
the Philadelphia area. The congregants are not wealthy, but give what they can to keep
the church fiinctioning. ' These reasons create the need to look for other means of
financing the project.
While there are many grant and lending opportunities available for preservation related
projects, a great number ofthem are not applicable for religious institutions. Many of the
grants offered by corporations and charitable trusts have restrictions on who is eligible
for receiving them. In many instances, the granting institutions will not give directly to
individual projects, but rather they will fiind another organization that may have a direct
grant program. Philadelphia formerly had the Historic Religious Properties Program, a
branch of the Greater Philadelphia Preservation Alliance. Financial support for this
program came from donations fi-om the Pew Charitable Trusts, the William Perm
Foundation, and a number of other grant making foundations and trusts.^ The services
provided by the program included structural surveys, technical advice, repair
' Interview with Barbara Walker, Nineteenth Street Baptist Church, September 20, 2000.
" "Programs," Preserving Pennsylvania, volume 7 number 4 (1994): 4.
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recommendations, advice on hiring preservation professionals for projects, publication of
a newsletter highlighting local religious property restorations, and grants for preservation
related projects. This program made it possible for many religious properties to get
necessary repairs. The program no longer exists, creating a great deficit for religious
properties in Philadelphia.
There are grants that the Nineteenth Street Baptist Church are eligible for, and have
received. The three grants the church has most recently received have come Irom the
Commonwealth of Pennsylvania. The first two came irom an emergency stabilization
fiind. The two projects facilitated with this money were the replacement of a fiimace, and
the demolition of the unsound portions of the 1882 addition. The church can apply for
additional emergency grant money offered through the Conservation Center for Art and
Historic Artifacts, fiinded by the William Penn Foundation.^ The church is also the
recipient of the Keystone Historic Preservation Grant. This grant requires the church to
have available cash matching the amount received from the grant. The church is eligible
for receiving this grant only once in a twelve-month period."* This condition of the grant
fiirther supports the idea of phasing the restoration work ofthe church over a number of
years, allowing the church to reapply on yearly basis.
The church can also make use of the federal tax credit intended for commercial
properties. In order for the church to receive money from this resource it would be
' "In Case of Emergency," Preservation Matters, March-April 1997: 4.
* Commonwealth of Pennsylvania, Pennsylvania Historical and Museum Commission, "'Grant Programs of
the Pennsylvania Historical and Museum Commission 1999-2001: Guidelines for Applicants," (1998): 9.
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necessary for the church to sell the tax credit to a commercial property owner who would
in turn reimburse the church in the form of cash rather than a tax credit/ The problem
with utilizing this option is that it requires the involvement of accountants, lawyers and a
willing commercial property owner to purchase the tax credit. Additionally, the church
would not receive the fiill value of the credit, as a portion would go to the fees accrued by
procuring the professionals who aid in the receipt of the credit. It is a complex maneuver
to circumvent the stipulation that only commercial properties are eligible for the federal
tax credits provided for certified preservation projects.*'
There are existing alternatives that could help Nineteenth Street Baptist Church make a
restoration project a reality. Some of these alternative opportunities are unconventional,
but have worked to the benefit of other institutions with limited money to invest in
preservation projects.
Public relations is an important tool that should be utilized by religious institutions
seeking funding for preservation. The Nineteenth Street Baptist Church can reap great
benefits from letting the public know about its plans for restoration on a multitude of
levels. By generating public interest in the church and its services, the church can open
itself up to the possibility of outside donations both in the form of money and members of
the community interested in volunteering their expertise in building trades or flindraising
techniques.
' This information was derived from a conversation with Thomas M. Sheehan, J.D., LLM, and February 23,
2001.
^ This information was derived from a conversation with Samuel Y. Harris, P.E., A.I.A., Esq., February 23,
2001.
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The forams for this type publicity are plentifiil. A Mount Laurel. New Jersey church
spread the news of their intended restoration program of its meeting house, chapel and
churchyard through newspapers. The Jacobs Chapel A.M.E. Church was the focus of a
Philadelphia Inquirer article by Melanie D. Scott, when it did not receive a grant from
the New Jersey Historic Trust Site Management Grant Fund. The brief article described
the history of the church, making the community aware of the property's significance.^
Local newspapers are a good way of disseminating information about the church, but
there are also preservation and architecture related newsletters published locally and
nationally that spotlight specific preservation projects like. Preservation Pennsylvania,
The Philadelphia Architect or Historic Preservation Forum News.
The Nineteenth Street Baptist Church has abeady demonstrated its ability to produce
such information briefs in its pamphlet from the 1980s, soliciting donations for a large-
scale construction campaign. The type of information that would be essential to include
would be the congregation's mission, the outreach services that the church currently
provides to its surrounding community, the congregation's history, the structure's history,
and details of the plan for restoration. Two aspects important to convey to the greater
public, is the threat the physical condition poses to the church's ability to continuously
offer services, and the point that these structures have been deemed as significant
examples of architectural design. Particularly in Philadelphia, there is a great interest in
one of the architects responsible for the design of the structures, Frank Fumess. The
' Melanie B. Scott, "Historic Church Loses on Preservation Grant: A Mount Laurel Church Seeks to
Preserve a Stop on the Underground Railroad. But Funding Was Competitive," Philadelphia Inquirer,
September 15,2000:615.
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interest in Fumess stems from his contributions to the foundations of Modernism in the
United States. Thus has created a great desire to preserve existing examples of his work,
especially as the available number to study and appreciate diminishes. The congregation
already has all of the necessary information that would be important to include, which
absolves it from having to spend any fiirther money on research.
Looking at how other religious institutions have created solutions to their financial
inability to maintain and preserve their historically significant structures can shed light on
other creative initiatives. For example, three Philadelphia churches created an interfaith
coalition to help save their buildings. The First Baptist Church of Philadelphia, the First
Unitarian Church, and St. Mark's Episcopal Church suffered the same realities other
urban religious institutions have with decreasing membership, increasing outreach efforts
to answer the community's needs, and aging buildings requiring costly repairs. The
churches made fledgling attempts independently to save their buildings, and in the
process realized that a cooperative effort would better serve the needs of all three
churches. This initiative has been publicized in local newspapers and newsletters, as well
as the coalition's own informative pamphlet.^
"Rittenhouse Coalition for the Restoration of Sacred Places," Partners for Sacred Places, Philadelphia,
PA, Vertical Files.
Peter Dorbin, "Churches United in Preserving Buildings," Philadelphia Inquirer, January 30, 1994: HI
.
Jonathan Diamond, "Churches Help Each Other Raise Building Repair Funds," Philadelphia Business
Journal, January 14-20, 1991:Section 2.
Richard H. Wolfson, A. I. A., "A Window on Architects: The Rittenhouse Coalition," The Philadelphia
Architect, February 1994.
Lyn Shepard, "Coalition Helps Preserve Our Churches," The Center City Sentinel, volume 2, number 4,
December 1991: 1-2.
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If the Nineteenth Street Baptist Church were to be involved in a coalition of this type it
could benefit fi-om the shared resources, while at the same time allowing it to be involved
in a united front that could more efficiently answer the community's needs in its outreach
efforts. Because some restoration projects require the closing offof spaces within the
structure so that contractors can work more efficiently and for safety purposes, a coalition
could help with sharing spaces so that religious institutions do not need to discontinue
regular programs during construction and restoration projects.
An interfaith coalition also makes religious institutions involved eligible for additional
grant opportunities. In an interfaith coalition, there is no promotion of a particular
religious belief; instead, the focus is on a secular objective. This secular objective allows
the coalition to be eligible for grants unavailable to individual churches. Additionally, a
coalition based on the objective of maintaining historic religious structures within a
neighborhood, like the Rittenhouse Coalition, would have positive ramifications for the
quality of life within the neighborhood.
Other religious institutions like the St. Simon the Cyrenian Episcopal Church and Old
First Reformed Church of Philadelphia took advantage of a program already established
that helped decrease the cost of restoration. Both of these churches utilized the services of
the formerly active PHILACOR, the service and manufacturing branch of the
Philadelphia Prison System. In 1933, establishment of the program provided training to
inmates in trade skills, giving them the ability to serve the community while
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incarcerated.^ Because the inmates are not paid contractors, the fee for services is
significantly less than the average contractor. The work done at Old First Reformed
Church included repairs and restoration of the church's historic windows which was done
oflF-site, and repainting and repairing of the church's exterior woodwork."* PHILACOR
restored and repaired sixty of St. Simon's original pews." Aside from the financial
benefit religious institutions stand to gain by using such a program, there is the intangible
benefit of allowing inmates the opportunity to give to the community and to receive
training that will give them a skill set for when they return to society.'^
The Cathedral of St. John the Divine, in New York, took another route in its continued
construction campaign. The construction of the cathedral began in 1892. and continued
for a century. In 1 976, a stone cutting and carving apprentice program was bom on the
construction site. The program grew out ofthe need for skilled stone cutters to finish the
ambitious masonry design and the availability of a captured audience, kids fi-om the
Harlem neighborhood interested in taking part in creating history and learning a skill. The
"Stoneyard" apprentice program utilized the skills and patience ofthe professional stone
carvers and cutters who had been working on the cathedral construction. In a 1 988
newsletter. Cathedral, it was explained that not only had these young apprentices
contributed to the construction of St. John's, but they had become skilled artisans whose
services were in high demand on other local masonry preservation projects such as. the
' J. Randall Cotton, "Prison Industries Lowers Cost of Restoration," Inspired, volume 8, number 4, Winter
1994: 8.
'"Ibid.
"Ibid.
'-Ibid.
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Soldiers and Sailors Monument, Fifth Avenue Presbyterian Church, and numerous
others.'^
The Nineteenth Street Baptist Church and other religious institutions could benefit from
such apprentice programs, as well as their surrounding community. This type ofprogram
requires volunteers willing to share their knowledge and skills with others. By calling on
members of the congregation and people within the community, and asking them to take
part in a program like this, the benefit is two fold. First, is the establishment of an activity
that can educate and engage adolescents in the community, and second, another
opportunity to reduce the cost of restoration is created by using volunteers. A program
like this would be more beneficial sponsored by an interfaith coalition like mentioned
earlier. Offered by a coalition, the program would have a larger number of people to
serve, and to service. Represented would be a larger variety of skills, and with more
advisors, more adolescents would be eligible to take part. The availability of a team of
experienced volunteers that could help with the maintenance and regular repairs required
by the religious properties would be another advantage ofthe program.
A neighborhood apprentice program has much to offer to the community at large. The
youth of the community would be receiving valuable training that could help them get
summer jobs, or may just be an eye-opening experience that ordinarily would not be
available. Additionally, parlaying this program into a larger community outreach service
would allow the youth to give back to their community. The members of the program
'^ Jane Churchman, "Building... Restoring... And Training," Cathedral, volume 3, number 4, September
1988: 4-5.
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could perform basic repair work within the community for residents who otherwise
would not be able to do so either physically, or financially. This type of cooperative
effort promotes pride in a community making the residents united.
There are many opportunities beyond capital campaigns and grants that Nineteenth Street
Baptist Church and other religious institutions have available to them. It is true that the
financial support for preservation related projects on religious properties is not equal to
that of other type structures and sites. Banks view religious institutions as an investment
risk, for this reason, rarely are loans given to religious institutions for preservation
projects. The federal government is limited in what it can offer to religious institutions
because they are exempt fi"om federal taxes, and because of the legal separation of church
and state. State agencies seem more financially supportive, but they too have limits to
want they can offer religious institutions. Private grant making institutions generally
prefer to give to other non-profit organizations, or projects non-religiously affiliated.
The forecast looks bleak for religious institutions seeking financial aide for the
preservation of their historically significant structures; however, there is the possibility of
an opportunity presenting itself in the future. This opportunity may come from the
opening of competition for federal grants to faith-based and community initiatives.
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Future Opportunities for Financing Restoration Projects
Recently introduced by the President of the United States, George W. Bush, was a
controversial initiative that if actualized could mean new opportunities for the financial
aid of non-profit institutions providing support services to their communities. President
Bush signed two executive orders on January 29. 2001, intended to promote the
cooperation between the federal government and providers of religious services. The first
of the two was the order to create the White House Office on Faith-Based and
Community Initiatives, the second was an order tor five Cabinet-level agencies to create
similar offices.''* The initiative seeks to open the competition for federal tax money in the
form of grants to faith-based and community efforts providing social welfare services.'^
The ideas behind the initiative are not new, they were central in the 1 996. welfare law
provision of "charitable choice," sponsored by the current U.S. Attorney General John
Ashcrofl;, formerly a U.S. Senator from Missouri.'^
Dr. John Dilulio, professor of Political Science at the University of Pennsylvania, was
appointed in January 2001 , to head the White House Office on Faith-Based and
Community Initiatives. The objective of the initiative has no intent of eradicating the
government offered social services, but rather it seeks to support those grass-roots eflForts
that have been supplementing the government programs. If this initiative is passed by
'" "God and Government."
http://abcsource.starwave.com/sections/politics/DailvNews/Bush faith010129.html , January 29, 2001.
" John King, Kelly Wallace, and Ian Christopher McCaleb, "Bush Signs Order Opening "Faith-based"
Charity Office for Business," CNN web posting,
http://www.cnn.com/2001/ALLPOLlTICS/stories/01/29/bush.faithbased.01/index.html , January 29, 2001.
'* Howard Fineman, "The Gospel of St. John," Newsweek, June 1, 1998: 29.
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Congress, then religious institutions such as the Nineteenth Street Baptist Church would
be eligible to apply for grants to support their services offered to the community.
The benefits derived from the opening of competition for the federal grants are twofold.
The first benefit would be the immediate influx of money to help create and enhance
services offered. Depending on the grant applied for and received, the institutions will
have the ability to allocate the fijnds where necessary. In the specific example of the
Nineteenth Street Baptist Church, ifthey applied and received a grant to facilitate their
food pantry program, that feeds the needy in the neighborhood, a portion of that grant
could go towards the construction of a new kitchen within the complex. Additionally, the
church's money currently being spent on the expenses accrued by these services could be
allocated for other purposes. The second benefit of this initiative has to do with its affect
on private grant giving institutions, whether they are non-profit organizations or
corporations. By the government recognizing the indispensable role of urban religious
institutions in providing social services, it may be possible that private grant giving
institutions will not as hastily deny these religious institutions the eligibility to apply for
their grants.'^
President Bush's executive order instructed five federal level Cabinet agencies to
organize a Faith-Based and Community Initiative office:
• Health and Human Services
• Housing and Urban Development
• Labor
" Derived from an interview with Dr. Ram A. Cnaan, April 20, 2001.
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• Justice
• Education
Not included in the order was the Department of Interior; however, the preservation of
the physical history of the United States is a service provided to the greater community. If
the Department of Interior was included in the initiative, religious institutions would then
be allowed to apply for grants available for the purpose ofpreserving historically
significant properties, when, and if Congress approves the initiative.
Religious institutions need to create their own opportunities to provided financing for
preservation by looking at what has worked for the repair and restoration of other
religious properties. It also may be time for religious institutions of all faiths to realize
that a combined effort at maintaining these historically significant properties may be the
most effective approach. The Philadelphia Business Journal article on the Rittenhouse
Coalition, mentioned that the Coalition had invited twenty-five other Center City
religious institutions to take part in this effort.'* None of the twenty-five joined, leaving
just the three churches.
It is unfortunate that these other twenty-five religious institutions did not realize the
power a coalition of that size could have in improving the state of their community. A
coalition of that size, although it would present administrative complexity, could
eflSciently and effectively help individual institutions provide better for themselves and
their properties. A cooperative interfaith coalition would help bring attention to the
services religious institutions provide to the community. Additionally, it would inform
'* "Churches Help Each Other Raise Building Repair Funds": Section 2.
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people of the financial realities and challenges that religious institutions face, and the
important role they take on by-providing secular services to the community.
Although, there are factions within the religious institution community weary of federal
involvement in their activities, potentially, the Faith-Based and Community Initiative
could provide substantial support for all religious institutions. The initiative, would make
flxnds equally available, to supplement compassionate efforts for social services, if
implemented as purely as it has been conceived by President Bush.
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Chapter Six
Conclusion
This chapter highlights the findings derived fi-om the research conducted, as well as the
final analysis of whether preservation of the Nineteenth Street Baptist Church is possible.
This thesis seeks to determine whether preservation is accessible for historically
significant structures owned by religious institutions in the impoverished neighborhoods
of urban centers, by studying the specific situation of the Nineteenth Street Baptist
Church. The Nineteenth Street Baptist Church is an example of an architecturally
significant religious property suffering from an advanced rate of deterioration. The repair
and restoration of the church's structures is necessary in order to continue their use, and
to preserve their physical contribution to the architectural history of Philadelphia. The
body of this work illustrates the history of the buildings and their use; the current
condition ofthose buildings; various programmatic strategies that can lessen the financial
burden of preservation to the institution; and financial opportunities that may contribute
to making preservation possible for the structures of the Nineteenth Street Baptist
Church.
Chapter Two, Methodology, explains the ways in which the subtopics of this thesis were
researched in order to answer the central question of which the thesis is based. The
methodology seeks to outline a process model that can be reproduced for the purpose of
studying other churches in comparable situations to the Nineteenth Street Baptist Church.
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Chapter Three illustrates the background history and the physical history of the structures
located at 1249-1253 South Nineteenth Street, through primary documentation research
which included: church records, insurance policies, public records, newspaper articles,
building assessments and laboratory analyses. The availability of pertinent secondary
sources was limited. The research facilitated the development of a chronological physical
history of the buildings. The research supports that the Nineteenth Street Baptist Church
is a significant part of Philadelphia's history, as a physical icon of architectural design,
and historically a contributor of social outreach to the community. The use of this
information may determine future decisions regarding the extent to which the buildings
are preserved.
Various programmatic strategies were developed and tested in the production of this body
of work. The two highlighted in Chapter Four, were the use of a modem replacement
materials to replicate the appearance ofthe serpentine stone on the exteriors ofthe
buildings, and the use of different finish treatments on the exteriors of the buildings
depending on the level of visibility of each fa9ade. In an ideal situation, the necessity of
these options would be obsolete; however, this is not an ideal situation. The intent in
illustrating these examples was to represent how building material choices can reduce the
cost of restoration.
In the executive summary produced by Samuel Y. Harris, P.E., A.I.A, Esq., for the
church, further programmatic recommendations such as, demolition of complicated
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roofing joints, were made that also would have an affect on the cost of restoration. While
these recommendations seek to simplify the buildings while reducing overall project cost,
they would not be associated with an elite restoration for the purpose of preservation. The
intent of these recommendations is to recognize the financial capability of the church, and
provide ways they can reasonable preserve aspects of the architectural significance of
their structures.
To supplement the programmatic decisions recommended in Chapter Four, Chapter Five
concentrates on how the Nineteenth Street Baptist Church can actively create
opportunities for financing the preservation of their buildings. Unfortunately, there exists
no single cure for the financial ills of impoverished urban religious institutions; however,
learning through the experiences of other similarly situated institutions can present
opportunities previously unrecognized.
An important aspect to creating a financing strategy that focuses on external support is
recognizing what the institution contributes to the greater community. Dissemination of
this information to the greater population generates interest because the focus has been
shifted to how the community is impacted by the services and contributions provided by
the institution. For example, making the public aware that another Frank Fumess building
in Philadelphia is threatened will awaken the interest of those who have studied
architecture, or who are interested in the preservation of important historic fabric. The
content of the information should be determined by whom the institution is trying to
reach.
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Chapter Five also contains a discussion on potential opportunities of financing through
the federal government initiative to support faith-based institutions providing social
services to the community. The Nineteenth Street Baptist Church is a religious institution
that has throughout its history made substantial efforts to reach out to its surrounding
community by offering services such as, free childcare to neighbors who are not
necessarily members of the congregation, food to the hungry, and computer facilities to
those without the necessary hardware. The provision of these services makes the church
eligible to compete for federal grants. When and if the competition for federal grants is
opened to faith-based institutions, the church can make use of these to facilitate their
community efforts. Additionally, some federal grants provide funding for the
improvement of spaces utilized for community service purposes. The potential of this
opportunity could entirely change the current situation of the Nineteenth Street Baptist
Church.
The question now is whether a complete preservation of all aspects of the significant
architectural design is accessible to the Nineteenth Street Baptist Church. Without
substantial outside financial support, it does not appear as though there are enough
available opportunities for the Nineteenth Street Baptist Church to completely preserve
the architectural character of their structures. This particular situation is complex, in that
it may be possible for the church to afford limited preservation of some aspects of the
significant design, and remodeling costs that would suffice for the repair of the buildings.
This would allow for the continued use of the buildings. Although, it is highly probable
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that some forms of outside funding will be contingent upon the complete restoration of
the buildings with the purpose of preserving their architectural significance.
In the future, opportunities may present themselves that would change this determination.
The difficulty remains that while certain programmatic decisions will decrease the cost of
the work necessary to stabilize the structures of the Nineteenth Street Baptist Church,
those decisions will only allow for certain aspects of the buildings to be preserved. Many
of the methods identified with the intention to aid in financing the restoration project will
not realize immediate benefits, but over time may come to do so.
This thesis concludes that the current construct of historic preservation in the United
States is not democratically accessible to all types of historically significant properties.
Principally, the belief in the United States is that preservation should be a privately
funded initiative, except for properties owned by the federal government. Some private
preservation initiatives do receive aid from the government, and are eligible to receive
additional private aid from grant lending institutions. Religious institutions in
impoverished urban neighborhoods, currently, do not have sufficient or equal support for
the preservation of their historically significant structures.
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I :. polic)- covers dirert loss .111(1 damage to tiic described propcrtj' caused by acts of destruction executed by order of
\\W,^ c-.iutitutcd civil autliority during a conflagration to retard the spread thereof, provid<xl, however, the conflagnition is
not caused directly or indirecth- by or incident to; \var, iuvasion or other warlike operations (wliclhcr war be declared or
rni I - r-. .:. it:-,'.i:i.. ii«Mi. or civil cnnmiotion ; military or usuq>ed power; subject, moreover, to all the other terms and con-
i his t^iapaiiy shall not be liable, however, for more thaji the amount for whicbi it would h^v-j been
r-^ii-r.! '-;. fire.
5. APPORTIONMENT OF LOSS
Thi^ i..;..,.,ii.,. c..,.!.. ...... i". ii.il/it: for a greater proportion of anv loss under this policy th.ir. the .iniMunt l.vr.,-. m^.ivl
sliall bear to the wliolc insurance whether valid or not, and whether collectible or not
ji
. 6. LIGHTNING
;
1
.
I'.xcept as hereinafter provided, tlis polic>' also covers direct loss or damage t« Ihc property described in this policy
caused by liglunin<j (meaning thereby tlf commonly accep'.ftl use of the term "Lightning" and inno case to include loss or
damage caused by cyclone, tornado or wmdstorm) whether fire ensues or not.
2. If electrical appli.mces or devices <i any kind are covered under this policy, this company sliall not be lirdile fur any
electrical injury or dislurl>ancc to the said electrical appliances or devices, whether from artificial or iiatur:'! ta .ks unles.;
fire ensues, but if fire does eniiue. then, in consideration of the rate of pR-mium at which this policy is v: ipaiiy
shall bt' liable for its proportion 01 loss or damage caused by such cn^-uing fire.
3. It is also a condition of thus policy that if there be other (ire insurance upon the property covered, lliis company sliall
Ik' li.^Me only for sudj proportion of any direct loss or damage cau,scd by fire or by lightning as the anioimt of this policy
h :: 1
.
the whole amount of fire insurance applying, whether such other insurance contains a smiiktr clause or not
.
S. The liability of this company for any or alt of the hazards covered under this policj- shall not exceed the ainouni
stated in tliis policy and except as specified herein shall be subject to all of the terms and coiiditions of this policy.
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^
/^l<^ l^ 6Cri//J 6\o<^i/<^1.J, t'^?f.r,j£Clo.ri ^' i^ Jtt//£ju<^J''/t../^^«i*«/5Sw--^i?'_cZii/^
ti>aXi^ ^.'^^<y~i£^n. ^* /^t^^^tM^A^ ^«,«-/^^ A^A«/X/ J^/te^ /ta.iZ a^<vs£/ ^Ao'**.*c£, /£tJi^e£iMa &v«m«£jC««/<
9tl> 4_ .'^//f<, ill^c^^/C/rtit^tA), u- <Xcra^ "t'iO^atc^^ ^^CJ <lc^Otyn<J, /l«,^<Jrty a'^udS/fi C-CJ.<MUx.x,^l
I
h^
JV*^
^t.S.
,9t^J
1
^20 2-
H
INSPECTED NOV i! . 191 1 THIS BUILDING REMAINS AS k; :f SL'KVl
Y.
TVoJbbu-^jj.au..
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<^AUA tr 4 \'\^
olicyJS'o. Soi^
Enteretl Page A'o.
SVKt'i: !• .Vo.
Inspected Dot 27,1911.
SeoQAOL «'^ r-.s )5
Poiiey and Tneidental Ezptniet,
^
DolU. 'V X
PhUadllphm, yPtyC^)*^ 187.-i'
6ur«y approved—Received Policy.
»<-*> ', ! 'l,! > ^n*.n. iMt*i "-*m w .
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DUPLICATE COPY TO BE SIGNED ANS RETUBNIO TO OFFICE OF THE COMPANt
THE MUTUAL ASSURANCE COMPANY FOR INSURING HOUSES
FROM Loss BY FIRE
o„E lOrZl-lMO,,. poucY NO. 801B ^.ssured.KQTOR,. CHOPCH .WMiPEN5_&.niSm OF
S]ti. 1IE?SR'S oinracH OF pHiiJi,j..raa3TEEs . . .. .. .—--..
THE SEV-ERAL CLAUSES SET OUT BELOW ARE HEREBY INCORPORATED INTO AND MADE A
PART OF rv=:. rni - - M.!. OTHER RESPECTS THE POLICY REMAINLVG UNCHAXGED.
I. PERMISSIONS GRANTED
OTHER INSURANCE. Permission is hereby granted (or otlicr irsurance wiiliout notice until nxiuire.j
WORK AND MATERIALS CLAUSE. Permission is hereby grnincd tor such ose oi the premises as i i
incidental to tlie occupatiev licrcin deserlbed and to keep and use all such appliances, dcvice,s.
anicles and matcri.il.-. :ti.!u.:-
inc such mate.ials as are prohibited bv the printed conditioui of thU policy, in
such .|u^tlti^ "*
^J'; "iJ^..'"^."S;^SSS^
SdroccupaScy;-pr6v!trSl.h6wever;.hatief«efoiii^^^
motor vehicles, and is granted subject lo the conditions of any
automobile ^rranty wh,d, may be attached 10 th,s pohcy.
MISCELLANEOUS. Pei'mission is also -.anted without further notice (or the buildmg hereby
insnred. to remain^
unoccupied or ™ant : to use electric current; lo use fuel oil for heating; and to mal^e such
alterations, additions .and repairs
as do not increase the hazard. .-,iM this polio- to cover thereon.
'
• • • ' 2. CONDITION OF BUILDING /^ av„ .=„,t-»^
If the todldiafedescribed herein becon,e uilte^ntaHe/^^it^tlVaVng
Jl?^lf%? ^...fS^. ^^^^^ -he rcsul,
of fire, ihcn the iiisumrce under this policy shall immedJalely
cease.
"
3. ACTS OF WAR. EXPLOSION
This poUcydoesWinsure'a^nst loss caused directly or indirectly by Acts
cf V.
,
War or Conimolion. or mililaiy or usurped power, m- by orH(.r of aiiy Civil Autlionly
._al>:: •l^nr^ ;.r>v,.:.:-l i^^.r rem •*
below: or loss« caused by explosion^ unless fire 8n3U«s, & in that event for the
damage by fire on.
4. ACrS OF CIVIL AUTHORITY
Tln-^ policy covert direct loss and dnmaRQ to the de«ribed property aiuscJ by acts
of destruction executed by order of :
duly constituted civH t^udmritv during a conflagration fo
r.iard the i^prend ttieriof: provi(!ed. however, the conflajrM.on
is
, not caused directly or indirec'tly by or incident to: war,
invasion or other ..'arhke "P^"''°'''
<^^;^^:|;.*=^;'^',^;^^,'|f'|;;"t^
"noO; riot, insurr«rclion, or civil commotion; military
" "- ''-"' - ""., iil.'ci-i. ;i.. m- '.-.
,
i^' -u i-" " .t ums ,i i y'.
^
liable Had tb« Jo»*-been eansea'bjfffi'e. '
-^---'"^''
o. Ai'i'Oii. i i\/.\.*iL.^ I LJi* juu:i-">
This company shall not be liable fr»r a greater proportion of any io?s under t!'ii- ;
i r tcI
sliall bear to llic whole in«urAnoc w-licthef valid "r tmr, and whether f'-M-^-f-'^! «- t
f.. LIGHTNXNc;
1. E.-tttpt ;.s I;r_-rtiiinftfr providcl. ih;s poU^-y nlso covers elirert loss or clatr.agt; uj tlic propcrtj- described in ihia policy
caused by liffhlnine (meaininc thereby the conimniily ncceptcd u5c of'tl-c icrtn "LtKhtning" nini in no case'tO include loss Or
datnn^c cnu5<d by cyclone, tornado or ^vin<Jsto^mJ wlicilicr lire ensne^t ..r not.
2. If elccfri'Tal appliances or devices cf any land .ire covered under tdis policy, this compnny shaU rot he liablo. fnr any
clcctric.il injurj- or disturbance to tlie said electrical nppl-anccs or devices, whciher from nrlificinl or Hfttuml cau«cs unless
fire eii<ii«. fvit if fire d<->cs eofiue, then, in consideration of Lhc r^tcoi" [>rciniuin at which ihi-t ur-iL-v i^ \:-r,t-,-rt_ ih,^ rr..„n-...v-
sliiill be limbic for its proportion of loss or damage caused by such ensiiinfr fire.
3. It is also a condition of this policy that if rhtre he other fire in^ .'anco upon iheprc*;
be liable only for such proportion of any direct Iofs or dninivge caused by fire or by liglitin! .^ ,, u.-.- ;..<• urn ^i un. :• n--.
bears to the whole amount ol' fire uisuranec applying, whether suth other insurance contains .1 similar cL-iuse or not.
4. The liability- of this company for any or all of the Iiaxards covered under this policy shnU not exceed tlie aitvi^mt
.r
;
ir this po:i::, arl except as specified herein, shall be s«bj«:t lo all of the tenns and conditipns^o£ this j>olicy.
LiA i'l'.L' LV riir. uNDF.Rsrt.xr.ii a>>i rlu
OFTHE MXJTUAL ASSURANCE COMPANY FOR IKSURIX^ HOUSES FROM t-OSS fiV FIRE.
[Date'i Sif^ature of As^iirefl
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(?iawm^.^. hoAgatU/dl.. C^J'C^^H^.^^ -;;^A, !^tt,/c/^^/kcl/U^<t
eu/..^..t S'ZJj.'/L^^ 4,^/i^*j>:.y_ ,:.o/.w^^«^^ &oA,^^A^../U, ^i/^ut^/L.l,^!^.
^^•*-«c fvf-
«.'«.<, <^ e/a. -ycajJaj Ve,U-tt/, <^u,/u^t Otn<J/i^/,6i-jA<tt„^f.'L'r.^/7i4.Atm,i),cJa/^^<UC/t.
ff'O
». iujK.,
M
\
.^
9t£jMJt4/,eg^
^
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/j>^£.^£i.y^.~^£> ^:?j *-i<^> /c>^ i^,\^ ^^^ ^Iz*-e^<?T^^ , ,
I
^ i-?^ ^a^>r,<i^ir<-<p £s^/i^, g&^atu^ ^ rt^aSlc £t»ZaA^ 4!i<.<U^^
*WCevt^tjt^ A^kx-z^z/tlA <^ c-66eff^ jS^^j^ c?^.^ W^, ?->7. 6-t<Jtc<^
e^<&ZJ<3 ^ C^i^Cc^ /2* hi'va <^^(,^1 ^ir^^i^ £c^^,^<^ /^^ Ci
'^ ^<i>^f:Jt.iyA^^:i:^^^, '7^^<:<./4i) Ct/it^^- C<.C'l^/<> yl^'^t,*'^^^/^ ^fr-e^-zA
2 ,g,;c^/C'j^<^t<i<5.^>'C/V A^^^^^ ^>z^<i<-' IJ^Ci'M^, io<Zltj'^£t.^i^
^Ci/t/^/-i/ l^ ^A 0-2,cci^'i^9. f^<:^ld<U^ >oWi^<R e-ctyC^lo yf^^^A^i-x-^^ \
-^//y //IZiSc^a <^fe?£-el , / /-s/c^i^ ^O^^tS- ^^t<?^/Os «-<^^'
Ce^i
Co (t-j'o sZc<,c/iy &/c^- Cc/i^l/^o •S^'^J <
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r
3
4,
/*-
^
/y.o
INSPECTED MOV 2 7 191 1 THIS B'JILDING REMAINS AS PLU iiUKVLY.
SURVCYOn
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f
tt
i
{•V.v
Application for l>crmil for Rci^iirs. Minor Allcralions, frame fh.ildings,
I5av Windows, Healers, Boiler and f:n};ine Foundations, etc. '
'
/^i^^t^^^
,,,of
7c tht DUKF.AU OF nOJLD/NG INSPF.CTIOI^
The u„df,si^r,l appli« for . ,«,„ii ,„ constnict Ih. foUowing d«crib«I work :-
\¥li.il (9 Ihc Iloililiiig lo be n»d lor ?
i'ivMleNiiile p.itlicula
<,C-f
y^ ^^4^ -
» cf ,„ c , .,.. ,;ul,r, ,s lo ^u,k proposed »ud m..e,i.l, „«d.
C4:^/>^
^ •
1-.
Give si7f uf {.pen ynrti spac-r
Tiiitt of Cotuiiieiicijif;
It^tiinalctt Cosl. \Jy
,
laiiiing
^.^
Atittrns, ^-^ ^^^7
Atikitetl, _
C*mir,tifaf
l'>
Sta
Coll
H^y^^ . J. Mi
NOTE. /»!/ provisions o
with whether specified
Tl! »M rtiNKSYl.VAHtA. 1
INIV (IK )'MII.AnftI.I-lllA.
j
, , (f:-c<^ , • >
^V ,;™ /5/ „ ar ,ftc hMJinyr ;„,„ and CO' 0r,//„a„<:c5 m„sr 6* com-
p/icd i.;f/j herein or not.
l'c.,un,Llly „p,«„n:d before ,„e Ihc »ub5criber. . Nol.rv Public fo, ,l,e Cn„„„„„we»m, „f Penn-
sylvania, nrsiJinR in (be Cily of Philadelphia,
.he .pplicnl .bove n.,«d, »ho being duly ,w„ru .ccordl»g lo l.w! d^po^ ,nd My^ U.. .he f.e., .b'nve
.« n„h .re .,„e .. Ihe be. of hi, knowledge and belier Depone,,, fonher ..y. ,b«, ,l,e fo,eg,.i„K »re
all the oUer.il„.ns or repaus he pn,,,o«, lo <„.l,e to li.e building above described.
Sworti tu l-tforr me, tht) 1
ftay »/ (
Noxmry PMIh. PhtUittlphl^ C».
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MlhAl I agAMMMai
LA B. roriM 14
Kllll lUllDllG-tUSS
niLttOIIDO CliSS
^
"A"
DEPARTMENT MEMORANDUM
W
MtTEfllll
NMtllll P>
mm} Ko VC^ ^' f
nil Hi. — -
"^
Application for Permit for Additions, Alterations, Repairs,
One-Story Structures, Frame Buildings, Bay Windows,
Heaters, Boiler and Engine Foundations, etc.
r,„;„„..,„„„, C\c^^U^^^^^^,^
,\nln tit/Kh.lU 1)/- nUlt.lUNC INSI'FXTION.
The llllilcrsigiictl a)>|>lM^ fur a |M:nnit Ig/^9?k5lrili:t tlic l^tKowitig dcsci iljctl \vi
.O Ward6 *-Y^<»»^
Vial is (lie prukCHl liuittliiig used for?^
j^;
miut will llic new building or addition be u«d for?. .y^^X^-^^^Z— .i^y'"^^ ^•^^^^•^-^(^^^V^T'^'^^^^^^v^
Gnc •kriiiili: irUFlietlUiii as to work proiMjscd aiidjnalcrials usctf „*;*^>1trf*r?' •^^^^*^"^l^''^A^ ^^̂ .. J"^^
.^(^^
JjUlfiu^ <>••>"» wf ilicftiidiliin; laws and Cify Oidinanccs wdl l^omplic/| with, wliellier spccilfied herein or not.
Illlwcllini; or lciicnK:nl, (;ivu &izc of open yard space reniaiiiin^'
we ul (..'oniniuiKinK
(klKTt '»! I'llir Ant l.l-IIIA. i"
rnstjiuilly a|>|)cuicd before me ll)c 5nb»crj^r,
illKii, tcsidini; in llie City of I'biladelphiu^^^,
—
itrx^tiblic^r the CoiiNiionwcallh of Peimsyl-
|lea|'|i)iriinl ;ilwvc tiaiULd, who, IwniJ <lnl/ sworn acconling to law. deposes and says that ibe facia above
lilloilbuic Inic lo the bcsl of his knftwlcdgi; nn(],befief. IVponcnt further say* thnt the foregoing are all
'jkinqirovcinenis he will ncikcr under this ^rxfi\\.
fivrn (»n/ \uhsrr\hcil to Itrfun-pn, this Oi/ jr-
/ f^ititirY PiibtU, iyiiltidfipliia Co
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CITY OF PHILADEUPHIA
DEPARTMENT OF LICENSES AND INSPECTIONS
. D ,. I AJJiil.n. Alcolloni. Rtpol.., On^.tor, Sln,clu..i.
Foulldo.
(NOT TO BE FILLgD 'W B y AfPLICAMT)
RiNCin*
ecu P AMI
~i I P I L PERMIT NO. ^^4 ^"^
,YP[
I
MtTtRUt ocgj HrY """ "" _^ -»
PL*N MO
_^_=
/;» -. i»-=i-
lll^moJtCTION AffROyEtt _
JOHN J I ..(..,
- 0jjunrTj)im[nNs7oH7£_
'
l»—
'
I Sisir*
.< .1 ...I vp.n -M.h l,„,,d.U-, ..II b.
I.K .
Ualwtvl •> tncUsw
Sftll Load
Add
Add
Addr.ta
St
loni
^^:r_'^':m^:2i
fc„(Y ol Phllnttolphta J
«. b.l«. «. -h. Sub^lb-. c No,«r, Public lor
.K. Co«««w.al1h ol P.n«.rlv-«.a,
r...du>, i« .h-
of Phll«»J«tphln
-^ ~^~~
__^^
.
-
r or hi* oulhcrlx*d
Dvimiiinl
Ma(«y PM*hv, mtmMth** C
I horeby • '-il-' Mir'. Ih" 5lat«menl5 contained
herein are^
,true »nd-r-Tn?crri-t-'5-t—^^ n7.>""«'«>ttt.lM}t/^(f>ft?i-
1 iindeisland Ihal il I l_j;u<:^ly mako any false slate-
meni herein 1 am sii|)je^o such ncnalties us may be
prescribed by la* ^ordinance. aO /) ' -f
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#
y
U APPLICATION FOR ZONING PERMIT
AND/OR USE REGISTRATION PERMIT
CITY OF PHILADELPHIA
DePARTMENT Of LICENSES AMP INSPECTIONS
SECOND FLOOR -CITY MALL ANNEX
UOTE: The requtremanis (or ibti ptrtait art in adJtli\>n to all alhtrs requtreJ by isw or rtgutatton,
Tbt issuance of ibis permit Jems not i»>tly that a butljing pttmtt or other permillt wilt he isvued
if the speciftcelions do nol conform with the Building CoJt, Plumbing Code, flouting Code. Fire
Code and alt other pertinent lews or regulations.
p̂lication is h«r*by made (or the pein><t or permits required by iHe
iladelpKia Zoning Ordinance before commencing the use or the
ork described Kerein, ond as shown on occoirtpanying plan.
LOCATION OF PROPERTY (ilifrt a'-^ ll**i'se Number)
IgST South iQth Strflfltfs^ef,,W
«t Ike di)ianc« of
«(
. Inch•»____ (row
Sir**l
6»
ncltas. Oaplh .
If lot i% irregulor in shape, give deed deicriplien below:
IZIiEEZZZS
ip L)—S2_
c **^
kMY ALTERATIONS OR PROPOSED CONSTRUCTION
*utn'
._£rQCt -ttitiei hlorW fence on rear at Church (lltac
—
J^aslda) b high fonipotad. of 8" clnlar blook. footing
a_ift_DlLlB ' i>f coiu;i«l*.°'°°'^^°'""^°'*°* wooian fanca.
STORtES AND HEIGHTS FROM GROUND TO ROOF
y
EXISTING BLHLDINO
ybo
/^
fljttOH NO.
" "'°" 1652^^ 43
IONt't«'MA>> HO
pucvio I>t» *P«»l.lfc«TToM .^J ~\
tiEruss
ePAMTM >
<^"i.
ETT
PACE POD OPFICIAL STAMP
Oo nol b-rtM In lAij a^c«)
:K li. ,K.r>.lv.'.. >". '
» /.o|4IN0 PIITa.<1T 15 HOT
lEQU RED BY VM ZOt.'iNG
<P^Vv^
TABULATION OF USES
JlLtJ'uJr^-
PRESEUT U&E
PROPOSED use OF PRESENT BUItDING
LC^-t^ffy
LAST PREVIOUS USE DATE LAST USED
PROPOSED USE OF ADDITION OR HEW BUILDING
Addilional ii»e Informotion, If rvquirad .
y
:zz
71
l ^iVi19th,at. BiipllHt Churfh
zn;PPLIC AMT
.
—19th St. B.|,n.f >-i.,iri-h
zz:
^^;a2^ S. 19m-str«at
,Z_
12^ a. iqth street
vue.il
ans-a32-
^
^•^
PHOMC
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DRAW PLANS ON SPACE BELOW
PLANS TO BE DRAWN IN INK.
SHOW ALL -LOT LINES AND DIMENSIONS.
SHOW ALL STREETS AND ALLEYS BOUNDING PROPERTY
SHOW DISTANCES FROM BUILDING TO LOT LINES, AND TO OTHER BUILDINGS ON SAME LOT.
5RAW ELEVATIONS •AND ADOIIONAL PLANS WHEN REQUIRED
!!>•
X
H' li"*'
ti-
3:
y
V
TlTfttJ ^T-
}i
"I hefeby cerlily tKol rhe «iatffwenH contained l>er«in art irvir onrf /offfld to th* best of my Wnowledge and belief. 1 fuf»K»f
certify thol I am oulhoriteH by ihe owner to moke the (eregotng jdpplicolion, and lliot, before I occept 0(iy permit (of whicb
fhts oppticol'0*t i» mods, iKf owner sholl be mode owore of oil ine eonditiont of the penrii. I understand ibot i( 1 knowingly
make ony folse tlolemeni hvtein I om tubjecl lo such penollMft as may be preteiibed by law or ordinonea.*
V ^^U"
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\
PROPERTY NO.

Appendix 2
PETITION OF APPEAL
CITY OF PHILADELPHIA
ZONING B.^ARD OF ADJUSTMENT
ROOM 410 MUNICIPAL SERVICES OUIl-DING
-CCAT'ON O" f'^OPERTV f^For Z.B.A. Ua» Only
S.E.C. 19th A Jiaan
68-0055
SENO NOTICES 'n
Martin Horowitz
*DD»ess
Zlst tt Parkway
kTTO«Nev fit any)
Martin Horowitz 21 gt it Parkway
AOORESS
icENT School Diatrict of Philadelphia 21at 8i Parkway
PERSCK4 FILING TMIS APOCAL
Martin Horowitz
IF APPCULANT IS NOT OMNER, (.ESSEE, OR AGENT. STATE HIS INTEREST
APPEAL IS TAKEN FROM THE ACTION OF THE DEPARTMENT OF LICENSES IN [—1 oepiJS*L I 1 GRANTING "^ ^ PERMIT
Get Set Classrooms
STATE OBJECTIONS TO ACTION OF DEPARTMENT OF LICENSES • INSPECTIONS
Necessary for School purposes.
!^SPECT.3KS
J.\?j 1 i IS-
CHIE-
I hereby certify that the statements contained herein ore true and correct to the best of my knowledge ond belief. I understand
thot if I knowingly moke any false statement herein I am subject to such penolties OS may be prescribed by law or ordinance.
(Sifinatum^
FOR ZONING BOARD USE ONLY
C AI_EN D *
68-0055
TIME SET rOQ PUBLIC hEARInC
jSt 30 AJut. 1 :30 P.M. Ho C-hn-rga
,. » r. APPLiC, NO.
72430 H.
?eb. q, 1968
^oom 60 3 City Hall Annex
Juniper ^ gilbert Sta.
APCE* w FEES TE or APPEAL
1 /^ o/fia
• AVOID UNNECESSARY DELAY BY CAREFUL
READING OF THE ATTACHED INSTRUCTIONS
• YOUR ATTENTION IS DIRECTED TO PROVISIONS
ON POSTING REQUIREI^ENTS AND PERSONS
ENTITLED TO APPEAR BEFORE THE BOARD
81 J9 (R... 5/67'.
vriKJiKji-; <;FrTir-,M . i irPM<;F<; x. \N'iP
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APPLICATION FOR ZONING PERMIT
AND OR USE REGISTRATION PERMIT
CITY OF PHILADELPHIA
DEPARTMENT OF LICENSES & INSPECTIONS
NOTE: The requirements for this permit are in addition to all others required by
law or regulation. The issuance of this permit does not imply that a building
permit or other permits will be issued if the specifications do not conform with
the Building Code, Plumbing Code. Housing Code. Fire Code and all other pert-
inent lawi or regulations.
AppI ication is hereby made for the permit or permits required by the
Philodelphio Zoning Ordinance before commencing the use or the work
described herein, and as shown on accompanying plan.
LOCATION OF PROPERTY (Street and House Number)
SBC 19th & Titan Sts, /^ ^ O^ ^ J^ -^J)./ j1^^
APPLICATION NO.
DISTRICT DC
MAP MO.
1>5
P- A, VOLjrPL

Appendix 2
^^^^7.̂ "
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CITY OF PHILAOELPHSA
,
DEPARTMENT OF LICENSES & INSPECTIONS
PUBLIC SERVICE CONCOURSE - MUNICIPAL SERVICES BUILDING
- PHILADELPHIA, PA. 19107
DATE July n, 1968 NOTJCE OF VIOLATION
PREMISES IN VIOLATION
1253 S, 19th 3t. SSC Titan St,
BUILDING DIVISION.
Viol. #10253-A
RESPONSIBLE PARTY
r
L_
Rev, Gla33 J, Davl3, Jr,
o/o 19th St. Sa^Uat Church
1253 3. 19th St'.
Phlla,, 19146, ?a.
n
_j
If you arc not the responsible party, return this
notice to this office with the name and address
of the party responsible.
An inspection of the above premises revealed conditions which are in violation of the Zoning
Code, Title 14 of the Philadelphia Code of General Ordinances.
FAILURE TO CORRECT THESE VIOLATIOiNS WITHIN 15 DAYS OF THIS NOTICE WILL RE-
SULT IN PROSECUTION.
For additional information call MU 6-2585
VIOLATION
Caasa nalntalalng and/or eonduotlng Pro School Claseea
without obtaining a Uqo Rogiatrratioa PorcLit in accordance
with the Philadelphia Zonlafj Ordlncaoo,
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f1 i/f^ 1253 Stuth 19th Str««t-
APPLICATION FOR ZONING PERMIT
)R USE REGISTRATION PERMIT
CITY OF PMILADEL^'HIA
DEPARTMENT OF LICENSES & INSPECTIONS
NOTE: Thf requirements for this permit are in addttton to all others required hy
law or regulation. The issuance of this permit dt>es not imply that a huildtng
permit or other permits u/itl b* issued if the specifications do not conform wtth
thr Building Code. Plumbing Code, Housing Code. Fire Code and all other pert-
inent '.aij.'S or regulations.
Application is hereby mode for the permit or permits required by the
Philadelphia Zoning Ordinonce before commencing the use or the work
described herein, and as shown on occomponying plan. ^_
LOCATION OF PROPERTY (Street and House Ntimbrrt
^<^C. ~7~y T/M.^- y.
(iruottd on .
ot rhe distance of .
oi
. side of
feel inches from
Street
Street
_>i(Je
Ffoitt _ iftches.
Deptli feet
l( lot is irregulor in shope, give deed description below:
-x^
o^̂ ^
kFPLICATION NO.
049^
CHSTRICT DESISM
ZOMINC MAP NO.
:g^ i3 -/^
\A.
F. A. VOL. PL
PnCVIOUS APPLICATION'^LI C
,-T)
7 ^f<~'t
Aft NO. ' '
EXPLAIN ANT ALTERATIONS OR PROPOStj CONSTRUCTION
Repair existing stucco ta steeple »f church with wire
lath, and platter tw ceats •i cement.
Ito change In height t «w>
STORIES AND HEIGHTS FROM GROUND TO ROOP
EXISTING BUILDING
PROPOSED ADDITION,
ALTERATION OR NEW BUILDING
THIS SPACE FOR OFFICIAL STAMP
'Do not writ* tn thti ipacrt
TK5S IS r, c—rrncATicf^Ti-..;-
A zoin;:o piRjvi!? is r.'c"
bl^i tlZST
TABULATION OF USES
FLOOR MO. PRESENT USE
Church
PROPOSED use OF PRESENT BUILPIHG
Church
LAST PREVIOUS USE PATE LAST USED
PROPOSED use or addition or new building
Additional use information, if required
Nlneta^nth St. Ba|itlftt Church
ADDRESS
ADORCSS
laa s. 19th St.
CONTRACTOR
G. J. Phillips
APPLICANT
G. J. Phllll«
6109 Market Street
[ A DOR ESS
6109 Market Street
»}.U iR... 12 63)
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MEMORANDUM °'^^ "^ ^»"^;°^'^''»'*
FROM .
SUBJECT. LocaUon:f7,Hl—-yJO/Jl '^'/
Occupancy: CtiUvC h , O^ v^flOiy5 ^ hocj (j- x f ,J-f '/ f^ U ^<i 1*1
A Statement of Occupancy is not required for use of the sabject property because
this is:
^[ Pfe-CodeUse
n Minor Alteration
No Change in Occupancy Classification
SigDed
' ' /7 {Buildint Plin Exmifinmr)
.MM
f/-^Q$t /(j^ To ZovMnQ rd/eUy
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.^J^L^^-ri-i^j^ l^c^hd. being duly sworn
according to law proposes and states that he is the
Sr^^-<H^i^ of the ^i^^c^ '^"^^^^^''^"^/z^^e
/ 97%^ ^ . U^Uf^ S^.^ ^ and that the rooms used in
Lty nn ^he / -^" -7^'^'"?-the ^X^^-7^^' facilit o t 1
floors were used as classrooms prior to January 1, 1949
and after January 1, 1949.
Sworn to and subscribed to before
me this f^W day ^f ^'-^^ , 1970.
t2^
.jV^^<3^^t.'J-/^
•
/^/^q>e /<y7 ^^ ^"^^'^^^ KA/p/
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LAW?UL OCCUPANCY CERTIFICATE
(Prepare in Duplicate)
CITY OF PHILADELPHIA
DEPARTMENT OF LICENSES AND INSPECTIONS
MECHANICAL SERVICES SECTION
ADDRESS OUSINCSS NAMC
LOCATION {Floor or noOa} ' NAME OP OWNER
Sr- Sypc^ CtC^^
(A/^CAuJ2ju^ I'c^-^^Aju^-
(Zf^u:XZ^
ln^jccori§»$e with .Chapter 5-1302 of the Fire Code,
the lawful maximum occupancy for the above location
persons. -^ 7
^L_
y^^^/y
LAWFUL OCCUPANCY CERTIFICATE
(Prefare in Duplicate)
CITY OF PHILADELPHIA
DEPARTMENT OF LICENSES AND INSPECTIONS
MECHANICAL SERVICES SECTION
BUSINESS NAME
/9rH ^ T'l-r/tA/- Sts.
LOCATION (Floor Of Room) NAME OF OWNER
RooMi M /-^^
in accordance with Chapter 5-1302 of the Fire Code,
the lawful maximum occupancy for the above location
/7
(nuiobmr)
.persons.
NUMBER OF CARDISI OCLIVERED DATE DELIVERED SIGNATURE 0^ MbOHIENT
.^^ ^-S^;!^
PREMISES INSPECTED BV (Fulf ATmno) UATG INSPCCTCO LDO. PLAN NO.
/.//T //7/ ^ >-i2.VS3
BLOC. PLAJU exAMlNEB
^/f
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p APPi.lCATION FOR ZONING PERMIT
" -IRd/or use registration permit
r:^y oF PwiLADELPMI*
DEPARTMENT OF LICENSES 4 INSPECTIONS
NOTE: Thf requirements for this permit arm in addition to all others required by
!aw or regulation. The issuance of ttis permit does not imply that a building
permit or other permits will he issued if the specifications do not conform with
the Building Code, Plumhtng Code. Housing Code. Fire Code and all other pert-
inent laws or regulations.
Application is hereby made for the permit or permits required by the
Philodelphio Zoning Ordinance before commencing the use or the work
described herein, and as shown on accompanying plan.
LOCATION OF PROPERTY (Street and House .\umberi
lof^o 3 loth 3* ^-
' > ^ Or-u / U^^Ctt,-*^
APPLICATION NO.
^'^n/'/A
DISTRICT DESIGNATION
ZONING WAP l«0.̂
!^^r_^
F, A. VOU. PL
situoted on .
at the distoncc of .
of
. side of
leet inches (com
Street
Street
_ s.de
PWCVtOUS APPLICATION
C /^CD
CALENDAR NO.
Z^ 3.iH
Front , . f«»t , . inches. Depth inches.
ZONING
REFuseo
If lot is irregular in shape, give deed description below:
USE
RCFUSEO
:r £ c E I V ^ ^ .
^ * * ^ — -.—T-̂ fMwr-̂ i t rt
APP.
GRANTED
'f, -j-fi^
I .NSi^i^X'TIOMS APP.REFUSED
jicmzL
-fS9:̂m^E-iasuAKCir REF.REFUSED
EXPLAIN ANY ALTERATIONS OR PROPOSED CONSTRUCTION
;-l^--.T-T if-t'' tr< n'' - t.< o- J Tcr-.'tfy t^f,(j--o. tof C-
o'-'jror—
.
0"^: -t.--e.-,o
y^-'--h-
THIS SPACE FOR OFFICIAL STAMP
(Do not write in thts space}
STORIES AND HEIGHTS FROM GROUND TO ROOF
In Feet
Ir) Stories
EXISTING euiLDINO PROPOSED ADDITION.ALTERATION OR NEW BUILOINC
TABULATION OF USES
FLOOR NO. PRESENT USE LAST PREVIOUS USE DATE LAST USED
FLOOR NO. PROPOSED USE OF PRESENT BUILDING PROPOSED USE OF ADDITION OR NEW BUILOINC
Additional use information, if required
I n -t- }^ T^^n-f-^4-. r'.'r^iiT'r*^-
ADDRESS
\?'^^^ s iqfr 3-^
ARCHI TECT "
OR ENGINEER
CONTRACTOR
APPLI CANT
8l-]6 (R«y. 12/63)
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APPLICATION FOR ZONING PERMIT
AND/OR USE REGISTRATION PERMIT
riTY OF PHILADELPHIA
OEPARTUEMT OF LICENSES & INSPECTIONS
NOTE.- Thr r^ifunr'nents for ih>s permit art in addition to all others required by
law or regulation. The issuance of this permit does not imply that a building
permit or other permits u;ill be issued if the specifications do not conform with
th^ Building Code. Plumhint Code. Housing Code, FtreCode and all other pert-
inent laxLS or ret:ulati^AS. ^
Application is hereby made for rhe permit or permits required by the
Philadelphio Zoning Ordinance before commencing the use or the work
described herein, and as shown on accomponying plon. -
LOCATION OF PROPERTY '^tre»tand Hy^e^umber^ /^^S^^/^A^'
S/E Corner 19th & Titan Streets, Philadelphia, Pa.
APBLICATION NO.
HST»<£t l^E* -JNATION / - 1 I ~ "^
INS hWP NO.
A. VOL. PL.
„i„oi.d on-a/E .id. of 19th & Titan
3t the distance of f»et mcHas liom
,f STf et
Street
4ide
C-STTd
^REVTHrrrStfeTc^T^'^^pj^T--;^
CALENDAR NO.
Front
,
(••I
.
inches. Depth feet .
If lot is irregular in shape, give deed description below:
RECEIVED
ny.PT. dFUCK^sES-
AND INSri(Jnt>NS_
JUNlVW/4
P^pMn' '.-.. vi-i^v"^ GRAM TED
--<*.
EXPLAIN ANY ALTERATIONS OR PROPOSED CONSTRUCTION
Alterations to Sanctuary and Fellowsh ip Hall cons ist-
ing of ;ni~nor demolition, painting, replacement of
doors, minor carpentry work, and air conditioning oT
entire Sanctuary. Interior partitions will be in-
stalled in the Fellowship Hall area, with the
addition of maTe and female toilets, and toilet in
area of Pastor's office,-—-«
TMtSpSPACE,, FOR OFFIC(*l<
CITY Of PHiLii-.ui-hlA
In Feet
In Stories
STORIES AND HEIGHTS FROt^yCROUND TO ROOF
PROPOSED AOOITION,
ALTERATION OR NEW BUILDINGEXISTING BUILDING
47'Q 2B'0
0^a^fc>
ncAR
28'0 - None
TABULATION OF USES
FLOOfl NO. RESENT USE
Sanctuary s Fellowship Hall
LAST PREVIOUS USE
Same as present use
Sundaypjga "̂TUf:^.-^n^t-T-^y
FLOOR NO. PROPOSED USE OF PRESENT BUILDING PF90P0SE0 USE OF ADDITION OR NEW BUILDING
Same as Above. Does not apply.
Additional use information, if required.
19th Street Baptist Church
Aooness
' S/E Corner 19th & Titan Sts.
AOORESS
1630 Pine St., Phila., Pa.
PHONE
215-FU 9-2132
ARCHITECT
OR cNoiNEER zimmers Associates
PHONE
215-KI 6-8223
CONTRACTOR
Russell P Mesi, Inc.
ADDRESS
P.O. Box 519. Haddonfield.N.J.
PHONE
21 5-WA 2-6020
A****!.! L*N T
Russell P. Mesi
AoDResa .„ONC
8)-l« (Rev. 12/631
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APPLICtTION rOR 8UIL0ING PERMIT
"03935"
OePARTMCNT or L.ICENSeS * IMSPCCTIONS
'•uOl.iC SCnviCt CONCOutlt
MuMiC'"**. SE'»^/lCCS eL/)LO>*<C
C^^;.
APPLICANT: Complex All Items Moflti) Wild Co'iitr Wrdg<
•tBwy HUH*** ^^
^"•T^*'*^'"?V'' ^
^,^2^"/^^ ^u^-jg^- TjfaLw^r^'^
^^^l£z-'/i.^£^zi:ra^. V^^^^- /^-jC?
V ^;Z^_
:::s^
-^
Jfc
CSTlMATCOCOiT
•>••» tM«r re tiOi* acou'WCO »«QjCC*(0*i>
.•{•ttOM Pf ' atr* ccut.A^tON •!« CHksecs
X "--i "o
/iy;^
isj/'Jaj^. "L^m^y I
"""• V- ="--' ±^
rOti>D«tnON . COMPLETE FOR HEW CONST KUC TrON
••OB'.fcS.C Cvt ••• t» • •P»oveu »'Le» c»c
rwij iccrroN fo» ornce use ONtr
Mr* IIU>I.D<MC !»"K»r«.f
AIM comxTiOM'HC
»ltlNC>M>L OCCU»*MCV
Ni j£crioN TQ le coM^LCrcD er cONsmucrfOH i£c 'toM OHLr
5!j.a_
n^ij::
G** L,t*C*l**tO**
M9 «P«*T«CnVS. I LIVE
OCCOMAHIA. ICMTk LOAD
^^H2s^s^^''7!r"^J/^^^^^
u..
^3^?/ pJ^A fi/J^^ ^i<^^^-
%r̂ta^ -f-^L(.<a2^ y»«o^^;'r/ /?^../ ^,/^ , !/;'^^£^
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ri_-*PPLICATION FOR ZONING PERMIT
AND OR USE REGISTRATION PERMIT
CITY OF PHILAOELPMIA
DEPARTMENT OF LICENSES » INSPECTIONS
NOTE: The reijuire'rtents for ihts permit are in adjilti^n to a!! others ret^titred h\
law or regulation. The issuance of Ibis perrrtit does not imply that a building
permit or other prrmtts wilt be issued 1/ the specilicalions do not conlorm ill*
the Building Code, Plumbing Codt. Housing Cod: Fire Code tmd all other fert-
ment laws or regulations,
Application i$ hereby made (or the permit or permits required by the
Philodelphio Zoning Ordinance before commencing the use or the work
described herein, and as shown on accompanying plan. ^_
LOCATION OF PROPERTY IStreet and House Sumberl
y^
/,X(f^-^3 vT /^r^^ rStC ThXX^ Sr
Ot tS» diJtonce of incJi«s
o(.
Ifom
. Street
Street
-side
Front
.
inches. Depth leet
If lot is irregular in shope, give deed description below:
-l^^:^dt^
r&4^.
APPLICATION NO.
03939
Rl CTnOESI GN^iof^
ZONING H*** '^Oy
F. A. VOL. PL.
PREVIOUS APBU-ICATION>B . C i>*
CALENDAR NO.
ZONING
RCFuseo
use
REFUSED
APP.
aR ANTED
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DRAW PLANS ON SPACE BELOW
PLANS TO BE DRAWN IN INK. SHOW:
1. All lot lines and dimensions. 5. Distances from
building to lot lines and to other
2. All streets and alleys bounding property. ~« buildings on same lot.
3. Curb lines and their distances from lot lines. C-?7 * "^'o* elevations
ond odditionol plans when re-
4. Location and dim ensions of oil driveways, curb ^^
cuts and oH-street porking lots.
quired.
C--!^^09 til'
"I hereby certify thot the stotements contoined herein are true ond correct to the best of my knowledge ond belief. I further
certify thot I om authorized by the owner to moke the foregoing opplicotion, ond that, before I accept any permit for which
this opplicotion IS mode, ttie owner sholl be mode aware of all the conditions of the permit. I understond that if I knowingly
make any false stotement herein I am subject to such penalties as may be P!:»scribed by-low or ordinance.
XO / y . .... I fApplicant iTpn nrrrj ,
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9pr 9 2001 12=00 P. 01
CITY OF PHILADELPHIA
DEPARTMENT OF LICENSES AND INSPECTIONS
MUMICIPAL SERVICES BUILDING
U01 JFK BLVD. ROOM 1140
PHILAOELPHUk. PA 19102
10TH STREET BAPTIST CHURCH
1249-S5S 18THST
PHILA. PA 19-46
SUBJECT: 1249-0 19TH ST S19U6 DATE: 3/6/00
THE DEPAR7MENT OF LICENSES AND INSPECTIONS HAS INSPECTED THE SUBJECT
STRUCTURE AND DESIGNATED IT AS UNSA=E IN ACCORDANCE Wl>< SECTION PM 307.0
OF THE PHILADELPHIA PROPERTY MAINTENANCE CODE. THIS DESIGNATION WILL
REMAIN UNTIL THE STRUCTURE IS MADE SAFE AND SECURE OR TAKEN DOWN AND
REMOVED.
IF YOU FAIL TO COMPLY WITH THIS ORDER THE CITY MAY ELIMINATE THE UNSAFE
CONDITION BY REPAIR OR DEMOLITION US NG ITS OWN FORCES OR BY CONTRACT AND
THE OWNER WILL BE BILLED FOR ALL COS"^S INCURRED INCLUDING ADMINISTRATIVE
FEE FAILURE TO PAY SUCH BILL WILL RESULT IN A LIEN BEING PLACED AGAINST THE
PROPERTY.
IF YOU !N"^END TO APPEAL THIS VI0lA"^ION. YOL MUST APPLY AT THE BOARD OF
LICENSES AND INSPECTIONS REVIEW PUBLIC SERVICES CONCOURSE, MUNICIPAL
SERVICES BUILDING. laOl JFK BLVD, PHILADELPHIA. PA 18102. WITHIN TEN DAYS OF THE
DATE OF THIS NOTICE. YOU WILL NEED TO REFER TO THE ACCOU.VT NUMBER ON THIS
NOTICE TO FILE AN APPEAL
NOTE: IF YOU INTEND TO DEMOLISH OR REHABILITATE THE STRUCTURE OR ANY PART
OF IT. YOU MUST OBTAIN ALL REQUIRED PERMITS IN ADVANCE OR BEGINNING SUCH
WORK
DANIEL QUINN
CHIEF, CONTRACTUAL
SERVICES UNIT
MSB - RM 1140. 1401 JFK BLVD
EAST WALL HAS STUCCO FALLING OFF
LLAST WALL HAS FRACTURE AT SECOND FLOOR LEVEL.
NORTH WALL IS FRACTURED AND BJLGINQ.
NORTH WALL IN REARM IS DETERIORATED AT ROOF LINE
WEST WALL HAS FRACTURES AT SECOND LEVEL AND ABOVE.
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APfllCATION FOR BUILDING PCIIMIT
oiv or nm>on.PHw
OCFAMTMEr^ or UCBNSRII A INSPECnONft
PHCAOELPHA. fA tern
APPLICANT: complete alu items marked witm corncr wedge.
TOR NPW CONSTRUCTION; Sub"" P't-^.n^-o^ EUc»lc«< PlffH* l«»*i«l»lr to th* lAcchmicol S«tirlc«t S«cll«<
an or MonK iSttwmt ^fMi***) , B , -
/'iT^'/r' fiftHtcT CWrcl- ia^'a_^_JiL-t^sr
OjucrOP'^^ 1^ ^
OCCUPANCY
^nmcr DCfcnt^tioM or work
CSTII4ATED C05T
ADn noM
Atn cONWTiONiNa
?a^ wa'^ ? C l»A.4_
oniNNCKMa
pT I'^.y- fr--w<^^^^ APPROVED
(»*HCn iMi^Kcr' QUtniO lAOOtTIOWAb ^>nMiT> RKOWinCO
•»«>LI CATION MCaUt. TO^ VIOLATION
C3 "*> O ''** O'VC VtOCATIOM MO.
^s T^uoi iTtoM MVtfc«»*i>r Fmo. «fnuCTUMU to
-•^IrF-'T-'J'fODi
r'TOTAt. it»T> c£a5"
OATKOr *0f>LICATIOH
iWaiLAPElPW/VHIfifogiOAL— [•tOftTMIS'tlON""''
DA 17 WOHK »TAi
I OCMOLItttCO fTnu
O «•" t^ s,*i.o«««i..< *•••'•
POUHOATIOH - COMPLCTE TOd MCI* COHSTRUCI lOH
reuMOATiON TO « LAiooH
n UHGnsTURaCDNATunAL SOIL Q^iMonoAHic, cueAH CARTM rii.L P3 <^''''novco riLfft. fc-
•OtL LOAO
rmiiECTfOH ron office ujc oNLr
f7^ ADDtTtON
r"1 ALTewATIOM
(3 Atn coMOiToumc
I"J OEHOLITIOH
t 1 ««• BUILDtMQ
r^aiON
f~] WARM Ain SVSTCM
ST. or OCCUPAHCT
C7] otHEn
Loe.oN
^m MriPALOCCUPAMCY
APP^
ISM,
FEB
tmmt.
U.'^" no
I*i>niMitL.«fM
Vg» d MO
LOCATION or trn
T(_ K or rniHCir
r&nrtiiTRcT ofKxiiwfFn
^c«i t ««c 'oi* - tw
All p'o«itinr<*«l lh*boll<ttr»9 'evrt and cMf M^lra
form a pott «F ihli npfillcvhgn.
• will b* convlUrf with, *A«lUr t^ci(l*J (•••In «f nol. Pt«t« apr'av'^ hy (>» <b[>""'^"l
a' 3f(»*>- I/V5:
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Riis Churc
materials
Is Che DOT
3ncra:ice 1
anc paint
brotmscone
enployec s
Cover and
the second
snco what
liihc Che
and Sunday School conplex Is cyolcal both of the Inger.loas use o(
and Che ease of composlclon exhibited by Furacss and Hevlcc. The church
e simply created of Che cvo, vlth a comer t:wer, a gabled porch
canter, and a south, one story aisle. Though later stucco work
Largely obscuB Che original macerlala, it was constructed with a
base, serpentine wfll'.s and uani, csn llaestone rrln. The Parish house
izllac luierlals nlnus the brownstor.e. It aas coaposcd with a ccmer
entrance u its south which was at'.dched to the main gable form. On
floor a trl-partlte window arrangement sec in a pointed arch opens
probably would b« the parish hall. Three squac polaCed arch wladows
first floor.
Fumess noted chat the ficn had received Che ccmissloa la his aotebook. later ,
in Phllacel-jhla and Popular Philadelphiana . Che Hewitt Brothers t3ok crcdlc for
the design.
#L Icn^T fiL.* on tut*
:lio Index C00697i
C0-.9431
njin',m aw 0»i* if k^cwm
)>W>r«ct ev
C. 3oeblev
5.'11;'31
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d (.!««« colli
aA/-881bO-0:249
wS"
Would appear Co eligible fuc Nacioaol Segisc^r.
C. Doeblov
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k
PHILADELPHIA REGISTER OF
HISTORIC PLACES
FOW PhC •;ii cn: ^
CATC MTcneo
TYPE ALL ENTRIES COVPLCTE ftPPLlCABLE SECTIONS
1. NAME
. ii . ' ,
Kenorlal Church cf the Holy Cocifcmsr
19th Street 5aptl£t Churcr,
2. LOCATION
»»,D .u%«eK«
12ii9-l253 i. 19--^ Street
CLASSIFICATION
CiTt '.Of OWNERSHIP
JT*.
CtiTcicT ^ PuBtiC
X] tUILDiNOlS) Tg PRIVATE" JTHucTune ~} both
^ OftJtC^ PJBl IC 4C0UISITI0M
IN fwOCCSS
iTATUS
XX oicopica
. ;
^^'OCCUPitD
"^ vcnK iM PNOcness
ACCES&lfiLC
r^ VCS; ftCSTSiCTiO
', TfS. UKNeS'WICItO
pftestNT use
A3NlCUL~J^<r
COMMCRCIAL
COUCATCNAI.
CNTtPTAINMFN'^
30VCn*<MKHT
iWOU$TRIAu
MIL' TAB
V
I
MUSE J
M
" TRANXPaPTATlON
OWNER OF PROPERTY
?th Street Baotist >i.irc.i
12U9-:233 3. 19th Street
V^ ' " a — a 1 f-V- ' 31 5Vl'.
5. GEOGRAPHICAL DATA
SEc !9t.h i Tita.1 Streets
6. REPRESENTATION IN EXISTING SURVEYS
r9r..t3ylvanla Historic Resource Sur-/ey Pam (South Philadelphia Historic Sites S-jrvey)
J^-
PCOCn^i. x_ 'T**t i.i««L
ureau fir Historic Frsser'/atlon
.H irr is burg .en.rsylvinj
M-S22 'li>«. I 1; - »,-. I
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PHII.ADILPHIA MEatSTEP OF MISTOBIC PLACtS - ' Conlinumtl)
7. DESCRIPTION
'^ CCNT TPOH
. ;
exCC..I.NT eg OETIHIOOATto
I I sooo »UI»S
CHECK ONC CHECK OME
I
JNALT-Ctsca 5P OOIOIMAC 5 Tt
DESCRiaC THE »BE5£hT *hO O^ICNAL I' KHC»M Ph-YSICAL APPEAilAHCE
This c.'iurch Is one of the early Episcopal churches wnlch enabled 3eorge V. Kewltt
to garner a well-deserved reputation In ecclesiaattsal design. ?Ms green, serpen-.lre
stone, b-J.ldi.rg stands as a sinple A-fraiie ihurch with a gablei frontispiece hlghllght-
l.".g t.".c 19th Street entrance, a corner tower which once was crowned by a spire reaching
.2C feet hlgr., and flanking side alslec. A gabled rear entrance exists along the Titan
Street elevation. The 19th Street elevation, or gable end, also contai.ns a large
arched opening on the second level which Is filled by a stained glass wl.-viow, A single
arched opening appears to the right of the central door. The squat tower sits on the
northwest corner of the building with paired 2u-ched openings on the grcuTid floor and
a single arched cpenlTig on the second flocr. Crlginally --r.e stone case of the tower
reached above the apex cf the church roof tefcre giving way to the large octagonal
spire. Cvlng to Its unsafe condition, the present congregation remcvei this steeple
and reaodelled the t-*-er to its present appearance. A largs, arched, Icor opening
pierces the Titan Street elevation of the tower on t.-* groi"J floor. 5 pairs of arched
openings run along this facade of the building Interrupted orJ.y by the rear gabled
entr\"way aforesaid. Trtangtilar ioraers pierce the upper level of the cnurch along
both the .".orth and scut.-. eIevatio.'.s. A rear, slighter smaller A-fraire section adjoins
thg church with stone square-headed openings i the left occupied by a hItjIow, the
^^t by a door.
Looatec jj&t to the south of the church stands t.ne two-story Sunday School b.JJ.Jlag
and parish house. Constructed of the sane aaterlals as the church, this building pos-
sesses aany of the saae features. A comer tower, this on the southwest corner, high-
lights the building, containing three stall arcied openings on the grourc floor and
paired, arcnsd openings on the second level, A two-par-, roof '.opa the tcwer with the
!ipper section hcuslng the church bell. The facade of the nain bulliing na£ three
wide, arched openings en the ground floor, a stone beltcourse at the second floor sill
line and three arched openings suraou-ited by a large stone arch on the second floor.
The bulldi.ngs presently stanl in peer condition, with detcrlcrati.ng stor.ewcrk and
several of t.-.e orlglr.al doors replaced. However, the basic fori and lealgn of the
church .have renalned since its consecra-.ion in 1875, 109 years ago.
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^ei.PHl» RBOUTER Or HISTOmC PLACES - 'Coilinutdl
ft SIGNIFICANCE

Appendix 2
HTIIL»Oei.l»HIA RrSIS'reR or HISTORIC PLACES - 'C»1linua6)
In-lcatea that n:i~r. dsvelcpnent .".ad occurred bel:jH Waariingtor. Avejiue. Hnanver, only
tne Menorlal CriUrih of tho Hcly Coml'orter served the cojuiunlty with a fully operational
plant. Several other churches owned property a-rjl.or buildings Ir. the area but did not
possess the extensive facilities as Holy Confcrler. Cf the church bullSlngs located
In the neighborhood Ir. 1376, none save tnese balldlngs have survived.
The use of Fumesa 4 Kewltt as architects Is not surprising considering tho track
record established by the partners la Episcopal ecclesiastical desig?!. George 'J. Hewitt
tralred in the offices of Joseph Hoxle, Johx Notsiar., and John Fraser. Ke probably
worked on both 3t, Cleient's Splscopal C.-.urch and the Episcopal Church of the Holy
Irlnity with Motraar.. He couple ted the latter cnurch several years after Hotman's dea-r.
.
His connections with Holy Trinity led to the selection of Fraser, Fumcss & Heid.tt as
the architects cf the Church of the Holy Apostles, a congregation establlshe-d :y Holy
Trinity with assistance fron other Center City parishes. This flra also executed
work for St. Ja.Ties Episcopal Church at 22nd 4 Halr.ut Streets, St. Peter's Episcopal
Ch'JTOh in Cermantovr., and i;t. Xiaothy's Splscopal Church In Boxborough.
A declining congregation whlA numbered rcu^y 250 souls and Its drain on the
financial resources of the mother church led St. reter's to clns? the chapel in 19'»^t
and end its aissior. work in the area. The xajcrlty cf the parishioners transferred
?i-.her to the Prince of Peace Church (since closed), the Chapel of .he Koly Conaunicn,
or tne Church of it. Jamas , ICingsesslng. Since 19'»'^, the buildings have continued to
service the religious needs of this neighborhcort as the 19*-h Street Baptist Church.
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Most Important:
Remove existing concrete veneer; repair
and restore underlying stone
or reclad with new veneer.
-Replace tower roof.
-Replace basement window
with metal louver.
Repair flashing at joint
of roof and tower.
J?eplace gutter and
restore downspout.
_Replace missing
downspout.
Titan Street
Repair window
frame.
Repair opening
Repair rotted sills at dormers^
Repair ca;
at base of
Repair Hashing at cornice..
p st iron boot
downspout N
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Prepared by Michael Stem, Technical Assistance Specialist,
Philadelphia Historic Preservation Corporation
Introduction:
The following preliminary building assessment is based on a site visit made on
September 9, 1993. The first part of this report is a summary of the general
siting, history, architectural and structural features of the building. The second
section describes in general the existing conditions, problems and concerns
observed during the visit. Reverend Winborne, who was present during the
visit, was encouraged to bring to my attention any known problems with the
building.
I have also included other problems and concerns that I noticed during my walk-
through. I avoided using any potentially invasive or destructive techniques to
investigate sub-surface problems. What this means is that I have not made holes
in the floor, walls or roof to examine what is underneath. Therefore, this
preliminary assessment is based upon what I could see without damaging the
building.
The third and probably most important part of this assessment is a list of
recommendations for repair and restoration. 1 include suggested priorities on
this list to aid the church's decision-making process. This is not intended as a
comprehensive list. It is meant to outline for the congregation any potential
problems in these areas that may need correction. To be of further assistance, I
have included ballpark or rough estimates of potential costs of these repairs
based on standard construction cost estimate reference sources. These rough
cost estimates are to help Nineteenth Street Baptist plan the implementation of
its work programs. 1 have prepared a periodic maintenance checklist to help
keep track of problems and to record their rate of progress.
On the basis of my visit, I believe that Nineteenth Street Baptist should
concentrate on the repair of gutters, downspouts and drainage and on the repair
and restoration of the stone facades. The former is causing the most immediate
damage; the latter is the church's largest and most expensive long-term
problem.
I conclude with a list of potential functional improvements. These are changes
that, while they cannot be considered critical to the physical upkeep of the
building, will improve how Nineteenth Street Baptist serves its congregation and
the greater community.
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Brief Building Description:
Siting and History
19th Street Baptist Church, originally the Memorial Church of the Holy
Comforter, is located in the Point Breeze section of South Philadelphia. It was
originally established as a mission church by St. Paul's Episcopal Church located
at 3rd and Pine Streets. The main sanctuary is on the southeast comer of the
intersection of 19th and Titan Streets. A tall tower, since dismantled, stood at the
intersection; only the base remains. A narrow court separates the sanctuary
from the Parish house on the south; the Parish house extends back from the
street well in to the middle of the block. The buildings date from 1875, making
the complex the earliest major religious structure in this section of the city. The
original materials and configuration of the building remain largely intact.
The building has many of the significant characteristics of the period and of the
important Philadelphia architectural firm of Fumess and Hewitt. The complex
composition of the two forms of the Parish house and the sanctuary, the
picturesque skyline and the varied building materials all show a high level of
design sophistication. Any repairs or rehabilitation should keep the retention of
these features a top priority.
Materials
The exterior bearing walls are a combination of green serpentine and
brownstone and cream-colored limestone. This combination of richly colored
materials, or "structural polychromy," is typical of the High Victorian period;
these stones were valued more for their integral colors than for their durability
as construction materials. Early failure of the serpentine must have prompted
the application of the cement-based stucco that now covers most of the building.
The less visible exterior walls away from the street are brick; many of these have
also been stuccoed. The roofs over the sanctuary and the front part of the parish
house are relatively complex and steeply pitched. The remaining roofs over the
rear of the parish house, the stair hall and the connector are flat or shallowly
pitched roofs. All roofs are now clad in asphalt shingles or built-up roofing.
Roof and floor structures are wood. The foundation walls are rubble stone and
the basement has an unfinished earth floor.
Description of Existing Building Conditions:
Roofs
Roofs have been replaced with asphalt shingles and appear to be in good
condition. Most of the leaks are along the f>erimeter, where the roof meets the
wall and suggest that the metal flashing is failing. Particularly severe problems
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were noted at the walls and ceilings at the rear of the parish house, at the central
stair hall and in the flat-roofed connector between the parish house and the
sanctuary. There also are problems of water penetration where the main roof of
the sanctuary meets the side of the tower. This is probably aggravated by the
water being dumped directly on this joint by the rainwater leader from the
tower roof. I have included an article from the New York Landmarks
Conservancy's Cnmrnnn Bond that describes the general issues and problems of
dealing with flashing.
o o
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Although it appears that most loose stone was honed away, a poor bond was
made between the concrete and the stone; only a few nails driven into the
mortar were used to secure the veneer. The concrete is quite thick in some
places as it was applied over the deeply pitted stone to provide a smooth
exterior surface. The weight of the concrete alone, without proper anchoring,
may have caused it to pull away. Water continued to get into the wall and was
trapped behind the concrete veneer, accelerating the deterioration of the stone
and further loosening the bond with the concrete veneer. The result of this is
that the concrete in many places is ready to fall off, creating a serious safety
problem. A large portion of the concrete veneer on the front facade was easily
removed; many other sections are bulging out or sound hollow when tapped.
The section where the concrete has been removed reveals that much of the
underlying stone is in poor condition; I was able to break off fist-sized chuidcs of
the stone quite easily.
A large part of the problem is the lack of anchoring; this may be a blessing in
disguise. Usually an application of metal mesh or scoring of stone faces is done
to assure a tight bond. Because this was not done, the underlying stone,
although deteriorated, has remained intact, leaving the possibility of at least
partial restoration. Unfortunately, the restoration of a soft stone such as
serpentine is laborious and expensive. In most cases it involves a stone-by-stone
evaluation and treatment. The most deteriorated stones aje excavated until
sound stone is found. A patch containing materials similar to the original stone
is applied, usually in layers, and finished to resemble the dressed face of the
stone.
Foundations
Foundation walls appear sound and dry with little loss of mortar. The few areas
of mortar loss are related to the most deteriorated sections of stone on the
exterior walls above. Water is getting in at these areas, principally around the
tower, and migrating down through the wall. The basement floor is clear of
debris and apf>ears relatively dry. The wood joists that support the first floor
appear sound, although there is some sign of rot at the points where the joists
meet the damaged parts of the wall.
Interior finishes
Finishes are in good condition, except in localized areas where there is severe
damage from infiltrating water. The exterior problems of drainage and
damaged stone clearly must be corrected before any interior patching is done in
these areas. The small room to the north of the sanctuary is probably in the worst
condition; a large section of the ceiling plaster is gone and the remaining lath is
damp to the touch. The carpet is wet and the plaster on the wall is spalling. The
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spalled plaster on the ceiling of the vestibule in the tower and the joint between
the roof and the tower shows that considerable water is getting in at these areas.
Stained glass
A survey performed by Jean Farnsworth on June 9, 1993, described the windows
and their condition in detail. Overall condition was rated good to fair. General
problems were noted on the ornamental windows including deterioration of the
glass paint and build-up of dirt. There was concern that a fair amount of the
window borders were lost in the restoration in the mid-1970s. The window at
the altar, by Slack and Booth, is in good condition, although the left quatrefoil
requires releading. The stone frame around the window shows considerable
deterioration, particularly on the exterior. Acrylic protection panels are not
vented, allowing heat and moisture to build up and accelerate the decay of the
leading. Introduce weep holes by drilling holes at the top and bottom of the
frames and consider including weep holes in the installation of any replacement
panels as the plastic ages and gets more opaque. I have included an article from
our newsletter. Inspired, on the ventilation of stained glass windows for your
reference.
Windows
Window frames are generally sound, although individual stripping and
repainting is required. 1 detected moderate rot in some of the sills, particularly
those in the dormers at the second floor fellowship hall. A full survey of the
windows should be done to evaluate the condition and required repair of each
one.
Heating system
One oil-fired hot air furnace serves the entire complex. There is some difficulty
in heating more distant parts of the building, particularly the rear part of the
parish house, although the ducts appear to be appropriately sized and in good
condition. There are no central controls to direct heating to different zones.
Electrical system
The basement window behind the electrical main is broken, allowing water to
get in at this critical area; this should be repaired immediately. No other
obvious hazards could be observed; most old wiring has been replaced and the
main electrical panels and branch wiring are fairly new. Electrical service, rated
at 200 amps should be adequate for Nineteenth Street Baptist's needs.
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Recommendations:
Repair of roof trim, gutters and rainwater conductors throughout complex:
Priority: immediate
Most of the immediate severe damage at the church is caused by defective
downspouts and drainage. Much of this should be easily corrected by the
replacement of damaged and missing gutters and downspouts. Make sure the
downspouts are properly tied in to subsurface drains and that the gutters are
clear and functioning. Downspouts can be effectively replaced with plastic PVC
pipe if there is a concern about theft or cost. Clear the subsurface drains that
lead to the storm sewer; I noted a large amount of debris in the cast iron boot at
the sidewalk on the north side of the tower. As a purely temporary measure, if it
is not possible to use the subsurface drains, make sure that there are extensions
on the rainwater conductors to direct the water away from the building's base.
Seal window opening in basement at electric main:
Priority: iminediate
Erosion of the sill and the basement floor suggest that a large amount of water is
getting in at this location. Replace the window with a metal louver to allow
ventilation without admitting water.
Structural investigation of the stone facade: apply new veneer and partly
restore one section, if feasible:
Priority: immediate
The concrete veneer is pulling away from the wall in many places, causing a
potential safety problem. This safety risk and the continuing deterioration of the
stone underneath mean that the church does not have the option of leaving the
facades alone. The repair of soft, deteriorated sedimentary stone, such as the
serpentine found at Nineteenth Street Baptist, is labor-intensive and requires a
high level of skill.
The process would involve the following steps:
1) Remove the existing cement stucco veneer.
2) Evaluate the condition of the stone.
3) Replace, patch or hone down deteriorated stones, perhaps restoring
only one area at a time.
4) Reclad the rest of the exterior with a properly anchored, permeable
weathering surface
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Given the intricacy of the problem, 1 strongly recommend that the church engage
an architect with experience in stone conservation to perform an analysis and
put together outline specifications and drawings. It may be that most of the
church will have to be reclad with a well-secured cementitious veneer and that
only a small portion of the stone in a prominent location can be restored. Several
different approaches could be used in restoring the stone.
Individual stones could have the decayed part honed away and patched with a
mortar mix that matches the stone in content and appearance. This would be
most effective if the entire face of the stone is damaged only to a depth of one or
two inches. Patched areas should have holes drilled into the existing stone to
assure proper bonding and the patching material should be applied in layers,
with the outer layer tooled to resemble the texture of the surrounding stones. If
the stones are sufficiently thick, the deteriorated stone can be removed and
turned around so that the unweathered face is on the exterior. Deteriorated
stones can be replaced with more intact stones from less visible parts of the
facade, possibly using the stone that lines the court between the sanctuary and
the parish house. I have included an article from Old House Journal that
describes the process of repairing soft stones similar to serpenhne.
Repair flat roof at comer tower
Priority: immediate
The roof that was put in to replace the demolished tower appears to be leaking,
on the basis of the damage that could be seen in the vestibule below. Although I
could not see this roof, I believe a full replacement is probably in order.
Particular attenhon should be paid to the slope on the roof and the joint where it
meets the existing wall. Make sure that there are adequate drains for the roof
and that they do not dump at a critical location, as they do now, where the roof
of the nave meets the tower.
Repair of wood window sills and frames throughout complex:
Priority: within one year, can be phased
Wood window frames throughout the complex should be inspected to determine
which require repair or replacement The sills at the dormer windows in
Satchell Fellowship hall are parhcularly deteriorated and may require full
replacement.
Heating and electrical upgrades:
Priority: within one year
Contact Andrew Rudin of the Interfaith Coalition on Energy at (215) 635-1122.
He can supply valuable information on how you can make sure you are getting
the best utility rate and how to save money with little or no additional expense.
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Although the utility bills may be considered fairly reasonable, there may be
better ways to direct heat to the proper zones as needed. This, coupled with
ideas about supporting multiple functions more effectively, makes conducting a
review of the exisHng system's efficiency an appropriate place to start. I have
included a two-page summary of the services his organization provides.
Stained glass cleaning and restoration:
Priority: within the next 2 to 3 years; can be phased
Stained glass, as previously noted is in good condition overall; it is mostly in
need of clearung and the restoration of the black vitreous paint. Cleaning and
restoration should be done by a professional to avoid further loss of the fragile
paint; PHPC can supply a list of local firms that specialize in stained glass
restoration. Consider installing weep holes in the protechve panels to prevent
the build-up of heat and moisture that is leading to deterioration of the
windows; the enclosed article from Inspired includes tips and suggestions for
the installation of weepholes.
POTENTIAL Functional Improvements
Handicapped access ramp between the sanctuary and parish hall
This is an appropriate location for a ramp that would make most of the first floor
handicapped accessible, while keeping the visual impact to the front of the
church to a nunimum. There is adequate length for a ramp, although there may
be some clearance problem around the air conditioning unit for the sanctuary.
CONCLUSION
It is the intention that this preliminary assessment will be used in Nineteenth
Street Baptist's planning for the future. Please contact me for further references
on contractors and professional architectural and engineering services. Where
possible, I have made suggestions for improvements related to life safety,
emergency egress and Americans with Disabilities (ADA) accessibility
requirements. If there are issues of life safety, code compliance or hazardous
materials, it is recommended that the church retain a consultant to advise it on
these issues or that the church reviews these issues with the appropriate
governmental agency.
1 will be glad to discuss with you any questions relating to the selection of
contractors, professional services or ways to ascertain cixle compliance. I can
also provide general guidelines to assist in preparing construction contracts.
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Preliminary Cost Estimate
Description Unit cost Units Sub-total TOTAL
Replace built-up roofing at tower
Remove existing built-up roof:
Install 5-piy built-up roof:
Metal flashing
$2.00 SF
$3.00 SF
$5.00 LF
150 SF
150SF
50 LF
$300
$450
$250 $700
Replace two rainwater conductors at Titan Street:
PVC rainwater conductor $3.00 LF
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Cost Estimate Continued
Restore and repair all stone facades:
Scaffolding, Demolition and Stabilization:
Scaffolding (for 3 months):
Remove existing concrete veneer:
Dumpster rental:
Disposal:
Remove & undercut deteriorated stone: $5.00 SF 3750 SF $18,750 $48,200
Alternate 1 : Restore Masonry [assuming 50% of stone requires restoration]
Drill holes @ 2" o.c. in stone face $1 .00 SF 3750 SF $3,750
Patch damaged stone: $15.00SF 3750 SF $56,250
$1.50 SF

Appendix 3
Nineteenth Street Baptist Church Roofing Stabilization Assessment
I253S. Nineteenth Street Philadelphia, PA 19146 MTA Project No. 9602
Introduction
The Nineteenth Street Baptist Church, located on the southeast comer of Titan and Nineteenth
streets in Philadelphia, although actively used, is currently in an advanced state of deterioration.
Both extensive visible crxunbling of exterior masonry walls and numerous roof leaks penetrating
the interior finishes demonstrate, even to the most casual viewer, the immediacy and severity of
current problems to the buildings.
Statement of Purpose
While it was recommended that a comprehensive study be made of the physical conditions of all
exterior envelope and structural systems, funding limitations at the present time have
necessitated that the Church set the re-establishment of a watertight roof as its first priority.
Accordingly Mariaima Thomas Architects (MTA) was retained to review the present roof
conditions and develop recommendations that would establish an outline scojse of re-roofmg
work for budgeting purposes.
Historical Background
ITie 1 874 church, designed by noted Philadelphia architect Frank Fumess, originally served an
Episcopal congregation and was known as "The Memorial Church of the Holy Comforter". The
edifice is essentially comprised of two east-west oriented structures linked by a corridor link at
the rear. The northern building houses the Sanctuary, a single large cathedral-ceiling space,
which though suffering active water degradation, is presently still largely intact. To the south,
separated by a seven-foot alleyway, stands the two-story Fellowship Hall building. The primary
space of this building, the Satchell Hall, is situated on the second floor and faces Nineteenth
Street. Like the Sanctuary it is a generally intact cathedral-ceiling space. Originally a bell tower
stood at the street comer of the site. Presently only the lower portion, that which is engaged
directly to the Sanctuary, remains standing, although the bell itself was salvaged and is in the
basement of the church [photos 1 & 2]. At the rear (eastern) ends of both buildings several
additions and alterations have been made over the years. The alterations are of a more utilitarian
nature than the original buildings and have generally created compromised roofing conditions.
Overview Assessment
Prior to developing a "minimum" recommended scope of work specifically focusing on the
roofing system, MTA made several independent walk-throughs of the structures in order to
assess the overall extent of building degradation. Additionally, walk-throughs were made with
structural engineer Richard Ortega, P.E. of Ortega Consulting and Sam Saling of Saling Roofers,
Inc. on June 25th and July 10th respectively. An appendix of photos has been included to give
an overview of the existing condition of the structures. The following is a brief description of the
various building envelope and structural systems:
Foundation/Basement: The basement is generally of standing-level height throughout with an
earthen floor. Walls are primarily constructed of "Wissahickon" schist, with some localized
July 31,1 996 Marianna Thomas ARcnrrncrs Page 1
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infill areas ofcommon red brick. With the exception of the wails of the areaway emerging from
the north side of the Sanctuary Building basement, which have shifted considerably and are in
need of stabilization, tlie foundation walls at the building perimeter as a whole appear to be in
sound condition. Wood floor joists and beams supporting the first floor frame directly into the
masonry walls and are mortared tight. In several locations this has resulted in a substantial
rotting of the wood members. Some of these have previously been identified and re-supported
with supplemental posts. However there are several specific locations along the northern wall of
the Sanctuary building which arc currently in need of attention. There is also certain evidence of
prior termite infestation particularly at the "Y" splayed beams below the Chancel. A thorough
investigation of prior damage as well as confirmation that there is no current infestation would be
prudent. Additionally, it should be noted that the vacant, refuse-laden, property abutting the
church to the east undoubtedly serves to attract pests (including termites) to the adjoining
buildings and should be remedied as soon as possible.
Exterior Walls: Cut browTi and tan sandstone has been used at string courses, copings, and to
dress door and window openings. Presently, in most locations it has been coated with a reddish-
browTi paint [photo 4]. The majority of the exterior was originally faced in local green
Serpentine stone, laid up in a rectilinear ashlar coursing [photo 12]. fhe stone appears to be of
non-uniform thickness, and in some cases originally cut as thin as 3 inches. The Serpentine
stone is inherently a relatively poor exterior building material, being susceptible to acid rain
erosion and de-lamination. As a result of extensive erosion, most of the Serpentine portions of
the building facades have been covered with stucco some years ago. The stucco was pigmented
to a pistachio color and scored in a running bond pattern with a slightly reddish joint color in an
attempt to maintain some correlation to the original ashlar-patterned, red-mortared Serpentine
stone [photo 3]. Unfortunately the hard, low-porosity stucco accelerates deterioration of the
original stone substrate by retarding evaporation of moisture which becomes trapped behind the
stucco. Additionally, the stone for the most part seems not to have been mechanically keyed to
the back-up rubble stone wall, but rather simply set in thick beds of mortar. Consequently water
penetrating into the wall, either from roof-level failures above or laterally through cracks in the
stucco, tends through freeze-lhaw cycles to internally erode tlic mortar and de-laminate the
facing Serpentine stone from the back-up stone [photo 20]. The most advanced areas of
deterioration however are related to malfunctioning roof drainage systems along tlie eastern end
of the Titan street facade and the northeastern comer of the "first addition" to the Fellowship Hall
[photos 21 «& 24 respectively]. Structural stabilization of the meisonry of these two localized
areas is felt to be of sufficient importance that they have been included as part of the attached
scope of work. In light of the churches limited financial resources, which at the present time
preclude addressing the widespread stucco de-lamination, it is strongly recommended that
sidewalk areas below severely cracked portions of stucco be barricaded off to minimize the
potential risk of injury to pedestrians from falling pieces. Furthermore, although not included as
part of the present roofing project, it is reconmiended in areas such Jis the west gable end of the
Sanctuary Building which are of great height and where stucco is visibly bulging, that the
separating portions of stucco be mechanically removed (i.e. with a hammer).
JULY31.1996 Marianna Thomas ARCiiiTi;cTS Pagi;2
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Structural Failures: The framing of east-most roofof the Sanctuary Building [photos 17 & 18]
has failed. The location of the failure is where a shed roof addition was built onto a earlier
(probably original) hipped roof The resulting roof configuration is also a source of unnecessary
drainage complications. These conditions have necessitated us to propose reframing of this small
(approximately 400 sq. ft.) area of roof in a simple shed profile.
A second area warranting immediate action in our opinion is the northeast comer of the first
addition (the intersection of roofs R-40 & 41). At this location we have proposed that the second
floor window (into the hallway adjacent to the stairwell) be infilled with masonry to compensate
for the failing arch above the existing window which is causing structural failure of the entire
comer of the building. Alternatively the entire comer of the building could be rebuilt, but this
option would be considerably more expensive and therefore was not proposed. Two additional
areas of obvious structural deterioration concem the east most addition to the Fellowship Hall.
The first, a second floor cantilevered passageway is deflecting noticeably and has lost significant
areas of stucco, exposing the underlaying wood lath and framing [photo 27). The second is the
east elevation. Failure at basement window head arches (not visible on the building's exterior
due to dirt inappropriately stock-piled up against the wall) is causing progressive masonry
failures higher on the wall [note visible cracks above right-hand window of photo 28). Neither
of these problems, though significant, were not included in the present roofing project.
Roofing System: Essentially all of the roofs of the original building are steeply sloped and
presently have multiple layers of asphalt shingles. In most cases these shingles appear to be
significantly beyond their life expectancy. The additions and alterations made over the years
since the original constmction have, particularly at the linkage between the buildings, created a
number of low pitch roofs. The one story portion (roof "R- 19" on Roof Plan) in particular does
not drain and has received numerous mop applications of asphalt tar in repeated attempts to stem
the water flow. In short, all of the roofs are in dire need of replacement.
Roof Drainage System: Drainage from the roofs of the Sanctuary and Fellowship Hall buildings
was originally designed and built utilizing "pole gutters" throughout. This type of gutter
functions essentially as a large diverter to channel water to down spouts located at the comers of
the buildings. The "gutter" is created by installing an upright board on top of the roofing deck
and cladding it in sheet metal using soldered joints (copper or teme usually). It appears that
during one of the subsequent re-roofings the metalwork was redone in galvanized sheet metal
and painted. At that time, for reasons which are not readily apparent, the extent of metalwork
was expanded to include "wrapping" of the originally exposed decorative wood rafter tails
[photo 40). The inherent disadvantage of pole-type gutters is that whenever they become
blocked (i.e. by leaves, snow, or ice) water backs up and becomes dammed on top of the roof,
increasing the likelihood for roofing failure. This coupled with the greater expense of soldered
sheet metal work has led us to .specify their removal and substitution of a conventional (external)
hanging gutter (with a half-round profile) instead. Back-ups in a hanging gutter result in water
being discharged directly to the ground rather than backing up within the roof itself (It should
be noted that any gutter system requires routine maintenance inspections, at least semi-annually,
to remove debris.) For cost reasons we have specified standard factory-finished brown
aluminum for the gutter system.
July 3 1. 1996 Marjanna Thomas Arciutects Page 3
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The later additions to the buildings generally utilize built-in drain troughs at the eaves. These
gutters are nearly 18 inches wide and arc thus less likely to become impassable. It is beneficial
that they have been constructed using a gravel stop type edge directly along the perimeter of the
building with allows water to overflow the wall rather than become trapped on top of the roof in
the event of gutter back-up. Although revising the slopes to allow use of conventional hanging
gutters (like those being proposed on the remainder of the building) would offer increased
protection, for cost reasons we have proposed that the current slopes be used and that the gutter
areas be roofed using an adhered modified bitumen system to provide the increased protection
needed.
Roof Penetrations: Generally it tends to be the interruptions within the roofing system, and the
ensuing need for flashings and careful workmanship which lead to water penetration of the roof,
rather than the main roofing system itself For this reason we have indicated that any chimneys
and vents which have been abandoned be removed down to below roof level and covered over.
Likewise, in order to both reduce the potential for future leaks as well as minimize re-roofing
costs we have indicated that the two badly deteriorated skylights on the flat roof between the two
main buildings be removed and infilled with roof decking. (If the church wishes to restore back
lighting to the two stained glass windows in that link, we recommend that ceiling-mounted flood
lights be added at a later date.)
Roof Level Masonry: Although not strictly roof related, it is felt that joints in the gable-end
parapet wall coping stones represent a significant potential source for water infiltration.
Particularly owing to the relatively small extent of masonry copings on the buildings, their
rcpointing was included in the roofing scope of work. Additionally, the Serpentine stone of the
west gable-end chimney vent and cross on the Sanctuary is severely eroded on the west face. In
light of the potential risk to persons using 19th Street, removal of the vent and cross has been
recommended.
Walls Adjoining the Roof Like the roof penetrations and parapet wall copings, walls directly
adjoining roof areas represent another potential leak source. In the case of the Nineteenth Street
Baptist Church, the two primary conditions are stucco walls and dormer/caves woodwork. As
previously noted under the "Exterior Walls" discussion, stucco was previously introduced to
compensate for the degradation of the Serpentine stone veneer. Subsequent cracking of the
stucco allows water to penetrate the face and travel dowTiward within the thickness of the
masonry wall. Ideally all stucco surfaced walls rising above roof areas should be fully
restuccoed to mitigate the potential for interstitial water migration. Based on financial
limitations, we have limited the scope of work to cutting in new flashings (at least back to the
face of the original stonework) and therefore does not indicate repairs to the stucco above.
The woodwork associated with dormers represents the second potential leak source. In some
cases (such as the south-facing dormers on the Fellowship Hall Building) the dormers appear to
never have been painted. In the remainder of dormers and eave trim areas, maintenance of paint
coatings has been deferred for extended periods of time. As a result, the grain of essentially all
exterior woodwork has opened extensively (photo 50] and if not irreparably damaged is in need
of extensive consolidation. Again, while warranted, it was felt that restoration of the exterior
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woodwork of the building was beyond the current financial scope. (It should also be noted that
glazing is missing in several windows.)
Site Storm Water Piping: Almost all of the buildings down spouts and at-grade collector "boots"
arc non-functional at the present time [photos 53 & 54] and have been scheduled to be
completely replaced. In addition, it is reasonable to expect, based on grade-level observations,
that nearly (if not infact) all underground pipes are blocked by various types of debris (including
that from the deteriorating roof itself). Consequently, though not normally part of a roofers
work, we have stipulated that all underground piping be rendered clear of debris out to the street.
Unknown Conditions: In the course of our walk-throughs we were able to access the vast
majority of the exterior envelope. The single largest area for which access was not practical was
the roof of the truncated (former) bell tower itself. We were not able to gain access to the attic
space below this roof either inasmuch as the ceiling access panel was substantially encumbered
with debris, including masonry fragments and moist decomposed matter. It is recommended as
part of the re-roofing that access be restored to this area for inspection. Regardless, as part of the
present roofing project, wc included re-roofing of the tower vsTth a modified bitumen roofmg
system. Additionally, due to the inherent sponginess of multiple layers of very deteriorated
roofing, we were unable to gage with any certainty the extent to which the wood decking
supporting the roof finishes may be damaged by prior water infiltration. Using our best guess,
we have provided for an allowance of 5 percent replacement as part of the roofing work scope.
Conclusion
At present the church structures are in a perilous state of disrepair. Active roof and wall leaks
continue to accelerate this condition. In order to fully arrest the present deterioration it is
necessary to address not only the actual roofing system but also the masonry wall systems,
windows, exterior woodwork, and several localized areas of structural degradation. For financial
reasons the present recommendations have been limited as much as possible to the roof system
itself. These recommendations have been laid out in the following documents, as attached.
~ Schedule of Work Scope (3 pages)
- Outline Technical Specifications (7 pages)
- Drawings (1 page each):
Roof Plan, dated 31 July 1996.
Detail A: Typical Have Detail, dated 22 July 1996.
Detail B: Have Detail at Roof Slope Change, dated 22 July 1996.
Detail C: Roof Framing Revision at R-13 & R-14, dated 22 July 1996.
Detail Dl & D2: Details at Stone Coping and Stucco Wall, dated 22 July 1996.
- Appendix (Existing Condition Photographs, 27 pages).
In the event that the costs of the above described work scope fall outside the resources
obtainable, it is recommended that work be implemented on a building by building basis,
prioritized as follows: 1 )The main Sanctuary Building except Chancel and eastern additions,
2)Chancel and eastern additions to Sanctuary Building, 3)Fellowship Hall Building itself,
July 3 i , i 996 Marianna Thomas architects Page 5
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4)Stair and linking portions between Sancluary and Fellowship Hail buildings, 5)First
Fellowship Hall Addition, and finally, 6)Second Fellowship Hall Addition.
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Schedule of Work Scoi-e
Note: Also refer to "Roof Plan" and typical detail drawings "A" through "D", dated 22 July 1996 as well as
"Outline Technical Specifications" as prepared by Marianne Thomas Architects, for more detailed information.
Reference Existing Application Description ofPropmed Work
R-l, 18, 20, Low pitch roofs (cither: built- Remove all roofing and tlashings down to top of roof decking.
32, 38 thru 39 up asphalt composition roofing Provide allowance for labor and materials for 5% replacement
w/ asphalt surface, or rolled of wood deck planking (wherever rotted or damaged). Provide
mineral-surfaced, fiberglass/ SBS-Modified Bituminous Membrane Roofing System
asphalt roofing; cold-applied) complete with perimeter flashings and counterflashings.
R-19 Low pitch roof; built-up Same as R-l work scope, except that tapered insulation Ts also
asphalt composition roofing w/ required to establish positive drainage as per detail "I",
asphalt surface See "S-" references for skylight work.
R-2 thru 12, 15 Moderate & Steep-pitched Remove all roofing and flashings down to top of roof decking^!
Ihru 1 7, roofs (3-tab fiberglass/asphalt Provide allowance for labor and materials for 5% replacement
2lthru3l, shingles) of wood deck planking (wherever rotted or damaged). Provide
33 thru 37, Asphalt Shingle Roofing System complete with perimeter
40 thru 46 flashings and counterflashings. Note; use Membrane roofing
system at eaves where indicated as integral gutter. (See "G-"
references on Roof Plan for where applicable.)
R-13 & 14 Moderate & Sleep-pitched Remove ail roofing, fjashings. decjting and ri-iof framing"
roofs (3-tab fiberglass/asphalt Provide new mono-pitch roof framing and decking per detail
shingles) "C". Provide Asphalt Shingle Roofing System complete with
perimeter flashings and counterflashings. See also "Nl" and
"N4" for work required to masonry walls below.
S-l & 2 Plate glass skylights Remove skyiighits, curbing and appurtenances, i^rovidefrartiing
and decking infill at opening (Work to interior finishes not
required.)
G-1 thru 3, Pole gutters (presently covered Remove pole gutters and related sheet metal compiMeiydowi^^
16 thru 20 by galvanized & painted fascia to top of roof decking. Provide undercoat and two finish coats
retrofit) of paint on exposed rafter tails and underside of decking. Pro-
vide new hanging gutters and appurtenances as per detail "A".
G-4 thru 12 Built-in eave gutters Remove ail roofing and fiashingrdowti to top of roof decicliig^
Provide allowance for labor and materials for 5% replacement
of wood deck planking (wherever rotted or damaged). Provide
SBS-Modified Bituminous Membrane Roofing System,
exposed for 2 feet minimum width horizontally. If used in
conjunction with Asphalt Shingle Roofing System, extend
Membrane System under Shingles sufficiently to reach a
vertical height of not less than 24 inches above drainage path
elevation of gutter.
G- 1 3 thru 1 5, Hanging gutters Remove hanging gutters and related appurtenances completefy
21 down to top of roof decking. Provide undercoat and two finish
coats of paint on exposed rafter tails and underside of decking.
Provide hanging gutters and appurtenances as per detail "A".
*-""
'
^ Sheet metal "funnel" Remove sheet metaiwork and replace to match sheet iiielaiof
conductor remainder of new work.
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D- fiiini 4, 1 1 , Cast iron roof drain within
12, 15 roof decking which elbows out
through masonry wall below
and is conducted via sheet
metal downspout to cast iron
boot/ pipe hub at grade.
Remove roof drain and all conductors (both sheet metal and cast
iron) and appurtenances above grade. Replace cast iron boot/
pipe hubs at grade and provide paint finish (3 coats). Provide
new sheet metal conductors (connected to hanging gutters)
I'atch masonry/stucco wall at former pipe penetration. Assume
present underground pipmg is blocked by masonry and debris.
Provide allowance for restoring drainage of underground piping
out to street stormwiUer system.
D-5 thru 7, 10, Cast iron roof drain within
17,18 roof decking which elbows out
through masonry wall below
and is conducted via sheet
metal downspout to cast iron
boot/ pipe hub at grade.
Same as D-l except masonry wall at drain location is to be cut
down to level of lowpoint of eave gutter and fitted with formed
sheet metal scupper and external conductor head, complete with
removable screening. Shift D-l 8 eastward to align with gutter
below and provide bottom elbow to discharge along gutter path.
D-8 & 9, 14, Exposed sheet metal
16 downspout to cast iron boot/
pipe hub at grade.
D- 1
3
Cast iron pipe serving as open
roof drain.
Remove conductor. Provide new sheet metal conductors
(connected to hanging gutters). Except at D- 14 & 16 which do
not have at grade connections, assume present underground
piping is blocked by masonry and debris Provide allowance for
restoring drainage of underground piping out to street
stormwater system. Paint cast iron boot/ pipe hubs at grade.
Remove interior box-out of pipe and ceiling fmishes to the
extent needed to revise roof drain Revise pipmg as required to
re-locate drain far enough away from wall to achieve clearances
needed for drain unit and standard flashings. Provide new cast
iron roof drain. Restoration of interior fmishes not required.
M-l
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N-1
N-2
N-3
Masonry wall below eaves of
R- 13 and R- 14. (See photo
IS.)
Second floor portion of
masonry wall at northeast
comer of first addition to
Fellowship Hall. (See photos
23 and 24.)
Retnove dclaminaling stucco and face stone on north elevaiion
~
from the following area: In plan dimension from west jamb of
east-most door lo cast jamb of east-most window, and in
sectional dimension from window sill level lo top of wall.
Salvage all sandslonc trim for re-inslallation. Replace removed
material with brick, toothed into backup masonry and re stucco
as per detail "C". (Note: Stucco may be un-scored and of
standard gray color ) Restoration of interior finishes is not
required.
Remove second floor window and frame Infill opening wiST"
wythes of brick. Remove loose portions of eroded mortar at
serpentine stonework and repoint. Re-stucco stone portions
(only) of same wall.
Wood fascia boards (at upper
and lower eaves and rakes)
N-4 Additional masonry wall area
created by change of roof pitch
N-5 Roof ridge.
Where fascia is clad in sheet metal; remove metal. Replace
wood fascia boards. Cap entire fascia with sheet metal to match
flashing material and finish.
Extend existing masonry wall to meet new roof slope. Use
minimum of 2 wythes of brick and finish with stucco. Provide
metal clad wood rake fascia.
Cut back sheathing as required and provide ridge vent to attic.
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OiiTiJNt Te( nMc AL Specifications
A. Asphalt Shincle System:
1. Square-Tab, Fiberglass Strip Shingles: Mineral-surfaced, self-scaling, 3-tab, fiberglass-based,
strip asphalt shingles, complying with; a)ASTM D 3018 - Type I, b) vvind-resisiance-test
requirements ofASTM D 3 1 61 , and c)UL listed Fire-Test-Response Classification Class C.
Provide Architect's selections from manufacturer's fiill range of colors, textures, and patterns for
asphalt shingles of type indicated. Hip and Ridge Shingles are to be job-fabricated units cut from
actual asphalt shingles used. Layout shingles using 1/2 shingle spacing offset at succeeding
2. Available Manufacturers: Subject to compliance with requirements, manufacturers offering
products that may be incorporated into the Work include, but are not limited to: l)Atlas Roofmg
Corp, 2)Bird, Inc., 3)The Celotex Corporation. 4)CertainTeed Corporation, 5) Custom Roofing
Company, 6)Elk Corporation of America, 7)GAF Building Materials Corporation, 8)Georgia-
Pacific Corp., 9)GS Roofing Products Co., Inc., 10)Owens-Coming Fiberglas Corp.. or
1 1 )Tamko Asphalt Products, Inc.
3. Standard Roofmg Manufacturer's Warranty: Provide Manufacturer's standard warranty,
signed by manufacturer agreeing to repair or replace asphalt shingles that fail in materials or
workmanship within but not less than 20 years after date of Substantial Completion.
4. Extra Stock: Furnish 1 square coverage of asphalt shingles, identical to those to be installed,
in unbroken bundles as Owner's stock extra material.
5. Open-Valley Metal Flashings shall be inverted "V" profile at center of valley and extending at
least 12 inches in each direction from centerline of valley. Center a 36-inch-wide waterproof
underiayment in valley and secure with only enough nails to hold in place until asphalt shingles
are installed. Lap roof underiayment over valley underiayment at least 6 inches. Comply with
ARMA and NRCA recommendations.
6. Felt Underiayment: Type II, 36-inch-wide, asphalt-saturated organic felt, complying with
ASTM D 226 (No. 30) or ASTM D 4869. Apply I layer of felt underiayment horizontally over
entire surface to receive asphalt shingles, lapping succeeding courses a minimum of 2 inches, end
laps a minimum of 4 inches, and hips and valleys a minimum of 6 inches. Fasten felt with
sufficient number of roofing nails to hold undcrlajTnent in place until asphalt shingle installation.
Omit felt underiayment at areas of waterproof underiayment. I^p felt underiayment over
waterproof underiayment as recommended by manufacturer but not less than 2 inches.
7. Waterproof Underiayment; Minimum 40-mil-thick, self-adhering, polymer-modified,
bituminous sheet membrane, complying with ASTM D 1970. Subject to compliance with
requirements, manufacturers offering products that may be incorporated in the Work include, but
are not limited to, the following: l)WinterGuard; CertainTeed Corporation. 2)Ditulhene Ice and
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Water Shield; W.R. Grace & Co.. 3)Nordsliield Ice and WaterGard; Nord Bitumi US. Inc..
4)F210; Northern Elastomeric, Inc., 5)Polyguard Deck Guard; Polyguard Products. Inc.,
6)Polyken 640 Underlaymcnt Membrane; Poiyken Technologies; Kendall Co. Division. 7)0SC-
707; Quaker Construction Products, Inc., or 8)Moisture Guard; famko Asphalt Products, Inc.
Provide primer when recommended by underlaymcnt manufacturer. Apply waterproof
underlaymcnt at eaves. Cover deck from eaves to at least 24 inches inside exterior wall line. In
addition to eaves, apply waterproof underlayment in place of felt underlaymcnt at valleys and
where abutting vertical surfaces (extending 24 inches minimum from said surface).
8. Ridge Vent: High-density polypropylene, nonwoven modified polyester, or other UV-
stabilized plastic designed to be installed under asphalt shingles at ridge. Subject to compliance
with requirements, manufacturers offering products that may be incorporated in the Work
include, but are not limited to, the following: 1 )Ridge Filter Shinglevent; Air Vent, Inc., 2)Ridge
Filtervent; Air Vent, Inc. (for Class A), 3)Cobra Ridge Vent; GAF Building Materials
Corporation, 4)Roll Vent; Obdyke: Benjamin Obdykc, Inc., or 5)Trimline; Trimline Roof
Ventilation Systems.
9. Asphalt Plastic Cement: Nonasbestos fibrated asphalt cement, complying with
ASTM D 4586.
10. Nails: Aluminum. 0.120-inch-diameter barbed shank, sharp-pointed, conventional roofing
nails with a minimum 3/8-inch-diameter head and of sufficient length to penetrate 3/4 inch into
solid decking or at least 1/8 inch through plywood sheathing. Staples will not be permitted.
1 1
.
Installation: Inspect decking. Replace imsound wood. Clean substrates of projections and
substances detrimental to application. Cover knotholes or other minor voids in substrate with
sheet metal flashing secured with noncorrosive roofing nails. Comply with manufacturer's
instructions and recommendations but not less than those recommended by ARMA's "Residential
Asphalt Roofing Manual" or "The NRCA Steep Roofing Manual."
B. SBS-Modified Bituminous Membrane Roofing Svstem:
1. Provide a watertight, two-ply, modified bituminous membrane roofing and base flashing
system with compatible components that will not permit the passage of liquid water and will
withstand wind loads, thermally induced movement, and exposure to weather without failure.
Roofing system shall comply with Fire (ASTM E 108)/Windslorm Classification (FM) Class IC-
60, Roofing system manufacturer's written design instructions, and SPRl's "Wind Design Guide
for Adhered Roofing Systems. Install modified bituminous membrane roofing system according
to roofing system manufacturer's written instructions and applicable recommendations of
NRCA/ARMA's "Quality Control Recommendations for Polymer Modified Bitumen Roofing."
Products and installation techniques requiring torches will not be pennitted.
2. Available Manufact\irers: Subject to compliance with requirements, manufacturers offering
products that may be incorporated into the Work include, but are not limited to: l)The Celotex
Corp., 2)Firestone Building Products Co., 3)GAF Building Materials Corp., 4)GS Roofing
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Products Co . Inc.. 5)Koppcrs Industries, Inc., 6)Nord Biturni U.S., Inc., 7)Siplast, Inc.. or
8)Tamko Roofing Products, Inc.
3. .Standard Roofing Manufacturer's Wananty: Submit a written warranty, without monetary
limitation, signed by roofing system manufacturer agreeing to promptly repair leaks in the roof
membrane and base flashings resulting from defects in materials or workmanship for 1 5 year
warranty period.
4. SBS-Modified Bituminous (Facing) Sheet, Mineral-Granule Surfaced: SBS-modified asphalt
sheet, with continuous layer of mineral granules factory applied to top exposed surface; suitable
for application method specified; manufacturer's standard thickness and weight; reinforced with
glass-fiber mesh or nonwoven glass-fiber mat; grey granule color, for use as finish ply of 2-ply,
modified bituminous membrane roofing.
5. SBS- Modified Bituminous (Base) Sheet: SBS-modified asphalt sheet, smooth surfaced,
dusted with fine parting agent on both sides; suitable for application method specified;
manufacturer's standard thickness and weight (50 lb/100 sq. ft., minimum); reinforced with glass-
fiber mesh or nonwoven glass-fiber mat; for use as base ply of 2-ply, modified bituminous
membrane roofing.
6. Fiberglas Felt Underlayment: Asphalt-impregnated, glass-fiber felt, complying with
ASTM D 2 1 78, Type IV. Mechanically fasten to substrate.
7. Sheathing Paper Underlayment: 5-Ib/square red rosin, sized building paper conforming to
FS UU-B-790. Type I, Style lb.
8. Auxiliary Materials: Furnish auxiliary materials recommended by roofmg system
manufacturer for intended u.se and compatible with SBS-modified bituminous roofing. Liquid-
type auxiliary materials shall meet VOC limits of authorities having jurisdiction.
9. Cold-Applied Adhesive: Provide roofing system manufacturer's standard asphalt-based,
1- or 2-part, asbestos- free, cold-applied adhesive specially formulated for compatibility and use
with modified bituminous membrane roofing and flashings.
10. Mastic Sealant: Polyisobutylene, plain or modified bitiuninous, nonhardening,
nonmigrating, nonskinning, and nondrying.
1 1
.
Fasteners: Factory-coated steel fasteners and metal or plastic plates complying with
corrosion-resistance provisions of FM 4470; designed for fastening base sheets, base-ply felts,
and base flashings and for backnailing modified bituminous membrane to substrate; tested by
manufacturer for required pullout strength; and acceptable to roofing system manufacturer.
12. Substrate Joint Tape: 6 or 8 inches wide, coated, glass-fiber joint tape.
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13. Insulation Accessories: l-'umish roofing insulation of type and with accessories as
recommended by insulation manufacturer for intended use and compatible with sheet roofing
material.
14. Board-type In.sulation: Rigid, preformed, tapered, cellular polyisocyanurate thermal
insulation with core formed by using HCFCs as blov^ing agents complying with ASTM C 1289,
facer Type II, felt or glass-fiber mat on both major surfaces. Provide preformed saddles, crickets,
tapered edge strips, and other insulation shapes where indicated for sloping to drain. Fabricate
with taper of 1/4 inch per 12 inches, unless otherwise indicated.
15. Insulation Fasteners: Factor>'-coatcd steel fasteners and metal or plastic plates complying
with corrosion-resistance provisions ofFM 4470, designed for fastening roofing insulation to
substrate, tested by manufacturer for required pullout strength, and acceptable to roofing system
manufacturer.
16. Roof Drains: Provide unit for 4" diameter pipe size with heavy duty cast-iron body,
clamping ring w/ stainless steel fasteners, and cpoxy-coated, cast aluminum dome strainer. Set
30-by-30-inch metal flashing in bed of asphalt roofing cement on completed modified
bituminous membrane roofing. Cover metal flashing with modified bituminous stripping
extending a minimum of 4 inches beyond edge of metal flashing onto field of roof membrane.
Clamp roof membrane, metal flashing, and stripping into roof-drain clamping ring.
C. Flashing and Sheet Metal Fabrications:
1. General Requirements: Fabricate and install sheet metal flashing and trim to comply with
performance requirements, manufacturer's installation instructions, and recommendations of
SMACNA's ".'Vrchitectural Sheet Metal Manual" that apply to the design, dimensions, metal, and
other characteristics of the item indicated. Provide for expansion by spacing movement joints at
maximum of 1 feet with no joints allowed within 24 inches ofcomer or intersection. Where
lapped or bayonet-type expansion provisions in Work cannot be used or would not be sufficiently
weatherproof and waterproof, form expansion joints of intermeshing hooked flanges, not less
than 1 inch deep, filled with mastic sealant (concealed within joints).
Metal Flashings shall be job-cut to sizes and configurations required. Install metal flashing and
trim as indicated and according to details and recommendations of the "Asphalt Roofing" section
of "The NRCA Steep Roofing Manual" and ARMA's "Residential Asphalt Roofing Manual."
2. Factory-Painted Aluminum Sheet: ASTM B 209, alloy 3003-H14, with a minimum thickness
of 0.024 inches unless otherwise indicated; coated with manufacturer's standard baked enamel
finish in brown color.
3. Gutters: Provide 0.0320 inch thick (minimum) aluminum gutters pre-manufactured with half-
round profile; 6 inch diameter. Provide cast aluminum adjustable brackets by same manufacturer
as gutters and of same finish color. Brackets shall be of type supporting gutter from below and
anchored to side of exposed rafters (per detail "A"). Provide bracket at every rafter
(approximately 24'" o.c).
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13. Insulation Accessories: Furnish roofing insulation of type and with accessories as
recommended by insulation manufacturer for intended use and compatible with sheet roofing
material.
14. Board-type Insulation: Rigid, preformed, tapered, cellular polyisocyanurate thermal
insulation with core formed by using lICFCs as blowing agents complying with ASTM C 1289,
facer Type II, felt or glass-fiber mat on both major surfaces. Provide preformed saddles, crickets,
tapered edge strips, and other insulation shapes where indicated for sloping to drain. Fabricate
with taper of 1/4 inch per 12 inches, unless otherwise indicated.
1 5. Insulation Fasteners: Factory-coated steel fasteners and metal or plastic plates complying
with corrosion-resistance provisions ofFM 4470, designed for fastening roofing insulation to
substrate, tested by manufacturer for required pullout strength, and acceptable to roofing system
manufacturer.
1 6. Roof Drains: Provide unit for 4" diameter pipe size with heavy duty cast-iron body,
clamping ring w/ stainless steel fasteners, and epoxy-coated, cast aluminum dome strainer. Set
30-by-30-inch metal flashing in bed of asphalt roofing cement on completed modified
bituminous membrane roofing. Cover metal flashing with modified bituminous stripping
extending a minimum of 4 inches beyond edge of metal flashing onto field of roof membrane.
Clamp roof membrane, metal flashing, and stripping into roof-drain clamping ring.
C. Flashing and Sheet Metal Fabrications:
1
.
General Requirements: Fabricate and install sheet metal flashing and trim to comply with
performance requirements, manufacturer's installation instructions, and recommendations of
S.MACNA's "Architectural Sheet Metal Manual" that apply to the design, dimensions, metal, and
other characteristics of the item indicated. Provide for expansion by spacing movement joints at
maximum of 10 feet with no joints allowed within 24 inches of comer or intersection. Where
lapped or bayonet-type expansion provisions in Work cannot be used or would not be sufficiently
weatherproof and waterproof, form expansion joints of intermeshing hooked flanges, not less
than 1 inch deep, filled with mastic sealant (concealed within joints).
Metal Flashings shall be job-cut to sizes and configurations required. Install metal flashing and
trim as indicated and according to details and recommendations of the "Asphalt Roofing" section
of "The NRCA Steep Roofing Manual" and ARMA's "Residential Asphalt Roofing Manual."
2. Factory-Painted Aluminum Sheet: ASTM B 209, alloy 3003-HI4, with a minimum thickness
of 0.024 inches unless otherwise indicated; coated with manufacturer's standard baked enamel
finish in brown color.
3. Gutters: Provide 0.0320 inch thick (minimum) aluminum gutters pre-manufactured with half-
round profile; 6 inch diameter. Provide cast aluminum adjustable brackets by same manufact\trer
as gutters and of same finish color. Brackets shall be of type supporting gutter ft-om below and
anchored to side of exposed rafters (per detail "A"). Provide bracket at every rafter
(approximately 24" o.c).
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4. Lime: ASTM C 207, Type S. Hydrated Lime for Masonry Purposes or Federal Spec
SS-L-351 B.
5. Sand: ASTM C 144, or Federal Spec SS-A-281 B(l), paragraph 3.1.
6. Water: Clean and free from deleterious amounts of acids, alkalis or organic materials which
might impair bond or strength.
7. Masonry accessories (if needed): New anchors, straps and continuously threaded dowels shall
be stainless steel, type 302/304. Dimensions and sections shall be as shown on structural
drawings and details.
8. Grout (if needed): Non-shrink non-metallic grout: Pre-mixed, factory- packaged, non-
staining, non-gaseous grout complying with CE CRD-C568. Provide Five Star Grout
manufactured by U.S. Grout Corporation, Fairchild, Connecticut, or formula recommended by
U.S. Grout for this application.
E. Sealants
1 . Elastomeric joint sealants: Provide single-part non-sag urethane sealant. Type S, Grade NS,
Class 25, for applications in exterior and interior joints in vertical surfaces of concrete and
masonry, between metal and concrete, stucco, brick or stone. Subject to compliance with
requirements, manufacturers offering products that may be incorporated in the Work include, but
are not limited to, the following: l)Dynatrol 1; Pecora Corp., 2)Sikaflex-la or 15LM; Sika
Corp., 3)Sonolastic NP 1; Sonnebom Bldg. Prod. Div.,or 4)Dymonic; Tremco.
F. Carpentry
1. Lumber Standards: Comply with DOC PS 20, "American Softwood Lumber Standard." for
lumber and with applicable grading rules of inspection agencies certified by American Lumber
Standards Committee Board of Review. Where nominal sizes are indicated, provide actual sizes
required by DOC PS 20 for moisture content specified. Where actual sizes are indicated, they
are minimum dressed sizes for dry lumber. Provide dressed lumber, S4S, unless otherwise
indicated. Provide dry lumber with 19 percent maximum moisttire content at time of dressing for
2-inch nominal thickness or less, unless otherwise indicated.
2. Moisture Resistance Treatment: Pressure treat aboveground items with waterbomc
preservatives to a minimum retention of 0.25 Ib/cu. ft. After treatment, kiln-dry lumber and
plywood to a maximum moisture content of 1 9 and 1 5 percent, respectively. Treat indicated
items and the following: l)Wood cants, nailers, curbs, equipment support bases, blocking,
stripping, and similar members in connection with roofing, flashing, vapor barriers, and
waterproofing, and 2)Wood sills, sleepers, blocking, furring, stripping, and similar concealed
members in contact with masonry or concrete.
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3. Framing Lumber: Provide framing of Grade No. 2 of any of the following species:
l)Douglas tlr-larch north; NLGA. 2)Mem-fir north; NLGA, or 3)SprucL'-pine-fir north; NLGA.
4. Hxposed Boards: Where boards will be exposed in the finished work, provide Eastern white
pine species. I) Select grade per NliLMA or NLGA rules. Match actual sizes and profiles of
existing limber.
5. Concealed Boards: Where boards will be concealed by other work, provide Spruce-pine-fir,
Standard per WCLIB rules or No. 3 Common per WWPA rules. Match actual sizes and profiles
of existing limber.
6. Cants, Blocking and Nailers: Provide No. 3 or Standard grade lumber wood.
G. Painting
1 . Painting of Exterior Wood (existing or new): Wire brush to remove any loose paint. Prepare
surfaces so that they are clean, dry, and free of dirt, oil, grease, chalk and other contaminants.
Brush apply each of the following paint coatings on site, under conditions conforming to
manufacturer's printed recommendations, and achieving dry film thickness of 1.8-2.2 mils
(except where otherwise noted):
1st Coat: Alkyd product "Sea Shore/Four Seasons Primer Coat, 056-277 product line"
(factory tinted gray) as manufactured by M.A. Bnider. Do not field tint.
2nd Coat: Silicone Alkyd high gloss product conforming to Federal Specification TT-E-
00490 "Rust-0-Lastic Silicone Alkyd Coating, 069 product line" as manufactured by M.A.
Bruder. Provide factory mixed colors only .
3rd Coat: Same product as 2nd coat.
(END OF TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS)
July 31, 1996 Marianna Thomas architects Page 16
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Appendix 3
Samuel Y. Harris
ARcmrecr Engineer ArroRNi-Y
I 5 May 2CH30
Rt^xTcnd Charles \\j|ki-i , Pastor
Nineteenth Street Baptist Church
I2 5 5S..uth 1< Street
PhilaHd|j|iid. P.\ 19146
Re: C<>nclili<)ns RcpnrI on Root and ^^'all.s
De.,i Ro Walker,
This report on the conditions at 19' ' Street Baptist Church is directed primarily at i^vo l^^^Ks:
( 1 ) the status and rccomnHnclaiiuns aswuialed with repairs to the riK)f. and (2)
reeommondatmns legarding eniergeno st.ihih/.ition ot cullapsing aieas ol die c-xterior walls.
There are other areas of eminent concern which we «ill mention in the cotirsc of this report,
but these two areas are the subje<ts of emphasis.
The (ollowing report is organi/.e<i in two parts The first part, which Immedialelv fullinvs this
ciner letter, is an Executivf Siimnian Although wc use the term Summary to disi rilf this
section, il is intended to be an inik-pendeiit report to bf used without accompanjing
appendices. It may, thcrclore, be remoNxxl, reproduced, ami distributed as a useful decision-
making tool w iihoul requiring the attachment ol the suppornng appendices. We have
arranged die report in this manner so as to allow wider dissemination of die subject matter of
the report widioul thi- added cost o) duplication ol all the documentation
The course ol diis inwstigatiun staiteil from the basis set by the report issued In M.irianna
Thomas dated I July 1996 (see Appendix One) We have used ami recommend the
continued use of the basic r'jof panel designations established by .Vis Thomas. We conducted
investigations to conliim llie conclusions of that lepnii and to a.sscss the additional
deterioration which may have aixTued in the interim
In the course of investigating the roof, we also assessed die condition of the walls, specillcallv
the locations which are in states ol ciiliapse Tlie wall, generally, and diese locations
specifically, are problematic to the extent that short and long term solutions to the wall
problems are economically feasible and durable. We haw con.sulted two outside experts on
S, H.\RR1.S & Co SUnXl212 2601 PnNN5Yt.VA.NlA.AVLNUr PHIIADEI.PHIA PA 191 ?0-2 W8
Phoni- 2I5-769.1Ui Facsimile 215-769-1I7J HLFtTRONKMUL SYH(« SYI basiscom
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>. HahK-sScCu.
IjMm2U0()
l'AW2
the issur ol til." wall, luinrly Mi Cwipt- KiKT, Irorn hire m Philadelphia, ^ii.j \1i \\ .mi.-
Ru'Ji. tri;m Baltimore. Mr. Kricr\ :ibseivjtiiiii% a^^i- iniiiip(K,)u-d intuour Lommcnrs and .Mr
HiithV (iimmenis ,nf uKoipoultJ in lus cmn Icttrr on rhr subject wliieh appi-.ir.v m
Appendix Three.
FinalK, we tnoL tlir (nndil*ms diid lewiiinionJations to Mr. Michael hunk, vire nr<-4ideiU ui
liircrrationai Consullants. Int , and ii.iil him rstini.r.e Uie costs of the immediate repairs iStt-
\p(X-ii.Jix Fuiu). Based en dicse numbers pluj what we !rarni-d Inui Mj Kiier. >ve wore able
to de>'elop some options and iPiijiiuiiei:da(ioii relame to the Icr.g term as ue.l as sJim! U'lm
teincdiation.
Plca-w review this report and mnt.n J w. with jiiy tjje^tiun w-hich ycu ma\ ha»r. WV Uni.
tin « ard lo a continuing relanonship witll you and tlie parish We also look tor»s-ard to \-oiir
graciou^ hiispit.illr> iin June 14
-Sinrrrely.
Samuel Y Harris, i't, AIA, Esq
End: .Appendices
oc: Geo. Thomas. Ph D
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S. HARRIS & Co. Pllll ADELPIII A
txc'culi\c Summarj'.
Roof and Wall Asscssmrnt for 19* Sucel Baptist Church
This siimmars' consists of three sections. The first is a brirf description of the pr<>l>leiiis diid
issues which eavt: rise lo this report The secomi is a surninaiized version of our fintiings ami
rco immenilations relative lo tlic problem a« presented in tlic first pan Hinally. we dis<niss a
few residual items and uptions winch wc commend lo the attention of llit palish and w+iich
we think will lequirc deliberation.
The Problem:
The church and the adjacent hall are in a high state of disrepair. The hi{;hcsl piioiities among
those conditions are the roof and specific areas of collapsing wall 'lliis rqjort addres.sc's
primarily the urgencv and <osts of those two items. In tlic course ot im-cstigating thfwe
conditions, it wa.s re!c\'ant and prudent to take mto account the Ir nigi-r term prospects and
exigencies of the parish.
Findings and Recommendations:
The cuiiditiuii of tlic root or. more acniratrlv, the Mirious rouls is at oi iieai an end-stage
condition of deterioration The ncressitv of t<ital replacvment is of s-ucli a naluie lliat even a
single year of hirther delay in this matter can and, wc predict, will precipitate a doubling or
tripling of the <-osts of direct and indiren damages The necessity for action has been
recngniwd for nearly four years as is iiidicdled by the report issued in 1W6 by Mananna
Tliomas (Appendix One) The conditions describc-d in tlial report were dire, anti nothing
BixkI has happened in the Interim to do anything but acxcleratc the already documented
deteiiuralcd conditions
In the course of repairing the roof, it will be a necevsary to reset the stone cf>ping and to
address a ti-w of the loof pi-nctrations and chimne^•s, but not nccc.s.sanly all of them. The
costs of die mof lepaiis and these miscellaneous jt<-ms are detailed in /\ppcadix Four, and llic
total ofthe.se costs is approximatdv S 58 5 ,000 Of rh.ii amount appnncimately 5108,000 is
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S. 11 ARRIS & Co. Pill I ADELPHIA
txeculivc Suniinar)'.
R(»i| anil Wall Asst-ssnwnt Cdi I'>* Sliccl Baptist Church
This summarx- consists of three sections. The first is a brici dc-scription nt thi- problems and
issues which ^aw rise to this report The second is a suniniarized version of nur findings and
recommendations relaliie to tlic problem a« presented in the first pan f-jnallv. we disoiss a
fos residual items and options whieli we mmmi-nd to the aiteiititin ol llic paiish and which
wi- diink svill lecjuire deliberation.
The Prohlvni:
The church and the adjacent hall are in a higli state ofdisrepaii. Tlic luglicst piioiitJes among
duxx conditions are the roof and specific areas of collapsing wall 'lliis rqjort addrestx-s
primarib the urgency and costs fif those r»o items. In tlic course ol inwstigating those
conditions. It was reloant and prudent to take into account the longer term prospects and
exigencies of the parish.
hindinffs and Retommendatwns:
The cuiiditiuii ul llic tool or. more acxiiratcl\, the \ariou> rools is jl oi iicai an cnd-sti^e
condition of delenoration The neressitA' of total replacement is of such a iialuie dial even a
single vear of hirther delav in diis iiialler can and, wc predict, will orecipitale a doubhng tir
tripling ol the costs ol direct ami iiulireci damages The nccessirs' tor action has been
recngniyed for nearly four veais as is iiidicatL-d bv the report issued in 1W6 hv Mananna
Tliomas (Appendix One). The conditions described in thai report were dire, anil nothing
good has happened in tbe interim to do anvthing but acx'clerate the already documented
dcteiioraled conditions
In the course of repairing the roof, it will be a necessary to reset the stone coping and to
address a lew of die loof penetrations and chimne\-s, but not nccessanlv all oi diem. The
costs of tlie loof lepaus and these miscellaneous items are ilelailed in /\ppcndix Foui, and the
total of these costs is approximatelv Si85,0(K) Of that amount approximately S108,000 is
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(cuminucd)
Options:
BccjuM- llusi- liwiires an- as luj>h as tUc\ arc, wt- inwsrigatfti a sr.nir\vhat radical option which
IS to demohsii die additions. Ihe actual cost of demolition is S43.000; howc\cr, it tJiat is
done before the cmcrgcnc)' masonry repairs arc completed, die net ciist \» cloxr trj SJ ^.(XK)
The reductjoii in die 1001111^ coils aie S6S,000 and the costs, iithen\Hse, of di-ahng wiih the
exterior walls ol the additions could retliice ct.sts approsdmatdy anoUiei 5200,000. In olliei
words, il the additions are demolished, the total cost of exterior stabiliztion and repairs is
reduced In- 5242,000 or I S'M- ol die exterior repair cost.
Another option would be to stucco die entire ljca<le which wr,M reduce the cost by another
SI 1S,(XK) Ironically, election ol this option may haw an iintoveard cllect The agcncjes
^^^lich ma) be attraete<l to finanrialK supp<irting these projects will be or may be drawn to the
project h\ die inclusion of such fcatuies as tlic s^iidietic stone at the priman' facades, so die
deletion ol diis iicin may cxjsl die parish luiuiiiij; support. Similar arguments can be made for
lake slalc and lui die icplacviiient of die steeple. None of thes«- latter options haw to be
rcsolM<l ininie<liately and can be carried as conrincencies well into die pro|ect.
The election if the demolition of the additions is. liowciei. aji option ssUki: wi!l ailiii-\e
ma.\iniuni eUkac\- if il is elected iiiimediatelv
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S . H \ K R 1 s & C () . P 1 III \ i> I 1 p 1 1 I A
Appendix One.
Rtjof and Wall Asscssmcnl loi 19'' Strci-t Baptist Chuidi
Attjdio.1 Ixidw this omvr ii a copy ol llu- rt-port prcpaicd U
Marianna Ttiomas Arthil«.xLs, ilaKtl July i\, I99h.
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S . H A R R I S & C O . P 1 1 I I. A U t L P H I
A
Appendix T>M).
Koofaiit] Wall Asscvimcnt tor 19 ' Succl Bapli^i C'liiirrh
Riivf Assessment:
'ITlc cx>n(iiliuii o\ the r<x>f's of all of die buildings, yt-ncrallv. ii barely fuiiLLiiiiijI Hit- spif ific
pjnc4s of ux)nii{; arc cnumi-r.itcd onginall* in dit- Tliotiias npriTr, .md that enumcrAlion
dc\icc IS caiiit.'J loiwjiil in inir analyK The areas ol eadi lool panel wa.-; conve\'ed lo die
<-snmsror along wjdi a description of rcplaecment roofing which h die ha<is for the esliiiidlet
prescntf-d in Appendix hour
I'lif tjpical mmposiuon of the roof» are of two glasses: the first is cxMiimon afphalt shingle,
and die secoml is common rolled d:>phjltic rooMnp This second vanelv is inorr cnmmonlv
icfeiied loai "liiiilt up roofing" oi iiiiipl\ BUR. Roth claMri subject to die same
mrcndliisiii> ki\ i.leleiinr;ifirin. -inH Knrh classes have, in fact, progressed in ihcii detcnoranon
rii rhp point tJiat not a siiigle panel i>l roohng is ecoiiomicdllv rcrrioTible. meciiiiiin diat fver\'
single square foot of roofing on this complex i« past tlic ptiiiil ol repair The shinqles are so
brittle that any cttbrt to icpaii a lijk will morn th.nn likelv result it iiioie damage dian rcpoii.
Then extent ol die deterioration nf the UHlliiy is Ksr rremplilied In die nhrirdgr.iphs taken
during oui inspe-ction. We can fdl pai>eb >\idi dei.iilcd rvpbnations ol ultraviolet and ozone
attach on liyiliucailHin polymers, btit little more than simpiv seeing the damage can be more
<nn\incing of the condition of die rool rli.in the r^jof it.-Kll.
Ill addition to rhe detci loi aliuii ol llie slilni;ies and rolled gocxls, there are other aspects of
luof which an- in nerd ot attention llie drainage system including such items as rite gutleis
.ind leaders are in vars-ing states of disrepaii. llie (lashings are in gciiei JIv lynxl lonHinon,
but vnll require considerable repair and^'oi lepljceiiient it rhe entire roof is rcni<ned and
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S. Rjrri» ai CV).
Kixil jnij WjII .\iscs5mcni far ."J" Sum Kipliit (.hurch
.\fi|jciiju Two (coniinui'il)
14M» 2000
Page 2 (>; 8
Figure I . Cicrrstor\- aoi luci
Aljarent to comer tower
replaced Although not an inherent part of the root wstcm, the wood frames anil sills of the
clerestory' dormers retjuire considerable nidintenance, although thc) die gcnetallv salvageable
The elerestor)' dormer shown in I'lgiirc I is typical
ol the nord) side dormers. These wooden paiti of
these dormers aie quite saK'ageahle, but ilo require
scraping and pamcing. At tliis particular location
die issue IS rather more reldled lo the water
coming olf the top of the location ot the former
stevple That water is supposed to collect at tlie
perimeter of the tower, dram through die leader
shown in Figure 2, and then How mto Uic gutter
on this side ol die sanctuary
The problem is that the water owillows tiu i-dj'i
iif liie towvr on the souUi side and c»)llects in the
eioldi lormed In the tower wall and the slupeil
rr>ot This is a iiia|ur source ol walei penetration
into the sancluary below 'l1ie w-atci also
oxTrflows fioiii this crotch down the side ol the
tower to die puller shown m Figure 2. The
(lashing aiong this edge has been a continuing
pioblem an<i is currcndy mucked with roofing
cement in response 10 tJie intermittent leaks.
Thesi- two icKMlii>ns have been problematic m
terms ol leaks since the cliurch was coiislructi-tj,
hut haw bcvii exacerbated since die steeple was
remcucd.
VVIicii die water reaches die gutter shown in
Figures 2 and 5, anodici problem is manifest.
namely that the gutter is completely inadequate
for the \olume and vel<icit\ of the water reaching
the gutter in aiivthing rcsciiiUiiig a heavy rain
The Tliuiiias report rect^nr/ed tins deficiency and
rit omniended diat these gutters be abandoned
and that outboard slung, half-round gutters be
reinstalled when the luol is leplaced
'^'/:M
Figured. j:iiii.ldi lucjlion as abifte
looking along gutter back towaid
tower.
S.inii' yii"
iu4jKiii^ east away from Imvci.
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j\ppendix Two (continuecl)
14 Miv 2000
Page i of 8
i
Figure* Roof owr south side
aisli! of sdiicluarv tx-low rlcrcstorv
doniicri
l-ipuru 1 .N<_'itii |.ianL-l ol l'..iil
roof and tict u-.st()n- clornicrs
- . t.
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S fiairis & Co.
Kouf ar.d Wall ;\s-SfssiTHTH for 1 9 Sire^l Baptist Church
Apprndix Two (conUiiunl)
M Mi> 2000
P^ 4 ol 8
I 1^11 r. /
Church and Hall
Fiyurr SI II! .1 .1
U-lwivn uw uliuidi anil die hall.
southwest corner ol' the hall Tlic stairs vviti-
added at die soulhw-csf coniei >vheii die ^eiIln(l
floor was iiiMrrted into what was an open chapel.
In iirdi r to get to that second floor a stair was
installed in the southwcsl corner of the huiiding
inj?iniuch a.s that was iieai die primary- entrv from
die street The roof at that location had lo be
raised in order to provide o\'erhcad clearance at
the top of the stairs These modest iiiodiRcatinn
furthci complicated an already diflieult situation
and so it remains to this da%'.
.Aiiodier modification occurred at the open slot
Ik tween the sanctuaiy and the hall In order to
pr<Ande a cii\XTed passaj^e l>et\vcen die t\\o major
structures, a rool was installed to fill part of this
slot. .Actually, it appears as diou^li diis jiortion of
roofing was jcc-oniplished in at lea.st two separate
stagc-s. We see the results of these efToits in
Figure 7 at left Ilie il-suU is nothing shoi I ol a
looliiig disaster Tlieic is no redeeniiiii; value lo
diis area of roofing, and diere is no long term
prospect of it ever repelling water foi a protracted
period ortiniegi«rn the gcomcli v. coniplexitv,
and illogical configuration of this portion of
roofing
We rivoniiiuiid t:iai die entire .irea of roof in the
slot lx-tw(vii the two major structures he
completciv deinoliihed and an entirely redesigned
connixlioii In desiirncd and installed.
The walei which is succvsslullv collected Irom this
sectu>n ol roof is led to grade as sho« ii at left in
Figvire 8 In fact, due to di.sconnectioiis and
damage to Icadei s, a great <leal of water is
dc-posited at the bases of all the buildings and
additions. This piarticular location is rather more
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S. Harris (It Co.
RDnfinH Will .\»«-»smnil for 19* Sircii Hipui- t hiirch
.^pondix Two (continued)
1 4 Mjv 2000
P>gr i; of H
Figure 9 DisconnecUuii o( Icadtr .ii
i-ast i-iid o( mjin sanctuarv.
n-mplomatic than exceptional
A Miiiiilar (.undition cxisti al llic tup tonnivlinn a
leader and a glitter at the cast facade or rear ol tlic
main sanctuary as seen here in Higurc 9. The
conse<^uence ot tliis dis«>nnertion la tlial water is
collected b) tlie gutter ahnve and dcpuMted ontii
the \Trtical suiiace ol the wall, whidi is the next
iiibjix't of this report
— «-. w^
-i
In sumiiiaiy, the roof in its entirety along with llic
gutters and leaders requires replacement. The
roof at the original lower needs to be replaced.
The roof in the slot Ix-nveen ihc sjnctiiarx' and the
halls needs to be entirely redesigned and
reinstallctl. All the hoots and uiidcrjiround storm
water sewers need to he reactivated. The exposed
portions 1)1 wiKxJ at the cicicsloiv dormens is,
gciieidllv, .suK-a^ahle. but requires substantial
rvpair and repainting. Not surprisinglv tliere will
some repiaccineiit required ofwood iiiciiil)ers as
condition.
.Altiiough diis propert)' has many problems, none
arc iiKire pressing in their negative impact on the
propel Iv tJiaii the condition of the roof.
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Roof and Will /Xijessmcnt for 19* Sinni Bjpiist Church
.Appendix Iwc {continual)
14Mav2O00
Pigc 6 of «
Wall Assessment:
Aswc-ssmeni of die wail falls into two categories uri^nt and pnorit%-. The urgent cunditiuns
ifinsKt of specific locationii which arc in itnininent sldtc!> of catastrophic collapse and winch
must be stabilized immcdiatclv in order to pre\-ent building dircatcning disaster an<i/'f)r harm
lo people The remainder of tile building pel imctcr is in a state of adv^tced decay and
requires attention. The fact is that once the uii;ent conditions aie, in fact, stable, it is
teclinically possible tor the remainder of Jic walls to go unattended Irom vcar to vear and to
deal »idi future potenrial collapsing areas as thc\- become inanitest. \\'hi]e diis approach is
teclinically, feasible it has tlic cllcct iil e\x-ntiialiv leading to a total building collapse or
condemnation and an ongoing condition of disrepaii in perpetuity
W'c liavx- endeavored to reconcile the approach to
imiiicdiate stabilization widi an approach to Uni)}
term cimservation There is a prospect that a
single approacii can accomplish niucli of lx>ih
objectives; liowesiT. time being of die essence, we
arc not convinced that tJic timing and funding will
comvrge in a single course ot action. The
prosjx-ctivc tecliiiicjue mvoKi-s injection grouting
and is destribcd in Appendix Three and invTilves a
technique called in|ection giouting W'av-ne Ruth,
the piojxjiiciit of this technique u-commendv anil
we concur that we should treat a test section and
assess the results. We endorse this notion as a
prelude lo die longer term scilutioi; to die wall as a
whole, but aie not optimistic that such an
approach will meet the urecut tirne constmints of
the collapsing portions.
The dilemma as lo hovv to proceed is precipitateii
bv' a the indelciininacy as to what lo do with the
wall as a whole, iijinelv whether die wall will in
the end be stuccoed in a faiihion similar to what is
dicre or whether it will be relinished in some
other manner We aie innv of the opinion that
die surface treatment is not as much of an issue as
liu I I
west side ol die sanctuan' shcnvs
survi«iig stucco abovic the belt couise
and exposed, ileteriorating serpentine
below
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S. Hvris & Co.
Rnof ini Will A.wtiinii.-nl for 19* Strerl Uaptis: I'hurch
.\pp«KiJJi Two (rontinuptj)
MMavJOfiO
Page 7 ol 8
A U^ik.
I ij^urc 12 llji. It^ii puitio:'.> 1.1 wall
shown dljove wrre in-fillcd with brick to
provide stable temporaiy closure.
Figure I 'i Tiic lo>Mr Mi-\vf<
grade
the stnictiiral stability ol the walls F\irthcmioi
e
we are rather inclined lo the opinion that injection
jr<ninng will prove to be an appropriate teeiinique
': stabilizing the balance of the buildinj>, alter
»liich die surlaee will be stuccoed again or it will
received a veneer f>l sviitlietic serpenbne. The
onlv ditien-nc-e rclc\-ant to the substrate is die
!' uhment detail, not die stabilization tcchiiiqui
I; dial is the ease, then «hatevxT is done at the
locations ol imminent n:>llapse will be
subordinated to one form of surface covering or
anodici . The interim crwrnetic consequence of
the interim stabilization devices are, therefore,
irrelevant We can, therehire, proceed
expeditiotisly vvitJi diuse areas In one location,
namely at the wall area above the boiler which
burned, tlic parisli has installed brick in die area
clamagctl bv the hre. We reconiiiieiul diat .similar
techniques be used at the othci cullapsini; areas of
the building.
ThtTe are two inajor points of immineiii cxjii apse.
One consists ol die In-ttrr part of tlie tire tower
and the other is visible bv climbing onto the roof
of die connector link betwcx-n the sanctuarv and
the hall Ol the two the aiea at the fire lower is
die more important .ind immediately threatening
bc:<th in terms ol instabihtv and potential dama^H-
V\e encourage die church to engage appropriate
en^nccrs and c<intractiirs immediately to deal
witli this area (See Figures I i and i'1 at left) or
readi a delerniinatiuii to abandon the additions to
the ii.ill and to deiiiuli.sli them
The decision to abandon the additions is a
complicated and dillicult is.suc and will not tie
reached based on die condition of the fire tower
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Root ami Wall .\»ci>mcnt for 19* Siml Bj|.iU51 Llua'h
.Appendix Iwo (continuing)
14 Mjv '(Km
P«gc 8 of 8
Figiiro 14. Comer ol uullapsing lirr
loxM'i sttii (rem adjarrnr roof
,nj. li iN. ImwrvTr. a solution to a numlK-r ot
iiip problems auociatcH with the piopcrly.
I > r.i cunent aic<u ol imminent coUapM; jil- in liif
.11 Witions Till- died of niaximnm nmher d3ma);<c
iri IS rhr addition. Ilic area of v^vt'^af^'e
•^iTgrowtli IS in the adJilioiis. Tin- area of pigeon
'tation is in thr additions. Tlu" iiists of
1 ^ . '-ofiiij; till" mlilirinns is hv themselves owr
550,000. and die costs of rehirbis]iing tlie exterior
walls could Ih.- twite that much A> ililTieull .is tlw
decision nia) Ix: pnigninimanrally, we retoinmcnd
that <!rnous consideration be giwn to
deaeeer..'iing" the addition:!
Unless -iiich a difficult derisior ran be made iiiiiiiedi.iiciv, urgent stabilization measures muNt
proceed at Jie tivii uillapsing arras Ivginrung widi tlie liu tower
Stabiliuuoii ol ilie xtohci .area ot imminent
rollap«o could be facilitated bv a clecision to cxci-^c
die root between die jdiictuar\- and the hall. If
suc^l a decision can In: iiiaile ininiixliarrlv, rjiere is
some [Hitcnrial rconomv in doing so This, too, is
a difTicult decision and one wliicli tlie parish m3>'
not be able to address within tlie time (iinstratnts
rele»aiil to die ha7arf<
\Vp recommend that xhort of an imniciliati-
dreision to Jciiiolish the addinons that brick infill
\x- installed in bodi of dieae areas and that
decisions to deaccess die dddltinns and how to
treat die balance ol die walls proii-i-d in nrderlv
anil ileiilier.ite mannere according to dieir awn
time demands.
I ijiurc 15 Ijxration of sixuiiil aiea ot
ininiinrntw.i|| collapse \icwcd from
standing; on the roof betNveen die
sancludiv and the hall
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S . H A R R I S & C O . P 1 1 I I A D 1 I, I' 1 1 I \
Appendix Three.
Root and Wall Asscament lor l'>" Stiivi Baptist Church
Atld(Jn.%l uiiiU-r thi'i ciKvr is a Ic-ttit pii-panil bv Mr \V av-ne
Ruth, President of Masonrv Sulutions
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M«y3. 2000
Mr Samuel Y Harris
S Harris & Company
Suhc 1112
260 1 Penn5>*lvBnia Avenue
PhiladelpbuL I'rnnsvlvanui 19110-2)011
Re Nineteenth Street Baptist Churcb
Dear Mr I lams
Thank vou fof the upportunity to meet with vou last Monday, and Tor your kindness of providing
iransponaiinn tn and tirom ftie train stalinn
I imly enjoyed our viiii to this hinoric building'
As you staled on the occasion of our visit, the &bric or the building is vct> workable Even with the erosion
orthe serpentine material the unll has enough mass that Miih proper stabilization techniijues thn
wonrtfrtil iKiono fHftute ran V mv'mi
TTiis piujeci i> vei V similai to Mliei piujecls un witicli >e luvc piuvtded ynviccs SoriaJ distinuive
elements iu|{gesi that this work should be approaches m phases
I H'allt thai apfxar tn he In an mmlneiv suae n1 i:i>lltifi\e- These walls, particularly the return
wall above the door on the East Side, require attention soon From what I have <ieen (which
was Iniiiied ol'cvurse b> the vej^attonl it appcdis tluu llicse walls can be iaigcy sdvl^J This
work is obviously a high priority
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Mj SaniucI \ Ilam^
1< SlrM B«p(ia Church
Miv 3. 2000
Page Two
leu <ireu\ Iff i'i!i:iliun uruuli'n^' arid uiim •ynvniiihy This phase of Awn wojid be probably
bM placed in the fenced alcove on the We« elevaiion. bdwvcn the Church and Ihe Mall Here
non-deslnictue testing tcchn qties as well as jjtroutmg techniques can x* evaluated a> well as
store conscrvancs- techniques A benefit m Ih s appioach n t'lai ;hi5 vem visible worl c<.iuld
axd in devriopm^ contributions f\ji the lesturaiii^n erTor , as -Aell as provding d place tn
it-MTM weathering of the conserved stone
i. Coniiiumi AKrwv- I suspect t.tal yoj are well underway if not compleie with an i-vcioll su'vcv
of the buildings current condilicm A detailed ma.v>nry survey wiiJi a :epon hij^lighting the
ekments of llie fiivade work pn>\ide giiidanrc tor development and restoration eflbna We
welcome the opponjniiy to be of service n this regard
4 Some masnnrv areas might reed to be stabilized in con)unction with the roofwoik Pethaps this
work might be identified prioi lo the roofing sequence, siinultaneously with lest panel work I his
would piuvide a cumpreheiuivc ina>onr> program, an integral pan of both design and
development efTortt
We have endoied some intbnnation about injeaion grouind. and two of the academic papers that wctc
writteii by Mike Schuller and me about this method of masonry stabilization
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S . H \ R R I s & C o . P 1 1 1 1 \ I ) I I ! 1 1 i A
/\ppcii<li\ Four.
Rtjolanil Wall Assessmcni for 19'"' Street Baptist CIuikI
AttadiecJ under this cow-r i» a c<-»l estimate prepared b\ Mjcliat-I
Funk, Vice President of International Consultants, Inc.
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Memorandum ICI
To:
cc
From
Date
Re
MTERNATIONAI CONKIILTAMTS. INC
S Hams A Conpany
Suite 1212. 2C01 "eiisjtiania A»erLe
Phiiadeltjriia. PA 19130 2306
he
MiGhadC runk
•|Jf^:^:
Nmlte«nl^ St'eel Captiel Church
Philadelphia PA
icisioouM
Dear Sam
ARachM are re ealnalaa lor the kwi loci areas ot the reference:] proiecl I have alio D'onded ar overall sumnary ct all
four Oy CSI section You may want to add guantites n icf trie Masor^ RexMnvj aid re-sd/ccong as usee 1 3' «m eacf
ilyouha«s»ry(|ue»tansarccininerls please caR
)r3T the leek ol
Michaei C Funk
V ce -resden:
Inlernajoral CcmLllJinB. Inc
7?irhe5inutSlre« Sute200
Philadelphia PA 10-06-2812
215 -923 8888
Fa« 21S • 5<t? MW)
eT^ ocorslgerols com
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INTERNATONAL CONSULTANTS INC PMILADELPH A PENNSYLVANIA 71b'9238888
S. HARRIS i. COMPANY ICI #. 200984
NINETEENTH STREET BAPTIST CHURCH Prep mcl
ROOF REPAIRS Date 4/27/00
1953 SOUTH NINETEENTH STREET, PHILADELPHIA. PA Page 1
Revised
SUMMARY PRELIMINARY COST ESTIMATE - SUMMARY OF ALL ROOFS
Acco.inl Desctption Anojnl
1.0 General RequiremenIs (% of Accounts 2.0 through 16 0) 25% S 75.866
2 H Slework > Oemolibon
3.0 Concrete
40 Masoray 23 575
5 Metals 3
6 Wooas & Plastics 149 480
7 Moisluie PioIectKin 128.461
8.0 Door& & Windows 6.038
9 Finishes
100 Specialties
1
1
Equipmeni
1
2
FumisMngs
1
3
Special Construction
14 Conveying Systems
ISO Plumbing
15 5 HVAC
le.a Electrical
TOTAL ESTIMATED CONSTRUCTION COST t 384.442
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INTERNATIONAL CO^SULTANTS IN:: PHILADELPHIA PFNNSVLVANIA 2151923 8888
S. HARRIS & COMPANY
NINETEEMH STREET BAPTIST CHURCH
ROOF REPAIRS
1953 SOUTH NINETEENTH STREET, PHILADELPHIA, PA
SUMMARY - PRELIMINARY COST ESTIMATE - MAIN CHURCH BUILDING
ICI»-
Prep
Date
Page
Revised
2009S4
mcf
4177100
2
A,. ...rt ^escriphon
1.0

Appendix 3
NTERNATIONAl CONSULTANTS INC MHILADE^FMIA. PENNSVI VANIA i-'lS 923!
S HARRIS A COMPANY
NINETEENTH STREET BAPTIST CHURCH
ROOF REPAIRS
1953 SOUTH NINETEENTH STREET, PHILADELPHIA. PA
DETAILS PRELIMINARY COST ESTIMATE MAIN CHURCH BUILDING
ICI»
Prep-
Dale:
"age
Revised
200984
ircl
4/'27/00
3
Account Deiiunption Cuanaty Unil bnit Cos) ATiounl
40 MASONRY
Remove & Reset Masonry Coping w/Flashing Beneath
Repflir'Flasti Masonry Projectiona/Chimiwys
RebtikJ Stone Wall w'Brick
Remove 4 Replace Stucco
6 WOODS a. PLASTICS
Rough Carpenny & Blocking
Rerrove/Replace Damaged Sheathing ( 25% )
Repair Framirg'Srieatfung ® Built In Gjtters
Replace Steeple w/Fiberglass Replica - 40 Hrgh
7 MOISTURE PROTECTION
Remove Existing Roofing. Flashing, Gutters & DovKPspouts
40 Mil Membrane A Ice/Water Sliiekl
Asphalt Shngles 30 Year
Reglet @ Masonry & Counter Flashing
RIdge/Valey Flashing
Built-in Gutter Liner Galvanized
Downiipouts
3 DOORS & WINDOWS
Repair Root Level Windows, Replace SiH & Reglaze
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INTERNATIONAL COKSUi-TANTS INC PHLADt-PHIA PENNSYLVANIA 2
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NTERNATIONAL CONSULTANTS INC PHILAD'IPHIA PI-NNSYLVANIA 215/923 88S8
S HARRIS & COMPANY
NINETEENTH STREET BAPTIST CHURCH
ROOF REPAIRS
1953 SOUTH NINETEENTH STREET, PHILADELPHIA. PA
DETAILS - PRELIMINARY COST ESTIMATE - PARISH HALL
ICl*
Piep
Dale
Page
Revised
70asS4
mcf
4«7,'0O
5
^Li-LLlOt rfRf.npnon Quaitr>' UnT
MASONRY
Remove & Reset M»<«inr>' c;oping w/Flashmg Beneath
Reabii.'FiBS^ Masonr> Fro|ection&Chimneys
Reniald STnne Wall w/Btick
Reirove & Repace Stucco
6 WOODS » PLASTICS
Rough CafpentTY & Blocking
Remove'Replace Damagea Sheattwig ' 25% I
Repair F-aming/Sheafimg @ RurlT-ln Gutters
Repaii Exstmg Steeple
7 MOISTURE PROTECTION
Remove Elns^ng Rooting Flashing. GuUets & Duwiii^ouls
40 Mil Membraric 4 Ice/Water Shield
AsphaH Shingles 30 Yeai
'legist © Wasomy A Courier Flashrg
RidgeiVdley Fashing
BL.ilt-lii Gjttei Lner, Galvariized
Hung Glitter Galvanized
Downspouts
10 DOORS « WINDOWS
Repair Roof Level Windows Replace 81 & Reglaze
Suhto-al
Contingency
TOTAL
Aftemale
SLbsttutc Imitation Slate for Asphalt Shingles
J6 LF
EA
SF
1 SF
45 00
1 750 00
90 00
17 5C
7 EA
15%
375 OC
1 520
I 750
90
18
Subtotal
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iNTeSNATIONAL CONSULTANTS INC OHILADE-PHIA PFNNSV; VANIA ?l 6 '923 8888
S HARRIS & COMPANY
NINETEENTH STREET BAPTIST CHURCH
ROOF REPAIRS
1953 SOUTH NINETEENTH STREET, PHILADELPHIA PA
SUMMARY PRELIMINARY COST ESTIMATE - ADDITION
ICI*
Prep-
Date;
Page;
Revised:
200984
mcl
4127/00
6
Accouni Dfts.-.nphon
1

Appendix 3
INTtRKAT ONAL CONSULTANTS INC PHILADELPHIA 'JFNNS^LVANIA 215 923 8888
S. HARRIS & COMPANY
NINETEENTH STREET BAPTIST CHURCH
ROOF REPAIRS
1953 SOUTH NINETEENTH STREET PHIl ADFl PHIA. PA
DE TAILS PRELIMINARY COST ESTIMATE - ADDITION
ICI«
Prep
Date
Page
Revtend
200984
met
Ammo
7
Ac«>unt Oescfipbor auantly Jnt Unl Cisi AfT'ounl
4(; MASONRY
Repair/Flash Masonry Proiectians/CNmieys
Rebuild Stone WaH w^Brick
Rpmovft A Rcpacc Stucco

Appendix 3
NTERNA'IONAL CONSUI 'AN*G INC 'f-l_ftDELPHIA PFNNSr, \/«MA 215,923 8888
S HARRIS A COMPANY
NINETEENTH STREET BAPTIST CHURCH
ROOF REPAIRS
1953 SOUTH NINETEENTH STREET. PHILADELPHIA. PA
SUMWARY - PRELIMINARY COST ESTIMATE CONNECTOR .' UNK
ICI»
Prep
Date
Page.
Revnsed
200984
met
*i7ri00
ArrouTi Des;; iplml
t General Requfements (»/t of Accoirts 2 throiign '6 0)
2 Sitework ' Dcmolrtion
3.0 Conoete
40 Mssorwy
5 Vetate
6 Woods & Plastics
7 Moisture Protection
8.0 Doors & Windows
9 C Fmsries
100 Specialties
11 Equipment
12 Furnrshtngs
1
3
Speaal Constructiori
14 Conveytig Syslems
15 PljmBing
15 5 HVAC
16 Electhcal
TOTAL - CONNECTOR i UNK
25% 4.822
124
11586
7579
24,110
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Nineteenth Street Baptist Church Condition Survey
Name(s); formerly known as Church ofthe Holy Comforter
Construction Date: 1874-1875
Street Address: 1249-1235 South Nineteenth Street
City: Philadelphia State: Pennsylvania
Surveyor: Molly Sheehan
Date: June 3. 2000
Weather: Hot. Sunny, Dry (substantial rainfall on June 2, 2000)
Location: West Fa9ade of Church Building
Windows
Number: 4
Condition: Fair
Notes: The windows on this elevation are stained glass with exterior mounted storm
windows. The decorative details of the glass are obscured by the storm windows. There
are no weep holes in the storms causing moisture to be trapped between the storm and the
decorative glazing. The wood frames are difficult asses due to multiple layers of paint-
they are appear to have sustained damage caused by water. Loss ofjoinery between
window opening and masonry units, (refer to photograph C)
Masonry
Type: Stucco
Condition: Poor
Notes: The stucco that remains (50%) has large crack both vertically and horizontally.
These cracks may be indicative of different rates of settling and improper curing of the
stucco at the time of application. The stucco is spalling as a result of the loss ofbond
between the stucco and the serpentine. Water has entered the wall, (refer to photograph
D) Water staining at points under roof overhangs-indicative of inadequate drainage and
gutter system. Plants with root systems are present on this fa9ade.(refer to photograph F)
Bio-growth observable.
Type: Serpentine
Condition: Poor
Notes: The serpentine and mortar between the masonry units have been raked and
chiseled to give a somewhat uniform substrate for the adhesion of the stucco. The
serpentine is suffering disaggregation. The texture is talc-like. The serpentine has surface
deposits. The edges ofthe masonry units have lost angularity through deterioration. There
has been some inappropriate cement patching at entrance, (refer to photographs D,E, F
and G)
Type: Limestone
Condition: Fair
Notes: The trim pieces are difficult to asses because of the multiple paint layers and some
inappropriate cement patches. There is evidence of missing mortar between units forming
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entrance way arch. There is noticeable deterioration that looks like the result of
weathering, (refer to photograph G)
Other Features: The main entrance into the sanctuary has wood double doors with a
wood panel transom. There are vertical cracks, but overall the condition of this set of
doors is good. They will require paint removal and refinishing and some consolidation to
protect the wood.
The original belfry/tower at the comer of 19"^ Street and Titan Street has been truncated.
No access was attainable to the roof area making an estimate of condition impossible.
(refer to photographs A, B and F)
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West Facade of Church Building (A)
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West Facade of Church Building (B)
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fc- --SiM.#
West Facade of Church Building (C)
window detail
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West Facade of C'hurcli RuilJing(D)
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West Fagade of Church Building (E)
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West Facade of Church Building (G)
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Nineteenth Street Baptist Church Condition Survey
Name(s): formerly known as Church ofthe Holy Comforter
Construction Date: 1874-1875
Street Address: 1249-1235 South Nineteenth Street
City: Philadelphia State: Pennsylvania
Surveyor: Molly Sheehan
Date: June 3, 2000
Weather: Hot, Sunny, Dry (substantial rainfall on June 2, 2000)
Location: North Elevation ofChurch Building
Windows
Number: 15(13 stained glass, 2 double-hung covered with metal grates)
Condition: Good (two broken)
Notes: Conditions are compatible with those noted for other church building windows
Masonry
Type: Stucco
Condition: Fair
Notes: Substantial water damage observable at wall connection between northwest tower
and north church building wall. This area is where the stucco damage is at its worst for
this elevation. The stucco exhibits the same conditions noted elsewhere, however the
extant of damage does not seem as bad as noted on other elevations, (refer to photographs
H, I, J and K)
Type: Serpentine
Condition: Poor
Notes: Conditions observed are consistent with those noted on other elevations, (refer to
photographs I and M)
Type: Limestone (brown/tan)
Condition: Fair
Notes: The limestone units used in the door openings seem to have deteriorated due to
erosion and weathering more so on this elevation than that of any other. The masonry
units are missing mortar, (refer to photographs J, M and O)
Other Features: The back quarter of the north elevation has undergone alteration after a
recent explosion. Brick has been inserted to recreate a connection between the masonry
wall and the roof Much patching work is observable in this area, (refer to photograph P)
The truncated beliry/tower is observable fi-om this elevation. There is noticeable invasive
vegative growth on the tower, (refer to photographs H and I )
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North Elevation of Church Building (H)
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North Elevation of Church Building (I)
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North Elevation of Church Building (J)
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North Elevation of Church Building (K)
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North Elevation ofChurch Building (L)
North Elevation ofChurch Building (M)
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North Elevation of Church Building (N)
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•?-r-
North Elevation of Church Building (O)
^̂
North Elc\ation of Church Building (P)
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Nineteenth Street Baptist Church Condition Survey
Name(s); formerly known as Church ofthe Holy Comforter
Construction Date: 1874-1875
Street Address: 1249-1235 South Nineteenth Street
City: Philadelphia State: Pennsylvania
Surveyor: Molly Sheehan
Date: June 3, 2000
Weather: Hot, Sunny, Dry (substantial rainfall on June 2. 2000)
Location: East Elevation of Church Building
Windows
Number: 2 (2 other windows and basement openings that are filled)
Condition: Fair
Notes: The two windows on this elevation differ in condition as well as materials. The
altar end ofthe church has a large prominent stained glass system. Because of its height
its exterior condition is difficult to evaluate. The protective exterior storm window is
similar in appearance to those on the west and east elevations of the church buUding. The
storm window is causing the same type of conditions noted on these elevations. The
window on this elevation is located in a stairwell. This window is a double-hung window.
Its condition is poor, as observed Irom the interior. Much of its wood fi-aming has
suffered from water related damage. It has a number of paint layers, (refer to photograph
Q and R)
Masonry
Type: Stucco
Condition: Poor
Notes: The stucco is bowing away irom the primary structure. The stucco is uneven and
bumpy. The bond between the stucco and original serpentine is lost. The stucco is a beige
color rather than the pistachio colored stucco seen on the other elevations. The stucco is
fi"agile and detaches easily, (refer to photograph Q and R)
Type: Serpentine
Condition: Poor
Notes: The serpentine's condition on this elevation is consistent with that observed on the
other elevations ofthe church building. The essential difference observed on this
elevation is that the serpentine was not laid in a uniform pattern like that seen on the west
and north elevations of the church building.
Type: Limestone (brown/tan)
Condition: Good
Notes: There is staining visible on the window trim over the stained glass system. The
lower trim piece on this opening has many layers of paint making assessment of its
condition difficult. The other lintels seem to be in good condition, (refer to photograph Q
andR)
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Other Features: This elevation has a chimney at its northeast comer. It too has been
coated in stucco. The roofline observable at this elevation has been complicated by an
addition, (reter to photograph Q)
East Elevation ofChurch Building (Q)
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East Elevation of Church Building (R)
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Nineteenth Street Baptist Church Condition Survey
Name(s): formerly known as Church ofthe Holy Comforter
Construction Date; 1874-1875
Street Address: 1249-1235 South Nineteenth Street
City: Philadelphia State: Pennsylvania
Surveyor: Molly Sheehan
Date: June 3, 2000
Weather: Hot, Sunny, Dry (substantial rainfall on June 2, 2000)
Location: South Elevation of Church Building
Windows
Number: 1 3 (basement openings have been filled)
Condition: Good
Notes: These window types and conditions are consistent with those noted on other
elevations of the church building (stained glass with protective exterior storms), (refer to
photograph T)
Masonry
Type: Stucco
Condition: Poor
Notes: The stucco on this elevation exhibits the same conditions noted elsewhere on the
church building (cracks, disagregation, loss of bond to substrate, water damage, staining
and bio-growth). The stucco application does not appear to be as smooth as that which
was observed on the west and north elevations of the church building, (refer to
photographs S, T and U)
Type: Serpentine
Condition: Poor
Notes: Condition of serpentine on this elevation is consistent with that noted for the other
elevations of the church building, (refer to photograph U)
Type: Limestone (brown/tan)
Condition: Good
Notes: There appears to be a tan limestone horizontal band two feet Irom the foundation
not noticed elsewhere on the church building. The same staining and painted conditions
observed on this elevation is similar to that noted on the other elevations of the church
building. The mortar between the limestone units seems to be in better condition on this
elevation as oppose to the other three elevations of the church building, (refer to
photograph S)
Other Features: There is a mechanical system located near this elevation with a box that
has been attached to the stucco, (refer to photograph U)
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South Elevation ofChurch Building (S)
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South Elevation ofChurch Building (T)
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South Elevation of Church Building (U)
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Nineteenth Street Baptist Church Condition Survey
Name(s): formerly known as Church ofthe Holy Comforter
Construction Date; 1874-1875
Street Address: 1249-1235 South Nineteenth Street
City: Philadelphia State: Pennsylvania
Surveyor: Molly Sheehan
Date: June 3, 2000
Weather: Hot, Sunny, Dry (substantial rainfall on June 2, 2000)
Location; West Fa9ade of Fellowship Hall
Windows
Number: 1 1 (one additional opening above entrance on small tower)
Condition: Fair
Notes: The windows on this facade have been altered with the addition of exterior storm
windows and on the first level the three large office windows have had their glazing
replaced. The windows are wood framed. Eight of the eleven windows are stained glass
windows. Those eight have storm windows same in design as those used in the church
building. Again, there are no weep holes visible. The wood Seaming elements have
suffered some decay and will require consolidation. There is evidence of inappropriate
cement patches around the window openings. Further testing should be done to evaluate
the performance of the windows.
Masonry
Type: Stucco
Condition: Poor
Notes: Cracks, both vertical and horizontal were observed. The stucco has lost its bond to
the serpentine substrate. Bio-growth and water staining are present. Inappropriate cement
patches have been applied. Using a tapping method to determine the soundness of the
stucco resulted in the fracturing and loss of the substantial material. Behind the stucco
that has bowed, fragments of deteriorating serpentine have accumulated.
Type: Serpentine
Condition: Poor
Notes: The serpentine that has been exposed due to the stucco failure shows the
accumulation of surface deposits. Additionally, the serpentine's surface was wet
indicating that water has gotten into the wall behind the stucco. The serpentine is
disaggregating and powdering. The texture is much like talc.
Type: Limestone (brown/tan)
Condition: Good
Notes: The limestone is used for window and door trim, as well as for three horizontal
bands on the building. There are many layers of paint over these trim pieces and some
weathering is evident. Mortar is missing in some spaces between units.
Other Features: There are two downspouts for drainage present. One runs from the
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tower comer and the second is attached to the gutter running on the side of the roof over
the entrance. It appears that both require repairs due to excessive water damage occurring
around these systems.
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Nineteenth Street Baptist Church Condition Survey
Name(s): formerly known as Church ofthe Holy Comforter
Construction Date: 1874-1875
Street Address: 1249-1235 South Nineteenth Street
City: Philadelphia State: Pennsylvania
Surveyor: Molly Sheehan
Date: June 3, 2000
Weather: Hot, Sunny, Dry (substantial rainfall on June 2. 2000)
Location: North Fa9ade of Fellowship Hall
Windows
Number: 24 (basement windows have been filled)
Condition: Good
Notes: Second floor windows and dormers are decorative and stained glass. On the first
story these windows have been fitted with two air conditioners and a vent. There is also a
new window on the first floor that appears to have been a door opening at an earlier date.
Masonry
Type: Stucco
Condition: Good
Notes: The stucco on this elevation seems to be in better condition than any other
observed. There is some water staining and bio-growth. There are horizontal and vertical
cracks. The stucco seems to have been applied with the same texturizing technique
observed on the south elevation of the church building. Most of the staining and bio-
growth seems to be occurring close to the ground-probably due to inadequate drainage.
Type: Serpentine
Condition: NA
Notes: None visible
Type: Limestone (brown/tan)
Condition: Good
Notes: The biggest problem for the limestone on this elevation has to do with staining
and bio-growth-indicative of poor gutter and drainage systems.
Other Features: NA
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Window Survey : One window on the north fa9ade of the sanctuary was chosen for
analysis to a representational example of the prevailing condition of the windows. As was
mentioned earlier, the both buildings predominantly have some variation of colored
windows. An identification code was developed in order to recognize the window
analyzed. The code is defined in terms on which building the window is a part, the
elevation it is on, a number according to what elevation (floor) on which it is positioned
and a number coordinating with its position on the fa9ade-counting from the exterior left
to right.
Ex. On the sanctuary building, on the Titan Street fa9ade (north facade), first floor level.
and first window from the left end of the building: S-N-1-1
S-N-1-3 (survev measurements taken from the interior)
The window is a double hung colored glass window, with movable lower sash and fixed
upper sash. The pulley box is visible, however the chains are missing. The window is
inoperable due to naiJed wood splints on the frame above the lower sash. There are two
pieces forming the window casing- 1" rounded piece, Va" square pieces. The window is
made up of leaded cames and black paint stenciled colored glass. The color palette is
blue, yellow, white, and red (this is not representative of the color palette of all of the
sanctuary windows-each seems to have a different assemblage of colors). Three
horizontal lead bars span the ftiU width of the window for support. There is a storm
window on the exterior with an operable bottom hinged awning component. The glazing
used for the storm makes it difficult to see the colored glass and design from the exterior.
Condition: (On a scale of 1-3; l=good (requiring little to no repair), 2=fair
(minor repairs/can be fixed in place), 3=poor (requiring replacement or removal
for repair)
Overall System: 1
Glazing: 1
Lead Games: 1
Interior Gasing: 1
Exterior Gasing: 2
Frame: 1
Window Measurements: Rough opening: W-24" H-81", Sash width: 20.5", Bottom sash
height: 41.5", Top sash height: 38.5"
Note: A sample was taken to determine the original finish of the exterior casing. It has
been determine that it was a light buff color closely matching the limestone trim work.
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Door Survey: A representative sanctuary door unit was surveyed. The coding system
imposed is as follows: the letter "D" for door; "S" or "F" depending which building the
door is a part of; the N, S, E or W corresponding to facade placement; a number to
represent the units position on the wall in reference to other doors on the same fa9ade-
counting from the exterior left to right.
D-S-W-1
Two operable wood doors with narrow diagonally laid wood strips decorating the exterior
side of the door. Above the door is a wood architrave with carving. There are heavy
ornamental straps and hinges on the exterior of the doors. It is the surveyor's opinion that
these doors are not the original exterior doors. In an early photograph, it is clear that the
exterior doors had glazing, collaborated by reference to other exterior doors with glazing
described in the 1875 Mutual Assurance Insurance survey. Additionally there is evidence
on the door frame that other hinges, differently positioned were at one time present. The
top of the door frame has had wood supports added to meet the top of the exterior doors.
It is probable that these doors were originally used as interior doors as there
measurements match up with interior rough openings were doors would have been used
to close off spaces.
The doors are in good condition, however the frame seems incapable of supporting the
weight of the doors. Supplemental hinges have been installed, it appears as though
damage to the frame has occurred due to the strain the excessive weight of the doors has
put on the structural system.
Door Measurements: Rough opening W-75.5" H-127", door I W 35", door 2 W 36",
doors height-78"-there is a 1 " strip between the doors.
Note: Samples taken for finish analysis supports that the doors original finish was
varnish.
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Mortar Analysis
Date-4- 16-01
Building-Nineteenth Street Baptist Church
Building Address-South 19th Street, Philadelphia, PA
Construction Date- 1874- 1875
No. of Samples-]
Samples Removed by-Molly Sheehan
Laboratory Procedure-ASTM/ICCROM
Analysis Performed by-Molly Sheehan
Analysis
Observations
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Appendix 4
Restoration Recommendations and Phasing Schedule Proposal for
The Nineteenth Street Baptist Church
1249-1253 South Nineteenth Street
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
Prepared by: Molly Sheehan
Introduction:
The recommendations and phasing schedule proposed in this document are based on the
condition surveys and building assessments prepared by Michael Stem, former Technical
Assistance Specialist for the Philadelphia Historic Preservation Corporation, on
November 9, 1993; Marianna Thomas Architects on April 25, 1996; S. Harris &
Company Philadelphia on May 15, 2000, and Molly Sheehan Summer-Spring 2000-2001.
This report is preliminary and part of an academic exercise; it should not be used when
formulating specifications for the restoration and repair work necessary. It is the intent of
this report to highlight methods and materials that may help in making the restoration and
repair campaign more financially accessible to the owners of the Nineteenth Street
Baptist Church.
It should be noted that the author of this report has not been given access to the roof areas
and is dependent upon the findings of other consultants and other conditions that indicate
roofing failures. Additionally, it should be noted that the repair and restoration campaign
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on the Nineteenth Street Baptist Church has already commenced beginning with the
partial demolition and stabilization of a later addition to Fellowship Hall (kitchen and
hallway access on the lower level; offices, storage space and hallway access on the upper
level). For documents and specifications relating to this work Samuel Y. Harris, of S.
Harris & Company Philadelphia should be contacted.
Building Assessment:
After numerous visits to the Nineteenth Street Baptist Church and the review of multiple
building assessments regarding the structures that make up the church complex, it is
recommend that certain conditions be repaired immediately as they will contribute to
substantial future deterioration and currently pose a threat to safety on the site.
Many ofthe conditions and failures observed are either consistent with those documented
by Michael Stem in his 1993 assessment, or have resulted out of the deferred
maintenance or repairs that were recommended by Mr. Stem. Further delay in addressing
these issues will only cause further deterioration that will result in significantly higher
costs for repair.
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Proposed Restoration and Repair Phased Program:
Phase I
Emergency Conditions:
It is recommended that these conditions be addressed in the initial phase of the restoration
and repair campaign as they pose eminent danger.
1. Demolition of east addition on Fellowship hall and stabilization and construction of a
new exterior wall. (In process)
-This part of the structure has structurally failed to the point where stabilization is
too costly.
2. The mechanical removal of exterior stucco.
-The stucco that currently provides the exterior skin for most of the church
building and Fellowship hall needs to be removed as it has lost its bond to the
primary structure and is detaching in large pieces.
Phase II
Structural Stabilization (A):
Most of the damage sustained in and on the building has resulted from the infiltration of
water. It is necessary to make the building watertight before commencing with any other
repairs.
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1. Demolition/removal of current roofing membrane system and inadequate drainage
system (gutters and downspouts).
2. The repair or replacement of any primary roofing panels.
3. Installation ofnew flashing and vapor barrier prior to the application ofnew roofing
materials.
4. Installation ofnew drainage system (gutters and downspouts).
The failure of the roofing system and drainage system has substantially contributed to the
current condition of disrepair on the exterior and interior of the church building and
Fellowship hall.
Phase III
Structural Stabilization (B):
For the two structural stabilization phases there should be consensus between the project
engineer, masonry contractor and roofing contractor to determine a timetable and an
approach that will adequately allow for all repairs to be done once without interference of
the work done on other parts or features of the buildings.
1 . The consolidation and stabilization of the exterior serpentine with grout
injections.
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2. The repair, paint removal, re-pointing and consolidation of the limestone exterior
masonry units.
This type of stabilization is necessary to reinforce the serpentine, as well as to avoid
any fiirther loss of the limestone features. In a later phase it has been recommended
that the exterior be re-clad in either stucco or a faux-stone material, but it is still
necessary to consolidate the serpentine to retard its deterioration so it can be a
somewhat stable substrate.
Phase IV
Repair and Replacement of Windows
The repair and replacement of windows is a necessary element to the repair and
restoration program in order to make the buildings water and airtight. It is also
recommended that an energy efficiency survey be conducted (this can be arranged by
contacting the Interfaith Coalition on Energy in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania). Because
a number of the buildings' windows are stained glass and have been surveyed by a
stained glass conservator (the data from the survey is available at the Philadelphia
office of Partners for Sacred Places), it is recommended that a stained glass consultant
be brought in to evaluate and determine the appropriate means of intervention.
1 . In order to determine the best course of intervention for each window system, a
specific survey should be conducted on the various types of windows and their
components.
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Phase V
Exterior Facing Restoration
Although the serpentine requires consolidation, a process recommended earlier, its
exposure would cause continued deterioration. Because the serpentine had been
altered in the past in order for it to act as a substrate for the stucco coverage, it is also
an aesthetic recommendation that the serpentine be re-clad.
1
.
The serpentine will be prepared for the application of a new cladding service and
decisions as to how this new cladding system will be attached will need to be
addressed.
2. Depending on the choices made by Nineteenth Street Baptist Church, the re-
cladding may be treated differently to defer cost.
A. It is recommended that on highly visible elevations should
receive a sensitive re-cladding system that will be sensitive to the
physical character of the original serpentine. This appearance can
be achieved through various materials that can be produced to
replicate the physical appearance of serpentine.
B. On all other facades, it may be decided appropriate to re-clad
these surfaces with new stucco.
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Phase VI
Interior Restoration
1 . The interior spaces have been impacted somewhat by the intrusive water; the repairs
for the interior should not be done until the building is watertight.
-This scope of this work will include the repair, replacement of some wood
structural elements that have been compromised by water damage.
-Some interior demolition of plaster will be necessary to remove water-damaged
materials in both the church building and Fellowship haU.
-As a result of the initial demolition a new kitchen area will be necessary.
Much of this interior work is cosmetic, but interior supports should be surveyed by an
engineer to determine any interior structural strength has been compromised due either to
water damage or deferred maintenance.
Phase VII
Provisions for Handicap Access
Currently the church and Fellowship hall have no permanent handicap accessible
entrances. It may be possible to integrate this type of entrance in the connecting hallway
between the church building and Fellowship hall. Although this alteration may not be
attended to until later in the whole program, it is important to keep this in mind as spaces
are changed so that work does not need to be ahered or destroyed to incorporate this
alteration (refer to the Philadelphia Building Code for standards applicable to handicap
access).
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-It is important to note that the church is not legally required to provide handicap
accessibility.
Phase VIII
Reconstruction ofNorthwest Tower
The northwest belfiy/tower was truncated in the mid-Twentieth Century, however there is
documentary evidence enough to reconstruct this tower. It is suggested that alternative
materials be utilized in this reconstruction allowing this feature to be lighter in weight
than the original and easier to maintain.
The tower reconstruction is important because it was a character-defining element
important to the overall design concept.
As each phase of repair and restoration should be fiilly documented with drawings,
specifications and photography.
It is also recommended that a maintenance plan be designed for the Nineteenth Street
Baptist Church for the fijture preservation of its buildings. A maintenance plan will help
keep repair costs lower and avoid the future necessity of a large-scale repair and
restoration campaign with which the church is currently faced.
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